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ABSTRACT 
The growing interest on magnetostrictive materials for generation of strains and forces 
in smart structure systems motivates the development of increasingly accurate models of the 
performance of these materials as used in transducers. The proposed magnetomechanical 
model provides a characterization of the material magnetization as well as the strain and 
force output by a transducer in response to quasistatic applied magnetic fields. The model 
is built in three steps. In the first, the mean field model for ferromagnetic hysteresis origi­
nally developed by Jiles and Atherton is used to compute the magnetization arising from the 
application of magnetic fields. While this model provides an accurate characterization of the 
field-induced magnetization at constant stress, it is insufficient in cases where the stress state of 
the magnetostrictive driver varies significantly during operation. To model the stress-induced 
magnetization changes, or magnetomechanical effect, a Maw of approach' to the anhysteretic 
magnetization is considered. The magnetization hysteresis model in combination with this law 
of approach provides a more realistic representation of the bidirectional energy transduction 
taking place in magnetostrictive transducers. In the second step, an even-term series expansion 
posed in terms of the magnetization is employed to calculate the magnetostriction associated 
with magnetic moment rotations within domains. While the magnetostriction provides a good 
description of the total material strain at the low field levels where elastic dynamics are of 
secondary significance, it is highly inaccurate at higher drive levels, in which the elastic re­
sponse gains significance. This elastic or material response is considered in the third and last 
step, by means of force balancing in the form of a PDE system with magnetostrictive inputs 
and boundary conditions consistent with the transducer mechanical design. The solution to 
this PDE system provides the longitudinal displacements and corresponding strains and forces 
xxii 
generated by the magnetostrictive driver. Since the formulation precludes analytic solution, 
a Galerkin discretization is employed to express the PDE in the form of a temporal system, 
which is subsequently solved using finite diflFerence approximations. The ability of the model 
to accurately characterize the magnetomechanical behavior of magnetostrictive transducers is 
demonstrated via comparison of model simulations with experimental measurements collected 
from two Terfenol-D transducers. 
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PREFACE 
History of magnetostriction 
Tlie study of magnetostriction began in the 1840's when James P. Joule first measured 
the change in length exhibited by iron samples when magnetized with a magnetic field. The 
phenomenon of magnetostriction is in fact common to all ferromagnetic materials. Magne-
tostrictive materials such as iron, nickel, cobalt and their alloys were extensively used during 
the first half of the twentieth century in several applications including telephone receivers, 
hydrophones, scanning sonar, fog horns, oscillators, and torque meters. 
In the early 1960's. a breakthrough in magnetostrictive materials occurred with the discov­
ery of the largest known low-temperature magnetostrictions, of about 1%. in the basal planes 
of the rare earths terbium and dysprosium. The temperature limitation and the availability 
of highly capable piezoelectric materials hindered their applicability, so a search for magne­
tostrictive materials capable of high performance at room temperature was started. In 1971. 
Clark and Belson of the NOL (Naval Ordnance Laboratory) and Koon. Schindler. and Carter 
of the NRL (Naval Research Laboratory), discovered the extremely large room temperature 
magnetostriction of the rare earth-iron compounds R-Fej (R = Tb. Dy, Sm, Ho). 
Partial substitution of dysprosium for terbium in the Tb-Fe2 compound resulted in im­
proved magnetostriction and anisotropy characteristics. The resulting pseudobinary com­
pound TbiDyi-xFey, with i = 0.23 — 0.5 and y = 1.9 - 2.0, is known commercially as 
Terfenol-D (Terbium, iron, Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Dysprosium). Due to the large 
room-temperature dynamic strains exhibited by Terfenol-D, of up to 0.3%, this material is 
often referred to as a 'giant' magnetostrictive material. Because of the large magnetostriction 
anisotropy and strong magnetoelasticity exhibited by Terfenol-D as well as by other R-Fe2 
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compounds, a wide assortment of properties can be achieved through stoichiometric modifica-
Llons. For instance, at a Dy concentration of x = 0.3, the room-lemperature magnetostriction 
of Terfpnol-D exhibits a peak while the magnetic anisotropy drops to near zero. Near t = 0.5. 
the optimal performance point is shifted towards cryogenic temperatures. Below x = 0.3. a 
decrease in magnetic hysteresis may be achieved, although typically at the expense of reduced 
magnetostrictions. Decreasing the Fe concentration below y = 2.0 reduces the brittleness of 
the compound, although at the expense of a reduced strain amplitude. 
The large coupling coefficient of Terfenol-D {k ss 0.7) motivated its original use in power 
acoustics, in which the ability of the material to convert magnetic energy into acoustic energy 
is paramount. Today. Terfenol-D is slowly but steadily being recognized as a valuable trans­
ducer technology, as demonstrated by its increased use in industrial, biomedical, and defense 
applications. Specifically, Terfenol-D is currently used in active noise and vibration control, 
low frequency underwater communications (sonar), linear and rotational motors, ultrasonic 
cleaning, machining and welding, micropositioning, and motion and force detection. 
In 1978, Clark and co-workers introduced a second new magnetostrictive material based on 
amorphous metal, produced by rapid cooling of iron, nickel, and cobalt alloys together with one 
or more of the elements silicon, boron, and phosphorus. These alloys are known commercially 
as metglas (metallic glass) and are commonly produced in thin-ribbon geometries. Because of 
the extremely high coupling coefficients {k > 0.92), metglas is a prime candidate for sensing 
applications in which a mechanical motion is converted into an electrical current or voltage. 
Today, intensive research effort is devoted to reducing the magnetic anisotropy and the 
magnetic hysteresis of Terfenol-D. Specifically, substantial improvements in this regard have 
been achieved with the quaternary alloys Terfenol-DH. which are produced by substitution of 
Ho for Tb and Dy. In addition, new manufacturing techniques are enabling the production 
of multi-layered driver rods which will lead to reduced dynamic losses, thus facilitating the 
operation over a broad frequency spectrum into the MHz range. 
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Smart materials 
It is well known that the properties of conventional materials such as aiiiiiiinuni or wood 
are, within a broad range, invariant. For instance, the elastic modulus or the coefficient of 
thermal expansion of these materials are fixed, thus implying a predetermined relaLioii between 
input (for instance, stress or heat) and output (for instance, strain). In addition, conventional 
materials do not exhibit mechanisms for the transduction of one form on energy into another. 
On the other hand, 'active' or 'smart' materials such as magnetostrictives, piezoelectrics. 
ferroelectric; and shape memory alloys among others, can convert one form of input energy 
into another form of output energy. Magnetostrictive materials can convert magnetic energy 
into mechanical energy and vice versa, which provides mechanisms for both actuation and 
sensing. Thus, magnetostrictive materials can mechanically deform when magnetized with 
a magnetic field (actuation mode) or change their magnetization state when mechanically 
deformed (sensing mode). 
Smart materials are capable of changing their properties in response to external excitations. 
For instance, magnetostrictive materials exhibit a 'AE' effect, by virtue of which the stiffness 
is higher under the action of a DC magnetic field than with no magnetic field applied. The 
AE effect is intrinsically connected with the bi-directional energy transduction taking place 
between the magnetic and elastic regimes. 
The stiffness of magnetostrictive materials also depends on whether these materials are 
operated under mechanically free conditions (zero external load) or mechanically clamped 
conditions (zero strain), or a condition in between; the material appears to be stiffer when 
mechanically clamped than when allowed to strain freely. Magnetostrictive materials have, 
however, an intrinsic or uncoupled stiffness which is achieved at magnetic saturation. As 
energy is transferred from the elastic to the magnetic regime below saturation, the apparent 
or coupled stiffness is reduced. The magnetomechanical coupling factor, k is the material 
property that relates the intrinsic and apparent stiffnesses, i.e., it quantifies the amount of 
energy transferred between the elastic and magnetic regimes. 
The stiffness tunability achievable with varying external excitations is what truly enables 
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"smart' behavior since it facilitates adaptability to the changing operating conditions typical 
of transducers operating within structural systems. This ability goes in fact well beyond the 
AE effect; magnetostrictive materials exhibit variations in magnetic permeability, ma^nf^tome-
chanical coupling, piezomagnetic coefficient, and mechanical damping, under varying applied 
DC and AC currents, DC and AC structural loads, and temperatures. 
Performance prediction 
The behavior of magnetostrictive transducers, and hence their applicability in engineering 
problems, depends not only on what type of energy is supplied to them (electromagnetic, elastic, 
or thermal), but also on how this energy is applied. In particular, the sequence in which these 
energies are applied to the magnetostrictive material has an impact on its performance. This 
issue brings to the fore the concept of coupling between energy regimes, and highlights the 
intrinsic complexity of magnetostrictive behavior. In order to fully utilize the desirable features 
of Terfenol-D, it is necessary to characterize the electric, magnetic, elastic, and thermal regimes, 
as well as the interactions among them. 
Models allow one to accurately predict transducer behavior, in the form of a mathematical 
formulation which provides some numerical output in response to a numerical input. Depending 
on the generality and the degree of accuracy, models can simulate transducer performance or 
predict it. While performance simulations are highly useful, it is ultimately desired to be able 
to predict transducer behavior. 
Predictive modeling is relevant to the use of magnetostrictive transducers in three ways. 
First, well-posed models provide the ability to scale results in a sense the experiments quite of­
ten do not. For example, the transducer models developed in this dissertation are independent 
of the transducer size as long as the components are the same. Second, it allows the transducer 
designer to understand and analyze transducer behavior before any prototyping has been done, 
thus efficiently reducing development time and costs. Third, in control applications it enables 
the knowledge of how much change in input (for instance, voltage) is necessary to obtain a 
desired change in output (for instance, stiffness). 
The next question is. how can one predict transducer behavior? The simplest and perhaps 
most common model of magnetostrictive performance is the linear piezomagnetic equations. 
These equations represent the magnetic-elastic bidirectional energy transduction in a form 
which is amenable to performance modeling, material property characterization, electric cir­
cuit analogue representations and control implementation. The value of this model is. however, 
limited. While the linear piezomagnetic equations provide insight on transducer performance 
at the low signal regimes where the performance of magnetostrictives is quasi-linear, magne­
tostrictive transduction is an intrinsically nonlinear and hysteretic process, thus requiring a 
description capable of addressing the full nonlinear operating regimes found in applications. 
Dissertation goals 
.\s a general rule, the development and implementation of models for nonlinear systems is 
a difficult task. The concise mathematical formulations often encountered in linear modeling 
techniques rapidly become intractable as nonlinear effects are added. Modeling the behav­
ior of magnetostrictive materials is further complicated by the intrinsic coupling between the 
electric, magnetic, thermal and structural regimes (which are in turn difficult disciplines when 
considered alone.) Numerous modeling techniques have been developed which address several 
facets of the problem, with focus on both magnetostrictive material models and magnetostric­
tive device models. However, comprehensive models capable of providing accurate simulation 
of magnetostrictive performance are still lacking. 
This dissertation attempts to advance the state of the art in magnetostrictive transducer 
modeling, by providing a modeling methodology capable of characterizing the nonlinearities. 
hysteresis and coupling effects present in magnetostrictive transducer behavior. To attain 
this objective, performance and design issues relevant to typical magnetostrictive devices are 
discussed, the effects of operating conditions on the performance of Terfenol-D are studied, 
modeling issues are identified and analyzed, and a magnetomechanical model for the behavior 
of magnetostrictive transducers is proposed. 
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Dissertation format 
The reader is asked to note that the format of this dissertation is in accordance '.vith that 
appropriate for compilation of journal manuscripts. A list of literary citations is provided at 
the end of each chapter as appropriate. 
Dissertation organization 
The dissertation is organized into eight chapters, of which Chapters 3-7 are organized into 
Parts I and II. 
Chapter 1 provides a discussion on magnetism, magnetization processes and magnetostric­
tion, with emphasis on motivating the fundamental aspects of the modeling approach presented 
later in the dissertation. 
Chapter 2 presents an overview on performance considerations regarding magnetostrictive 
actuators, as well as a discussion on common actuator designs and notes on their use and 
origin. Most of the material presented in this chapter has been published in "Magnetostrictive 
devices". Vol. 12, Encyclopedia of Electrical and Electronics Engineering. John G. Webster. 
Ed., John Wiley & Sons, pp. 278-305. 1999. 
In Part I (Chapters 3-4), results from a Terfenol-D material property characterization 
study are presented. The study was part of a collaborative effort with Etrema Products Inc. 
of Ames, lA. In the study, variations in material properties of Terfenol-D as driven under 
varying operating conditions typical of transducer applications were identified and quantified. 
A massive data base of more than three thousand dynamic measurements was collected under 
carefully controlled operating conditions. The data was analyzed and material properties were 
computed via linear magnetostrictive transduction models. These chapters are reproduced here 
from the original manuscripts published in the 1996 and 1997 Proceedings of SPIE's Smart 
Structures and Materials. 
In Part II (Chapters 5-7), a magnetomechanical model for the performance of magnetostric­
tive transducers is presented. In Chapter 5, issues relevant to the modeling of magnetostrictive 
transducers are analyzed and discussed. The material presented there provides the background 
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for the following two chapters, and is included in this dissertation as published in the 1998 
Proceedings of SPIE's Smari Structures and Materials. 
In Chapter 6, a weakly-coupled magnetic-elastic model for the strain generated by magne-
tostrictive transducers in response to applied magnetic fields is presented. The accuracy of the 
model is demonstrated by comparison of model simulations with experimental data collected 
from a typical Terfenol-D transducer. The material presented in Chapter 6 has been edited 
from the original manuscripts published in the 1998 Proceedings of SPIE's Smart Structures 
and Materials and submitted to IEEE Trans. Magn. 
In Chapter 7, the weakly-coupled model is augmented by incorporating the magnetome-
chanical effect. The resulting model provides a fully coupled characterization of the magnetic-
elastic performance of magnetostrictive transducers. The accuracy of the model is demon­
strated via comparison of modeling simulations with experimental data. The material pre­
sented in Chapter 7 will be submitted to the IEEE Trans. Magn. 
Finally, general conclusions and future work are provided in Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
In Section 1.1, an overview of conventional magnetic and magnetostrictive quantities and 
phenomena is presented. The discussion is focused on aspects related to magnetostrictive 
transduction, including a definition for the magnetic field and how magnetic fields are generated 
and calculated, the concepts of magnetic induction and magnetization, and Maxwell's equations 
of electromagnetism. Many excellent textbooks treat in detail the subject of magnetism and its 
relation with magnetostriction; notable examples are the classical books by Lee [1], Bozorth [2], 
Chikazumi [3] and Cullity [4], and the more recent textbook by Jiles [5]. 
To fully understand magnetostrictive transduction it is necessary to comprehend the mech­
anisms by which magnetic materials are magnetized when subjected to a magnetic field. To 
this end, a classical approach to domain processes is presented in Section 1.2. Reversible and 
irreversible magnetization changes are then explained in terms of domain wall motion and 
domain magnetization rotation. In light of the close connection between magnetostriction and 
magnetic anisotropy, a brief discussion of magnetic anisotropy is included here as well. 
In Section 1.3, the phenomenon of magnetostriction is defined and reviewed in the context of 
the magnetization processes considered in Section 1.2. The physical origin of magnetostriction 
is presented and the strong connection between magnetostriction and magnetic anisotropy 
is established. The magnetostriction is computed for the simple case of exclusive domain 
magnetization rotations. It is shown that the resulting magnetostriction model predicts a 
quadratic dependence on the magnetization. This motivates the modeling approach followed 
in Chapters 6 and 7 of the dissertation, where by adding higher-order even terms to the basic 
qusulratic law, the model's accuracy can be subsequently improved. 
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1.1 Magnetism and Maxwell's Equations 
1.1.1 The magnetic field 
To motivate a definition for the magnetic field, let us consider an electric charge or assem­
bly of electric charges. When the charge is stationary in space, it can create an omnidirec­
tional electric field in the surrounding medium. When the charge moves in a continuum so 
that a continuous charge per unit time is produced, an electric current is created, and along 
with it a magnetic field. The association between electricity and magnetism, or more specifi­
cally, between electrical charge in motion and magnetic field, was first established in 1819 by 
H. C. Oersted, who discovered that an electric current flowing through a conductor produces 
a magnetic field which affects a compass needle. 
Magnetic fields are also produced by permanent magnets [6]. The magnetic field produced 
by a permanent magnet on an cidjacent magnetic media is not due to conventional electric 
currents within the magnet, but rather due to the permanent magnetization caused by the 
orbital motion and spin of electrons (known as 'Amperian currents'). 
1.1.1.1 Magnetic field direction 
The magnetic field patterns produced by current-carrying conductors or permanent mag­
nets can be detected, for example, with a small compass needle or fine magnetic powder. Fig­
ure l.l(a-d) illustrates the patterns and direction of the magnetic field produced by a straight 
wire, a single circular loop, a solenoid and a bar magnet. 
The field lines created by a straight conductor are circular around the conductor in a plane 
perpendicular to it, and their direction is customarily determined by the right-hand rule. 
The field produced by the bar magnet emerges from the 'north pole' (field source) and ends 
on the 'south pole' (field sink), producing a pattern which is similar to that of the solenoid 
outside the magnet but opposite inside the magnet. We shall see later in Section 1.1.6 that as 
a result of the magnetic field and magnetic induction pointing in different directions inside the 
magnet, a demagnetizing field is created which opposes the applied magnetizing field. This 
demagnetizing field exists whenever magnetic poles are created [5]. 
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(a) (b) 
(d) 
Figure 1.1 Magnetic field lines: (a) Straight conductor, (b) single circular loop, (c) solenoid 
and (d) bar magnet. The field circulates around a straight current-carrying 
conductor in a direction given by the right-hand rule. 
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1.1.1.2 Magnetic field intensity 
We now consider the magnetic field intensity produced in the simple cases depicted above. 
A general way to calculate the field intensity H generated by an electrical current is with the 
Biot-Savart law, 
d H  =  - ^ i d e x u .  ( 1 . 1 )  
47rr' 
where d£ is a differential element of conductor, r is the distance from dC to the point where 
the field is being evaluated and u is a unit vector pointing from di to the point where the 
field is being evaluated. It is noted that the Biot-Savart law is phenomenological. and it is a 
fundamental law of electromagnetism. 
The Biot-Savart law. or equivalently Ampere's circuital law, may be used to calculate 
magnetic field intensities produced by coils operating in real transducers as part of a dynamic 
magnetic circuit. However, despite the apparent simplicity of equation (1.1). the calculation 
of fields generated by a coil at locations other than on the axis of the coil leads to elliptic 
integrals with no closed-form solution. Numerical techniques are then required in those cases. 
It is nevertheless useful to be able to calculate the field along the axis of the coil in those 
cases where an explicit, simple solution exists. The cases considered below are. from simple to 
more complex: a single circular coil: a thin, long solenoid: a thin solenoid of finite length: and 
a thick solenoid of finite length. The discussion is completed with a brief mention of numerical 
methods used for calculation of magnetic fields. 
Single circular coil 
The simplest possible type of coil is the single circular turn of conducting wire. The 
geometry and notation used are demonstrated in Figure 1.2. The coil has radius a meters, the 
constant current circulating through the conductor has intensity i amperes, and the point of 
interest, P, is located at a distance z meters from the center of the coil. The vector u has a 
length of unity. 
To compute the total magnetic field at point P. the expressions d i  —  a d 6 [ — s i n d  i + c o s 6 j ) .  
r = {a^ + '2)1/2 ^ _ (—acosfli — asinOj zk) / [a^ + z^Y^^ are substituted in the Blot-
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Savart law. yielding: 
d S  =  
47rr2 
i a d B  
i d l y ,  u  
4 n  
(- sin 0  i  +  c o s d j )  x (—acos^ i - a sin B j  + s k )  
(a? + z2)3/2 
I a 
A n  
: cos 9  i  +  z s i n O  j  +  a k  
d d .  (a2-I- >2)3/2 
The total magnetic field is then obtained by summing the differential contributions. 
^ » 
'•2'^ (2COS(9i +  z s i n d j  +  a k )  - I  a  r  
4 7 r  J o  
d e .  (a2 + z2)3/2 
Since the first two terms integrate to zero, the magnetic field becomes 
H { z )  =  I  a  
2(a2 + ^ 2)3/2 -
which confirms that the field points along the axis of the coil in a direction given by the right-
hand rule. Note in particular that the field at the center of the coil (z = 0) is H = i /'la 
amperes per meter. 
Figure 1.2 Magnetic field generated by a single circular coil. 
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Thin, long solenoid 
The magnetic field along the axis of a long solenoid of N turns, length L and carrying a 
current i amperes is 
N i H = -^ = ni. (1.2) 
LI 
In practical terms, equation (1.2) only applies to toroidal solenoids with only one layer of 
windings. The field can then be considered approximately uniform throughout. 
Thin solenoid of finite length 
The field along the axis of a thin solenoid of finite length is now considered. Assuming the 
solenoid has length L and diameter D, and that the current in the windings is i, the field at a 
location z meters from the center of the solenoid is given by the expression [5] 
Ni L  +  2 z  L - 2 z  
.2[D2 + (L + 2z)2]1/2 ^ 2[D2 + (L-22)2]I/2. • 
Note that in the particular case of a long solenoid, L':^ D, the equation reduces to H = N i / L 
as described before. 
Finite, thick solenoid 
The procedure to compute the field along the axis of a 'thick' solenoid has been shown by 
Montgomery [7]. Assuming the solenoid has length L, inner radius ai and outer radius 02, two 
coefficients are defined which characterize the geometry of the solenoid, 
0-2 a = —, 
ai 
" = 2^-
The field along the axis of the coil is given by 
•F(a,/3)1 
.a-lJ' 
where the so-called field factor F{a, 13) has the form 
F(a,l3) = /3 [arcsinh(a//3) - arcsinh(l / /J)]. 
The magnetic field relative to the 'ideal' field. H  /  ( N i / L ) ,  is plotted as a function of a  and 
/? (a > 1, /3 > 0) in Figure 1.3. It is noted that in the limiting case of oi = 02 = a (q = 1). 
the expression for the field reduces to the simpler equation 
H = W i 
* {4a2+ 12)1/2 • 
N i  0  
L  ( 1  +  ^ 2 ) 1 / 2  
which in the case of a single loop of conductor (/3 —> 0, L —> 0) reduces to H — N i / 2a (or. 
equivalently, ff / (Ni/L) = /? = 0), and for an infinite coil (/3 00) reduces to the familiar 
expression H = N i / L (or, equivalently, H / (Ni/L) = 1). 
Figure 1.3 Contour plot of the relative field along the axis of a thick coil, H q / ( N i / L ) ,  as a 
function of the geometrical parameters a = 02/01 and /? = L/(2oi). 
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Field calculations using numerical methods 
So far it has been shown that it is possible to readiiv compute the field along the axis of a 
solenoid employing techniques based on the Biot-Savart law. It has also been mentioned that 
in the case of off-axis fields the Biot-Savart law leads to an elliptic integral which prciiludes 
analytic solution. We shall demonstrate later in Section 1.1.8 that the Ampere's circuital law 
can be used to compute fields as well. In fact, since the Ampere's circuital law can be demon­
strated to be equivalent to the Biot-Savart law, the difficulty of solving elliptic integrals will 
arise with either technique. In either case, the field solution can be approximated numerically. 
An alternative approach [5, 7] consists of treating the solenoid as the superposition of semi-
infinite solenoids with known analytic solution. The field at any point in space is then the 
vector sum of the contributions from each solenoid. 
Finally, the availability of increasingly fast computer tools has facilitated the widespread 
use of commercial packages based on finite difference, finite element or boundary element 
techniques. In general terms, the problem consists of solving Maxwell's equations (see Sec­
tion 1.1.8) with appropriate boundary conditions over the spatial domain of interest, which 
may be two- or three-dimensional. A concise review of currently available numerical methods 
has been presented in [5]. 
1.1.2 Magnetic induction and magnetic flux 
There is often confusion between the concepts of magnetic field and magnetic induction. .A 
magnetic field H is generated whenever there is electrical charge in motion in a conductor or 
due to a permanent magnet. The magnetic induction or magnetic flux density B is a vector 
quantity which represents how a medium responds to an applied magnetic field. All media 
will respond with some induction, and the property that quantifies the strength of B under 
a given field is the permeability of the medium /i. The constitutive law that relates field and 
induction in a given medium is 
B = fiH. (1.3) 
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It should be noted that fi is not a constant in most magnetic media, such as ferromagnets and 
ferrimagnets, but is rather a multi-valued quantity dependent on the intensity of the field ( as 
well as on the stress and temperature states). We shall see in Chapter 7 that the permeability 
depends on the current magnetic state of the material as much as on its magnetic history. 
In transducer analysis it is often useful to consider the differential permeability, i.e.. the 
slope of the B-H characteristic curve, which is defined as 
and the relative permeability, 
/Xr = —. (1.4) 
Mo 
which quantifies the ratio between the permeability of the medium and that of free space. 
^0 = 4rr X 10~" H/m (henries/meter). The relative permeability of air is approximately equal 
to that of free space, i.e., fir,air = 1-
In literal terms, a highly 'permeable' material is one in which a large magnetic flux is 
induced' under a given field intensity. An example of a highly permeable material is the 
nickel-iron-molybdenum alloys (Supermalloy), which have maximum relative permeabilities in 
the order of 1 x 10®. Thus, a solenoid wrapped around a Supermalloy core will generate 1 x 10'' 
times more magnetic flux than if operated in free space or air. 
The presence of a magnetic flux <p. or specifically its time rate of change do / dt. can be easily 
detected since the flux generates an electromotive force (e.m.f.) in a closed circuit of conductor 
through which it passes (see Section 1.1.8). The magnetic flux 0 crossing a differential surface 
dS (Figure 1.4) is defined as 
(1.5) 
which motivates the treatment of 5 as a density of magnetic flux. 
1.1.3 Magnetization and magnetic moment 
We now consider how much a magnetic material contributes to the magnetic induction 
when a field passes through it. This contribution is represented by the magnetization M. It is 
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d S  
Figure 1.4 A magnetic induction B through a differential surface dS defines 
a  d i f f e r e n t i a l  f i u x  d c f )  =  B d S .  
customary in magnetism to classify materials according to whether they have a positive con­
tribution to the induction, such as ferromagnets and paramagnets, or a negative contribution, 
such as diamagnets. 
In classical theories, the magnetization of magnetic materials is explained to be due to 
the magnetic moments of the electrons. The net magnetic moment m is the result of an 
orbital magnetic moment, associated with the electron orbital angular momentum, and a spin 
magnetic moment, associated with the electron spin. At the macroscopic scale, m resembles 
the magnetic moment originated by a current loop or a bar magnet (shown in Figure 1.5), i.e., 
the type of magnetic moment which aligns itself with an external magnetic induction. The 
alignment of m with an external induction B is represented by the torque acting on m, 
f = m X B. 
The magnetization M is then defined as the volume density of magnetic moments in the 
material, 
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m  =  i  A  m  =  p  I  
(a) (b) 
Figure 1.5 Mathematical abstractions representing the magnetic dipole m: 
(a) the current loop and (b) the linear dipole. 
1.1.4 Relation between B ,  H  and M  
To demonstrate the relation between induction, field and magnetization, we consider a 
bar magnet with flux (f> at the center, length £ and homogeneous cross sectional area 5. .As 
indicated in [5], the dipole magnetic moment is equal to m = (plj (or. equivalently, the 
pole strength is p = 0 j.According to definition (1.6), the magnetization in the magnet is 
given by 
M = -
rh 
J e  
_ ® 
f i o S '  
Given that the magnet has a homogeneous cross section, from equation (1.5) the flux and the 
induction are related by <^ = B 5, so the induction in the magnet becomes 
B = fioM. (1.7) 
The total magnetic induction then consists of two contributions, one from the applied 
magnetic field, the other from the magnetization. From equation (1.3), the field contribution 
assuming there is no magnetic medium present other than air is 
B = fioH. (1.8) 
The total induction is then given by the vector sum of the magnetization contribution, equa­
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tion (1.7), and the field contribution, equation (1.8). In the SI units this gives 
B = fio{H + M)- (1-9) 
1.1.5 Permeability and susceptibility 
The permeability defined via equation (1.3) is often used to classify magnetic materials 
since it quantifies how these materials respond in the presence of a field. A related quantity of 
interest is the susceptibility, which is defined as 
M 
H '  
The differential susceptibility is correspondingly defined as 
,  dM 
^ ~ dH' 
The susceptibility x and the relative permeability are closely related. Combining e.\-
pressions (1.3) and (1.4), the induction becomes 
B = fir f io H.  
Thus, recalling from (1.9) that 8 = fxo {H + M),  the following equality is obtained 
f ir  f io H = no{H + M).  
which upon division by H  and after making the substitution x  —  ^  /  H  gives 
= 1 + X, 
which is true in all circumstances. 
It is emphasized that, like the permeability, the susceptibility is a nonconstant parameter. 
To illustrate, model simulations which reflect typical magnetization behavior of Terfenol-D are 
shown in Figure 1.6(a-b). In this case, the differential susceptibility x' varies in the range 0 to 
70 depending on the  value  of  the  f ie ld .  We shal l  see  in  Chapter  7  that  the  values  of  M and x'  
are also determined by the elastic state of the Terfenol-D sample. 
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Figure 1.6 (a) Model simulation of relative magnetization M / Mj versus field, and 
(b) corresponding differential susceptibility x' versus field. 
1.1.6 The demagnetizing field 
It is standard practice in magnetostrictive transducer design to include within the magnetic 
circulL low reluclaiice return pieces. This enhances the magnetic flux closure and hence the 
overall efficiency of the magnetic circuit. A well designed magnetic circuit should direct the 
magnetic flux into the magnetostrictive core, with minimal leakage into the surrounding air. 
and should lead to a small demagnetization effect in the core. 
The magnetic performance of ferromagnetic materials can be explained in terms of magnetic 
dipoles within the material. In the presence of an external magnetic field, these magnetic 
dipoles rotate so as to align with the field, giving rise to a magnetization M. The magnetization 
has the effect of creating magnetic 'poles' near the ends of a finite specimen. In fact, the 
magnetization vector M in the convention adopted here points from the *south' pole to the 
' n o r t h '  p o l e ,  o r  i n  a  d i r e c t i o n  o p p o s i t e  t o  t h e  m a g n e t i c  f i e l d  H .  
It is then possible to define a demagnetizing field Hd due to the creation of magnetic poles 
when the material is magnetized. The strength of the demagnetizing field, = NdM, de­
pends on two factors, namely the intensity of magnetization and the geometry of the specimen. 
Demagnetization effects become less of a problem at high field levels, and slender specimens 
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Table 1.1 Demagnetizing factors for various 
geometries, from [5]. 
Geometry Nd 
Toroid 0 
Infinite cylinder 0 
Cylinder (£ / d = 20) 0.00617 
Cylinder (£/</ = 10) 0.0172 
Cylinder [t / d = 8) 0.02 
Cylinder {i j d = 5) 0.04 
Cylinder {1 j d — 1) 0.27 
Sphere 0.333 
exhibit less demagnetization effects than solids with short aspect ratio. Values of for 
simple geometries are often tabulated in the form shown in Table 1.1. However, for complex 
geometries it is in general necessary to quantify demagnetizing effects using numerical methods. 
Example 
Q: A Terfenol-D rod with magnetization characteristic as given in Figure 1.6(a). satura­
tion magnetization M, = 0.765 x 10® A/m. a length to diameter ratio of 10:1. and nominal 
relative permeability fir = 5 \s subjected to a magnetizing field if = 80 kA/m. What is the 
internal magnetic field in the rod? What is the fractional error if the field is not corrected by 
demagnetizing effects? 
A: It is seen in Figure 1.6(a) that the magnetization at ff = 80 kA/m is approximately 
M = 0.91 M, ss 0.7 X 10® A/m. From Table 1.1, the demagnetizing field factor is = 0.0172, 
so the internal field is 
=  H - N i - M  
= 80 X 10^ - 0.0172 • 0.7 x 10® A/m 
= 67.96 x 10^ A/m. 
Thus, the fractional error in this case is 100 • { H  —  H i n ) / H  = 15%. 
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1.1.7 Units in magnetism 
The issue of units in magnetism has caused much controversy, so it goes well beyond the 
scope of this dissertation. There are currently three main systems of units in magnetism: the 
Gaussian or CGS. and two MKS or SI systems, the Sommerfeld convention and the Kenneily 
convention. Relevant quantities in each unit system and corresponding conversion factors are 
shown in Table 1.2. 
Table 1.2 Principal magnetic units. 
Quantity Symbol CGS 
(Gaussian) 
SI 
(Sommerfeld) 
SI 
(Kenneily) 
Conversion 
SI value 
CGS value 
Field H oersteds A/m A/m 79.58 
Magnetization M emu/cc A/m - 1000 
Induction B gauss tesla tesla 10--' 
Intensity of 
magnetization I - - tesla -
Flux <P maxwell weber weber 10-« 
Moment m emu A m^ weber meter 
Pole Strength P emu/cm A m weber 
Reluctance n gilbert/maxwell 1/henry l/henry 7.96 X 10' 
Permeability henry/m henry/m 4ir X 10"" 
Field equation B = H + 4rrM B = fiQ{H + M) B = noH -1-1 
Torque 
(free space) f = m x H  f= noih X H f = m X H 
1.1.8 Maxwell's Equations of Electromagnetism 
The set of equations first developed by James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879) provides a unified 
description of classical macroscopic electromagnetic fields. The description is based on the 
original theoretical and experimental works of Ampere, Gauss and Faraday. Maxwell's own 
contribution lies in the idea of 'displacement currents', which provides a generalization for 
Ampere's law and extends its scope to the 'high-frequency' domain of electromagnetic wave 
propagation through matter. 
The formalism of Maxwell's set of equations is relatively simple. Four differential equations 
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relate the electromagnetic fields: H  (the magnetic field), B  (the magnetic flux density). E  (the 
electric field) and D (the electric flux density). These equations, in general form, are 
V X = /-I- (Ampere's circuital law) 
d B V X E — (Faraday-Lenz law of induction) 
dt 
V • B = 0 (Gauss law for magnetic flux) 
V • D = p (Gauss law for electric flux). 
where J is the surface current density that generates the magnetic field, in A/m^ (/ = f ^ J - d S ) .  
and p is the charge density in C/m^. 
It is noted that at 'low' frequencies (typically below a few tens of kHz) the displacement cur­
rent term dD / dt is small, so the first Maxwell equation reduces to the steady-state Ampere's 
circuital law, V x H = J, which in integral form is expressed as 
i  H - d T = N i  (1 .10)  
J a n  
where N is the number of current-carrying conductors in the domain Q with boundary dQ. 
each carrying a current of i amperes. It was mentioned in previous sections that Ampere's 
law can be demonstrated to be equivalent to the Biot-Savart law. In particular, note that 
equation (1.10) reduces io H — N i / L \n the simple case of an infinitely-long thin solenoid, 
which is consistent with equation (1.2). 
The Faraday-Lenz law states that the curl of the electric field is determined by the rate 
of change of magnetic induction. The equation can be interpreted from the perspective of 
an electric potential generated across an electrical conductor with which the magnetic flux is 
magnetically linked. The induced potential is said to 'oppose' changes in magnetic flux, hence 
the negative sign in the equation. The phenomenon of electromagnetic induction has notable 
technological implications if one considers the case of a magnetic flux $ passing through a coil 
of N turns. According to the Faraday-Lenz law. the rate of change of flux linking the circuit 
is equal and opposite to the induced e.m.f. (electromotive force), 
V  =  - N ^ .  
dt 
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Since from equation (1.5) in a coil of cross sectional area A the flux is ^ = B / A. the law of 
electromagnetic induction can be written as 
dB V  =  - N A — .  
dt 
from which the magnetic induction is calculated via direct integration of the induced voltage. 
The Gauss law for magnetic flux is the mathematical representation of a well-known phe­
nomenon, namely the lines of magnetic induction always close, i.e.. the magnetic flux is con­
served. This fact is readily corroborated by observing the patterns formed by fine magnetic 
powder such as iron fillings around a linear current-carrying conductor, outside a bar magnet, 
or around a solenoid. The continuity of the magnetic flux lines of a bar magnet is represented 
in Figure 1.7. Note the resemblance of the flux lines with the magnetic field lines generated 
by the solenoid of Figure 1.1(c), and the field lines outside the bar magnet of Figure 1.1(d). 
As in the case of the magnetic field lines, the flux lines follow the right-hand rule. 
The conservation of flux implies that it is possible to magnetize any component flux linked 
to a magnetic circuit by generating a magnetic field in another component of the circuit. An 
analogous phenomenon is seen in electric circuits, which are often used to represent magnetic 
(as well as mechanical) systems. It has been shown that a solenoid produces a magnetic field 
of intensity H which is applied to a certain material of permeability /x that responds to the 
applied field with a magnetic induction B. When a magnetic circuit consists of several mate­
rials of disparate permeabilities, such as in magnetostrictive transducers, the field H and the 
induction B undergo an angular change in passing from one material to another. This angular 
change is not arbitrary, but rather it obeys two continuity equations, one for H and one for 
B. The continuity of the tangential component of the field across the interface between two 
media is demonstrated using Ampere's law. The continuity of the normal component of the 
induction afross the same interface is demonstrated using Gauss' law. 
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Figure 1.7 Magnetic induction lines B inside and outside a bar magnet. Note 
the lines are continuous as predicted by the equation V x B = 0. 
Continuity of the tangential component of H 
The angular change is illustrated in Figure 1.8 by considering a control volume at the 
interface of two materials of permeabilities fii and fi2- Assuming that there are no currents in 
the boundary between the two materials, Ampere's law becomes 
V X ^ = 0. 
Applying Stokes' theorem to the infinitesimal control volume. 
/ (V X £/5 = i H de 
Jn Jan 
= (f Hi - d e +i Hi d £  
J d^i J d^2 
= 0. 
where it is noted that the contribution from the smaller sides of the control volume goes to 
zero in the limit as the longer sides approach the interface. Recognizing that 
H i  •  d e  =  ( H i t i  +  H i n  h )  • d £ i =  H u  d i ,  
and analogously, 
H2 • de = -Hit de, 
yields Hu = Hit, which means that the tangential component of the magnetic field intensity 
is conserved across the boundary. 
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The continuity of the tangential component of the field can be conveniently used to know 
the magnetic field very close below the surface of a magnetic material surrounded by air and 
subjected to a tangential field. Since the tangential field across the interface is conserved, the 
field measured very close to the surface outside the material is equal to that inside. The induc­
tion in the surrounding air can be measured with a thin Hall effect magnetometer [5] {p.76). 
f r o m  w h e r e  t h e  f i e l d  i s  c a l c u l a t e d  f r o m  H  =  B  /  f i Q .  
Continuity of the normal component of B  
We now look at Gauss' law V • fl = 0, which is integrated over the infinitesimal volume Q. 
shown in Figure 1.9. Using the divergence theorem [8] gives 
V-fl = j^B-dS 
(f Bi • dS + <f 82- dS 
Jcit Jill 
= 0, 
where and Q2 are the surfaces of the cylinder caps. Noting that 
B i  - d S  =  { B i t  i  +  B i n  n )  •  { - d S  h )  =  - 5 i „  d S ,  
and analogously. 
B2 dS = Bin dS, 
yields Bin = Bin- The magnetic induction, and thus the magnetic flux for constant cross 
sections, is conserved from one component of the magnetic circuit to another. 
1.2 Magnetization in Terms of Domain Processes 
1.2.1 Magnetic domains 
In order to minimize the magnetostatic energy of the material, the magnetization breaks up 
into localized volumes known as magnetic domains, where all the magnetic moments align par­
allel to one another. Within domains, the material is magnetically saturated with spontaneous 
magnetization M,. Domain alignment is often known as Mong-range' order. 
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2n 
Figure 1.8 Continuity of the tangential component of the magnetic field, 
Hit — H2U across the boundary between two magnetic media of 
permeabilities and H2-
d S  
d S  
Figure 1.9 Continuity of the normal component of the magnetic induction, 
Bin = B2n across the boundary between two magnetic media of 
permeabilities fii and ni-
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Since each domain has its spontaneous magnetization pointing in a different direction than 
its immediate neighbors, domains are separated by thin transition layers where the magnetic 
moments undergo a reorientation. Domain walls can be classif.ed into 90° or 180° walls, 
depending on whether the angle of spin rotation from one domain to the other is 180° or near 
90° (71° and 105° domain walls are also referred to as 90° walls [3]). 
The width of domain walls is determined by a delicate balance between the anisotropy 
energy and the Weiss-type interaction coupling energy between the atomic magnetic moments 
(also known as exchange interaction energy due to its quantum mechanical origin). The 
anisotropy tends to make walls thinner because anisotropy energy is lowest when moments 
align along magnetically 'easy' axes (such as the [100] axis in iron or the [111] in nickel].^ The 
interaction energy tends to make walls thicker since the interaction energy is minimized when 
magnetic moments are parallel. 
In the demagnetized state {M = 0), ferromagnetic materials consist of a large number of 
domains oriented randomly in such a way that the vector sum of all the magnetizations is zero. 
The domain orientations are in fact not exactly random, for certain crystallographic easy axes 
are preferred. In the absence of a magnetic field the domains will find it energetically favorable 
to align along these axes, because the total energy will be a minimum in such configuration. 
The application of a magnetic field breaks the energy equilibrium and causes domains to 
rearrange, thus leading to a change in the total magnetization of the material. 
Paramagnetic materials also have permanent atomic magnetic moments, but they do not 
exhibit long-range alignment such as that exhibited by ferromagnets. The atomic magnetic 
moments are randomly aligned in the absence of a field. 
1.2.2 Domain processes 
The magnetization of a ferromagnetic material can change reversibly or irreversibly with 
the application of a magnetic field. Reversible magnetization changes are energetically con­
servative, since the material returns to its original magnetization state upon application and 
' Refer Co Appendix A for detaib regarding the vector notation employed here. 
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removal of the field. On the other hand, irreversible magnetization changes are dissipative: 
an external restoring force has to be applied to bring the magnetization to its original value. 
Experimental evidence on ferromagnetic materials indicates that reversible processes occur 
only for small field increments, and a transition towards irreversibility occurs as the field is 
increased. This implies that in most practical cases both reversible and irreversible changes 
take place during magnetization, which means that magnetization hysteresis will be observed 
as the field is cycled. A typical M — H hysteresis loop was shown in Figure 1.6(a). 
The magnetization, either reversible or irreversible, can be explained by considering two 
related processes, namely domain wall motion and domain magnetization rotation. These pro­
cesses are discussed below; the reader is pointed to [5] for further details. 
Domain wall motion 
Upon application of a magnetic field, individual magnetic moments within domains are 
more easily rotated into neighboring domains oriented closer to the field direction than entire 
domains. This occurs because the directions of magnetic moments within the wall are the 
result of a fine balance between the anisotropy and exchange energies, whereas in the body 
of the domain the magnetic moments are locked into particular directions by the interaction 
coupling. 
A  change in the field energy { E  =  - f i Q i n  •  H )  can then alter the energy balance in the wall 
and make the moments to rotate. To illustrate, consider for instance Figure 1.10. As a weak 
field H is applied in the direction shown, the moments within the unfavorably oriented domain 
will not change direction because they are at the bottom of a deep energy well associated 
with the strong exchange energy that holds the moments parallel. Within the domain wall, 
however, the magnetic field energy is sufficient to tip the balance in favor of the direction of 
the field. The magnetic moments originally located within the wall gradually rotate into the 
field direction, producing the effect of the domain wall 'moving' to the right. 
The domain wall is conventionally treated as an entity by itself so that its motion through 
the material is analyzed in terms similar to that of interfaces such as elastic membranes. 
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domain 180° domain wall 
domain 
Figure 1.10 Apparent motion of a 180° domain wall under the action of a 
magnetic field H. After Kittel [16]. 
There is an additional factor which determines how domain walls move, namelj' the presence 
of inclusions or pinning sites, such as crystal imperfections, stress concentrations, voids and 
cracks. Pinning sites act as an anchor to the walls since the magnetostatic energy decreases 
when domain walls attach to the pinning sites. 
Domain wall motion is reversible at low to moderate magnetic field strengths, in which the 
walls bow while remaining attached to pinning sites. The domain walls act in this case like 
a flexible membrane, and so they return to the planar position upon removal of the field. As 
the magnetic field is further increased, however, the domain wall energy overcomes the pinning 
energy and the wall deforms until it dislocates irreversibly from the pinning sites. In order to 
minimize the total energy, the wall translates and attaches to remote pinning sites where it 
will remain attached until additional energy is supplied to produce a dislocation. The energy 
lost to pinning as the domain walls translate manifests itself in the form of magnetization 
hysteresis. 
This conceptualization of magnetic hysteresis has lead to ferromagnetic hysteresis models, 
in particular the Jiles-Atherton model, which accurately characterizes the magnetization be­
havior of ferromagnetic materials. The density and strength of the pinning sites in the bulk 
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ferromagnetic specimen are quantified with a single parameter, as detailed in Chapters 6 and 
7 of this dissertation. The irreversible losses are considered relative to the anhysteretic state 
(in which domain wall pinning is null), and combined with reversible magnetization changes 
to yield the total magnetization of the material. 
Domain magnetization rotation 
Rotation occurs when the magnetization vector of an entire domain changes direction. The 
rotation of domains occurs as a result of a competition between the anisotropy energy and 
the field energy. In fact, a substantial amount of field energy is necessary for the rotation 
to occur. At low field intensities the direction of magnetization will only displace slightly 
from the original orientation, and reversible (coherent) rotation is achieved. At field energy 
levels sufficiently high to overcome the anisotropy energy (either crystal- or stress-induced), 
the domains rotate from their original easy axes into easy axes closest to the field direction. 
Upon removal of the field, the magnetization will not return to the original configuration 
since magnetic moments will be trapped in energy wells associated with the easy axes. The 
magnetization process is, in such circumstances, irreversible. Near saturation, the material is a 
single domain with magnetization vectors precessing about the field direction. The precession 
is due to thermal activation, and becomes greater as the temperature increases. As the field is 
increased the field energy overcomes the thermal energy and so the precession is reduced. As 
the field is removed, the precession is re-established in a reversible fashion. 
A review of models which consider domain magnetization rotation to explain the mecha­
nisms that lead to magnetization changes will be provided in Chapter 4. A thorough review 
of magnetization models in general has been provided in [9]. 
1.2.3 Magnetic anisotropy 
The term magnetic anisotropy refers to the dependence of magnetic properties on the di­
rection in which they are measured. Anisotropy strongly affects the magnetization of magnetic 
materials, particularly the domain rotation processes, and thus has an important effect on the 
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magnetostriction. As stated by Bozorth [2] (p. 654), "It is thus apparent that aclose connection 
exists between the magnetic crystal anisotropy constant and the linear magnetostriction ... If 
the anisotropy is independent of the state of strain, there will be no linear magnetostriction". 
Magnetic anisotropy can be of several kinds, such as for instance magnetocrystalline (or 
simply crystal) anisotropy, stress anisotropy and shape anisotropy. 
The effect of crystalline anisotropy on magnetization behavior has been extensively studied 
in the simpler cases of cubic and hexagonal crystal structures [1, 3, 4]. In addition, domain 
rotation models which correspond to the .Stoner-Wohlfarth model [10] have been developed 
for the magnetization and magnetostriction of Terfenol-D. In [11], it was assumed that the 
material is formed by noninteracting magnetic particles which rotate only in the (110) plane. 
A three-dimensional extension for noninteracting domains was later developed [12]. The model 
was developed in the context of single crystals acted upon by magnetic fields and stresses. This 
assumption provided a significant simplification since only eight easy <111> directions needed 
to be considered. 
It is often useful for modeling purposes to consider the case when stress anisotropy domi­
nates crystal anisotropy. Let us consider for example a Terfenol-D rod with crystal structure 
as shown in Figure 1.11. Terfenol-D has a large and positive magnetostriction coefficient. 
Am = +1600 X 10~®, so a compressive stress applied along the [11^ direction will produce a 
significant decrease in the internal energy of the crystal at right angles to the applied stress. 
On the other hand, the moderate crystal anisotropy of the material,^ which ranges between 
A'l = —4 ——50 kJ/m^, will resist such energy changes by favoring the alignment along the 
<111> directions. It is then reasonable to assume that a large compressive stress will suffi­
ciently increase the elastic energy for it to dominate the crystal anisotropy, thus shifting the 
preferred orientation of domains to the <111> magnetic easy axes which are perpendicular to 
the [112] direction, that is the [TTl] and [111] axes. Under such compressive stress the po[>-
ulation density in these two orientations will increase, and a magnetic field applied along the 
[11^ direction will produce nearly isotropic 90° rotations because the energy wells associated 
^The actual value of A'l highly depends upon temperature and stoichiometry. The measurement technique 
employed has been reported to play a significant role as well [13, 14]. 
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with the crystal anisotropy have been effectively removed from the path of rotations. 
It is added that as a compression is applied and large populations of magnetic moments 
align normally to the stress direction, the demagnetized length decreases to a minimum and 
the saturation magnetostriction potential increases to a maximum. The 90° rotations subse­
quently provide the maximum possible magnetostrictions. It is concluded that in Terfenol-D. 
which has a positive magnetostrictive coefficient, the stress anisotropy generated by the com­
pression effectively improves the magnetoelastic state leading to enhanced magnetostrictions. 
In nickel, which has a negative magnetostriction coefficient, the effect is reversed and enhanced 
magnetoelasticity is obtained with tensile stresses. 
[ I l l ]  
(110) 
[110] 
[111] 
[001] u 
Figure 1.11 Schematic representation of the crystallographic 
orientations in monolithic Terfenol-D material. 
After Cedell [13]. 
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1.3 Magnetostriction 
1.3.1 Definition of magnetostriction 
The term magnetostriction refers to the fractional change in length exhibited by a substance 
when exposed to a magnetic field. The phenomenon of magnetostriction was first discovered 
in 1842 by James Prescott Joule (1818-1889), who demonstrated its existence by measuring 
the changes in length occurring in iron samples when subjected to weak magnetizing fields. 
The magnetostriction of a sample of length t is defined with 
A- ^ , 
where it is noted that the magnetostriction is a strain. In this dissertation the magnetostriction 
is noted A to distinguish it from the total (elastic plus magnetostrictive) strain e. 
In ferromagnetic materials there are in fact two types of magnetostrictions to consider: 
spontaneous magnetostriction, arising from the spontaneous alignment of domains on cooling 
through the Curie temperature, and field-induced magnetostriction, arising from the reorien­
tation of magnetic moments due to the action of a magnetic field. 
Representative magnetostriction values for various materials are given in Table 1.3. 
1.3.2 Spontaneous magnetostriction 
When a ferromagnetic material is cooled through its Curie temperature, it undergoes a 
magnetic phase transition from a disordered paramagnetic state to an ordered ferromagnetic 
state. Magnetic moments are oriented randomly in the paramagnetic state; in the transition to 
the ferromagnetic state, large numbers of them (10^^-10^®) become aligned. The resulting vol­
umes of aligned magnetic moments are termed magnetic domains, as discussed in Section 1.2.1. 
The transition to ferromagnetism is accompanied by a change in shape, which is known as 
spontaneous magnetostriction. The Curie temperature of Terfenol-D is Tc « 380°C; for nickel, 
Tc « 358°C. In general, magnetostrictive materials are utilized in the ordered state, and the 
magnetostriction is produced with external magnetizing fields. 
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Table 1.3 Nominal maximum quasistatic strain of 
common magnetostrictive materials. 
Material A (10-®) 
Alfenol 13 
NiCo 
Terfenol-D 
Iron 
Nickel 
20 
-40 
40 
186 
1640 
1.3.3 Relation between magnetization and magnetostriction 
To motivate the modeling approach followed in the magnetomechanical model presented in 
Chapters 6 and 7, a description of the connection between field-induced magnetostriction and 
magnetization is required. To this end. the domain processes discussed in previous sections are 
used to explain the magnetization and magnetostriction changes taking place in a ferromagnetic 
material. To demonstrate, rotations in the (110) plane of a monolithic Terfenol-D crystal such 
as the one depicted in Figure 1.11 are considered. This is naturally a simplifying assumption 
since in real materials the rotations occur in all three dimensions. 
The material is initially demagnetized, so the vector sum of all domain magnetizations 
is zero as shown in the top diagram of Figure 1.12 and as represented by the origin (0,0) in 
Figures 1.13(a-b). When a magnetic field is applied along the [112] direction, the magnetization 
M will trace in the {H, M) plane the initial magnetization curve shown in Figure 1.13(a). The 
corresponding magnetostriction is shown in Figure 1.13(b). 
At low magnetic field levels, region I in Figures 1.12 and 1.13(a-b), domains aligned favor­
ably with respect to the field grow at the expense of domains not so aligned, according to the 
minimization of the field energy E = —fiom • H. 
At moderate field intensities, region II in Figures 1.12 and 1.13(a-b), a second mechanism 
becomes significant, that is the rotation of atomic magnetic moments within unfavorably ori­
ented domains into the easy axis closest to the field direction. In the case under consideration, 
the rotations take place from the easy <111> axes which are perpendicular to the [112] di­
rection into the [111] axis, which is 19.5° from the [11^. The field energy in this region is 
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[110]  
demagnetized 
specimen 
Figure 1.12 Domain processes occurring in the (iTO) plane of a single crystal 
of Terfenol-D under the application of a field H along the [112] 
axis. Starting with a demagnetized specimen, the magnetiza­
tion occurs by: I domain-wall movement, II irreversible domain 
magnetization rotation into the [111] axis and III reversible (co­
herent) rotation into the [11^ axis. 
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lU 
demagnetized 
specimen — 
H  
(a) 
technical 
saturation 
forced 
magnetostriction 
III 
demagnetized 
specimen — 
H  
(b) 
Figure 1.13 Simulation of (a) initial magnetization versus 
magnetic field, and (b) initial magnetostriction 
versus magnetic field. 
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sufficient to overcome the anisotropy energy and the rotations occur suddenly, giving rise to 
the 'burst' observed in the magnetization and magnetostriction in Figures 1.13(a-b). The field 
needed for these rotations to happen is known as the 'critical' field. 
-A.t higher fields, region III in Figures 1.12 and 1.13(a-b), a coherent rotation of magnetic 
moments into the [112] takes place gradually resulting in a single-domain specimen. The 
material is said to have reached technical saturation magnetization, which corresponds to a 
value of the saturation magnetostriction A,. 
If the magnetic field is increased further, typically to about 800 kA/m [4]. it is noticed 
that the magnetization does continue to increase slowly. This increase is due to the sponta­
neous magnetization within the domain. M,, becoming slightly larger as the magnetic moment 
precession mentioned in Section 1.2.2 is reduced. The spontaneous magnetization M, is tem­
perature dependent; it is equal to the saturation magnetization at 0 K and decreases to zero at 
the Curie temperature. Between these two extremes, a very high magnetic field will overcome 
the thermal energy needed for precession and the domain will become completely aligned in 
the direction of the field. The magnetostriction originated as this happens is called forced mag­
netostriction. In general terms the forced magnetostriction is of little relevance in engineering 
applications given the fields involved in achieving it. 
1.3.4 Physical origin of magnetostriction 
The spin-spin coupling, which as discussed in Section 1.2.2 keeps neighboring spins parallel 
(or antiparallel) to one another within domains, is very strong. However, this exchange energy 
is isotropic since it only depends on the angle between adjacent spins and not on the direction 
of the spins relative to the crystal lattice. 
Magnetostriction is due mainly to spin-orbit coupling. This type of coupling is in fact also 
responsible for crystal anisotropy. Spin-orbit coupling refers to a kind of interaction between 
the spin and orbital motion of each electron (see Figure 1.14). When a magnetic field is applied 
to the material and an electron spin tries to align with it, the orbit of that electron also tends 
to be reoriented. But since the orbit is strongly coupled to the crystal lattice, it resists the 
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attempt to rotate the spin axis. Thus, the energy required to rotate the spin system of a 
domain away from the preferred orientations is the energy required to overcome spin-orbit 
coupling. 
The spin-orbit coupling is weak in most ferromagnetic materials, as evidenced by the fact 
that a moderate field of a few thousand kiloamperes per meter suffices to rotate the spins. The 
rare-earth metals, however, have a strong spin-orbit coupling; when a magnetic field rotates 
the spins, the orbits rotate and considerable distortion, and hence magnetostriction, results [4]. 
'orbit 
spin 
electron 
nucleus 
Figure 1.14 Illustration of the alignment of a spin magnetic mo­
ment mapin with an external field H. Due to the 
strong spin-orbit coupling exhibited by highly magne-
tostrictive materials, the orbit magnetic moment also 
rotates producing considerable lattice deformations. 
It is inferred from the previous considerations that magnetostriction and magnetic anisotropy 
are closely connected. As emphasized by Clark [15], the large strains observed in the rare earth 
elements are a consequence of the huge strain dependence of the magnetic anisotropy. The 
crystal lattice deforms significantly so as to minimize the anisotropy energy of the material, 
which translates into very large measurable strains. 
Kittel [16] and Lee [1] among others provided expressions for the anisotropy constants as a 
function of not only the orientation of Af, relative to the crystal axis but also the interatomic 
spacing, i.e., the strain. However, several details are still unclear and so simplifying assumptions 
are often necessary in order to quantify the magnetostriction. 
To motivate the strain model for magnetostrictive transducers presented later in Chapters 6 
and 7, magnetostriction calculations for simple cases are presented next. 
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1.3.5 Modeling of magnetostriction 
Transverse magnetostriction 
Between the demagnetized state and saturation, the volume of a ferromagnet remains, to 
a first approximation, constant. Therefore there must be a transverse magnetostriction with 
opposite sign to that of the longitudinal magnetostriction: 
Saturation magnetostriction 
The saturation magnetostriction A, can be determined from the difference between the 
saturation magnetostrictions measured parallel A,|| and perpendicular Ajx to the applied field. 
For isotropic polycrystals, 
AjII - A,x = As + - A, = - Aj. (1.11) 
Magnetostriction data collected by Clark [15] from polycrystalline TbxDyi-iFcy samples 
is reproduced here in Figure 1.15. The data points indicate Aj|| — A,x at, room temperature 
and field values if = 10 kOe (0.8 MA/m) and H = 25 kOe (2 MA/m). It is noted that near 
X = 0.3 the magnetostrictions at these fields exhibit a peak, in accordance with the near zero 
magnetic anisotropy observed at this stoichiometry. From the magnetostriction value at the 
peak, of about 1600 x 10~®. it is inferred using equation (1.11) that A, = 1000 x 10~®. This 
value of As will be used throughout this dissertation as required. 
Figure 1.16, also from Clark [15], illustrates the variation of the single crystal magne­
tostriction constant Am with stoichiometry in TbiDyi-^Fcj,. When [111] is easy a large 
distortion occurs and magnetostriction is observed. When [100] is easy, the distortion is very 
small (Aioo fa 0), and the magnetostriction disappears. The concentration at which this oc­
curs (i « 0.3, Am = 1600 x 10"®) identifies the point where anisotropy minimization is 
realized. Many of the R-Fe2 compounds exhibit this unusual magnetostriction anisotropy 
(|Am/ A100|| 1). In TbFej and DyFej the anisotropy is over an order of magnitude larger 
than in most ferro- and ferrimagnetic cubic materials. 
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Figure 1.15 Magnetostriction of TbiDyi_xFej, at room temperature. 
After [15]. 
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Figure 1.16 Magnetostriction of TbiDyi_xFey at room temperature. 
Open circles denote Am; solid circles denote region 
above anisotropy minimization, where no spontaneous 
Am exists. After [15]. 
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An authoritative discussion on the topic, as well as extensive magnetostriction data on 
R-Fe2 alloys, can be found in [15]. Calculations of A, in different crystallograph iC structures, 
such as cubic, hexagonal and polycrysialline. can be found in [1, 4. 5, 17]. Some of these 
calculations are presented in Appendix B of this dissertation. 
Spontaneous magnetostriction 
It was mentioned before that the transition from paramagnetism to ferromagnetism talcing 
place on cooling through the Curie temperature Tc gives origin to a spontaneous magnetostric­
tion. The spontaneous magnetostriction Aq is quantified here, because as we shall see a useful 
relation between Ao and A, can be drawn. 
The isotropic material in the disordered state (above the Curie temperature Tc) is un­
strained. and is therefore modeled with spherical volumes as shown in schematic I of Fig­
ure 1.17. As the material is cooled below Tc. a spontaneous magnetization is generated within 
magnetic domains and along with it a corresponding spontaneous magnetostriction Aq. Each 
domain is represented in schematic II by an ellipsoid with spontaneous strain e. Since the 
material is isotropic, the magnetic domains are oriented randomly, each bearing an angle 6 
with respect tc the direction of measurement. The net magnetization is consequently zero. 
However, the length in the direction of interest is given by the relation [4] 
The average domain deformation on the onset of spontaneous magnetostriction can then be 
obtained by integration along ail possible directions. 
The magnetostriction Aq represents the deformation undergone by the material as it is 
cooled below the Curie temperature. Since the material was assumed to be isotropic, all 
domain orientations are equally likely. The strain is therefore homogeneous in all directions, 
which means that the material has changed its dimensions but not its shape. 
e { 0 )  = e cos^ 9. (1.12) 
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We now consider the deformations which the material undergoes under the application of 
a field. Assuming the material exhibits a positive magnetostriction, as the field is applied the 
magnetic domains will rotate to align with the field. Near technical saturation the material 
will be a single domain as illustrated in schematic III, and the total strain will be e (that of 
each individual domain in II). The total available saturation magnetostriction (ignoring forced 
magnetostriction) is then given by the difference between e and Aq, 
A, = e-Ao = |e. (1.13) 
This equation leads to a useful result, namely that it is possible to know the spontaneous 
strain e within a material by measuring the saturation magnetostriction A^. 
Field-induced bulk magnetostriction 
To motivate a modeling approach for the magnetostriction A(M), it is first noted that one 
primary concern in magnetostrictive transducer analysis is to be able to quantify the total 
strain produced by a magnetostrictive material when operated in a transducer, that is under 
the action of a magnetic field, a prestress, and a temperature distribution. 
The total strain can be modeled as due to three components: an elastic component of the 
type predicted by Hooke's law, a magnetostrictive component produced as the magnetic mo­
ments rearrange in response to the externally applied magnetic field, and a thermal component 
associated with the expansions produced as the material is heated or cooled. It is emphasized 
that by virtue of the coupling between regimes, a model for the strain must necessarily be 
accompanied by a model for the magnetization or the magnetic induction. 
One such model is given by the coupled magnetostrictive equations of state, 
in which the strain £ and the magnetic induction B are expressed as a linear combination of 
the stress, magnetic field and temperature {a,H,T) contributions. Alternative but equivalent 
formulations using the magnetization as the independent variable and the field as the dependent 
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Figure 1.17 Schematic representation illustrating the magnetostriction of 
a ferromagnetic material: I, in the paramagnetic state: II, 
after it has been cooled through T^; and III, after it has been 
brought to saturation by a field H. After Jiles [5] (p. 123). 
variable have been given in [18. 19]. An analogous development for piezoelectric materials has 
been shown in [20]. 
We point out that the higher-order terms in equations (1.14) and (1.15) are necessary in 
order to address the nonlinear behavior of magnetostrictive materials. The nonlinear behavior 
of M-H and A-M is evidenced in the data shown in Figures 1.18(a-b). Observe in addition that 
both relationships exhibit hysteresis, which is not addressed by equations (1.14) and (1.15). 
It is standard practice in magnetostrictive transducer analysis to formulate equations (1.14)-
(1.15) in terms of physically measurable parameters instead of the generic partial derivatives. 
Given the inconvenience of identifying a large number of parameters (see Chapters 3 and 4), 
it is often necessary to truncate the expansion to first order. Neglecting for simplicity thermal 
effects, the equations can then be expressed as 
e = + ( 1 1 6 )  
B = + (1.17) 
where is the compliance at constant magnetic field, 4/33 and are magnetoelastic coupling 
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Figure 1.18 Nonlinearities and hysteresis in Tbo.3Dyo.7Fe1.92 data, at a stress level of 
<To = -10.35 MPa, and at room temperature T = 21 °C. (a) Magnetization versus 
magnetic field, (b) magnetostriction versus magnetization. Saturation magnetiza­
tion employed is M, = 0.765 MA/m. 
coefficients and n" is the magnetic permeability at constant stress. 
The model given by equations (1.16)-(1.17) provides an excellent tool for the qualitative 
analysis of magnetostrictive transducer behavior. It is apparent from the model that the total 
strain e is given by the linear superposition of the linearly elastic strain a and the field-
induced magnetostriction ^33 H. Similarly, the induction is given by the superposition of the 
magnetic constitutive law B = y.H and a term due to magnetoelastic interactions, d^^a. 
However, several shortcomings limit the utility of this model. Specifically, the model does 
not provide a mechanism for the nonlinearities and hysteresis observed in the data. The 
inclusion of higher-order terms partially addresses the former problem, but at the expense of 
a heavy parameter identification load. The resulting model parameters depend strongly on 
operating conditions as reported in [21, 22, 23], so cumbersome 'lookup tables' are needed 
when implementing this approach in transducer design and control applications. 
The modeling approach discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 addresses these shortcomings. The 
elastic dynamics represented in the conventional linear model by a are modeled via clas­
sical force balancing techniques in the form of a PDE which incorporates the dynamics of 
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the luagnetostrictive driver as well as those of the load and prestress mechanism. The mag­
netic regime is modeled with a nonlinear model for ferromagnetic hysteresis which provides 
an accurate generalization of B = fiH/in combination with a 'law of approach" model for the 
magnetomechanical effect, which provides a nonlinear generalization of the term 
We now focus attention on the remaining component that needs to be modeled, that is the 
magnetostriction A(ff) represented in equation (1.16) by the term ^33 H. The magnetostriction 
is closely related to the rotation of magnetic moments as they align with the applied field, so 
a specific domain configuration needs to be assumed. To this end we consider the particularly 
simple case when the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the axis in which the magnetic 
moments have been aligned by application of sufficiently large compression in the case of a 
polycrystalline material such as Terfenol-D, or perpendicular to the easy crystallographic axis 
in a single crystal with uniaxial anisotropy. In either case, domain rotation is the prevail­
ing magnetization mechanism. We shall see that this approach provides the grounds for the 
generalized quartic model employed in Chapters 6 and 7. 
The expression given before for the magnetostriction, equation (1.12), is revisited here. 
where 6 is the angle between the M, vectors and the direction of the field as shown in Fig­
ure 1.19. Recognizing that c.os9 and the bulk magnetization along the field axis are related by 
M = Ms cos^, substitution of cos^Q — M /M, into equation (1.18) yields 
In the absence of an applied prestress, magnetostrictive materials such as Terfenol-D are 
anisotropic and equation (1.19) provides a poor characterization of A(M). At sufficiently 
high prestress levels, however, the stress dominates crystal anisotropy and the accuracy of 
equation (1.19) increases since in that case domain magnetization rotations are the dominating 
A = e cos^ B. 
Substitution of e = (3Aa/2) from expression (1.13) into this equation leads to 
3 A = - Ai cos^ B, (1.18) 
(1.19) 
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Figure 1.19 Angle 9 between magnetic field H and magneti­
zation vectors M, in the case of exclusive domain 
magnetization rotation. 
magnetization process. The specific stress level above which the magnetostriction can be 
approximated with equation (1.19) has been calculated in [24] (pp. 126 and 410). Assuming 
for simplicity rotations in the (100) plane, energy balancing yields the stress needed to overcome 
the maximum crystal anisotropy in this plane of rotation. 
Taking Into consideration the fact that other planes of rotation give somewhat different expres­
sions for the energy balance, for instance \tJc\ > |A'i / A,!, and that as indicated in Section 1.2.3 
the anisotropy coefficient A'l can take different values depending on stoichiometry and tem­
perature, it is reasonable to assume that the value of (Jc should vary accordingly. 
The calculated values of compressive stress above which the crystal anisotropy of Terfenol 
is overcome range approximately between CTC = -6-9 -20 MPa (-1-^-3 ksi). It will be 
shown in Chapter 7 (see, for instance, Figure 7.8) that for the transducers under consideration 
the stress cicting on the Terfenol-D rod during operation is in fact substantially larger than the 
prestress, so prestress values with magnitude greater than about -6.9 MPa will be sufficient to 
justify the use of equation (1.19). The compressive prestress used in Chapters 6-7 validation 
range between -6.9 MPa and -10.35 MPa. 
While model (1.19) has proven effective for characterization of A(Af) in magnetostrictive 
transducers [9], a more general empirical approach may be formulated by considering an even-
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terms series expansion [25]; 
A(M) = F; (1-20) 
i=0 
in which the coefficients 7, are identified from experimental data. It is noted that the term i = 0 
provides a model for the elastic strains (which in Chapters 6 and 7 are modeled through force 
balancing), while the term t = 1 is equivalent to the quadratic law given by equation 1.19). 
For implementation purposes, it is often convenient to truncate equation (1.20) after i = 2, 
yielding a quartic law which provides more accuracy than the quadratic law without adding a 
significant parameter identification load. The quartic law is the magnetostriction model which 
will be utilized in the magnetomechanical model presented in Chapters 6-7. 
It is emphasized that while models (1.19) and (1.20) provide accurate fits when used in 
combination with hysteretic magnetization models M(H), they do not provide an intrinsic 
mechanism for hysteresis in the magnetostriction. Such hysteresis is observed in transducer 
data collected at low to moderate prestress levels, and hence it is ultimately necessary to be 
able to model it. Models for magnetostriction hysteresis have been presented in [11. 26, 27. 28]. 
.Additional effects such as stress dependencies have been also considered [25, 29]. None of these 
models will be employed in this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2. PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
OF MAGNETOSTRICTIVE ACTUATORS 
A paper included in 1999 Wiley Encyclopedia of Electrical and Electronics Engineering 
Marcelo J. Dapino, F. T. Calkins and Alison B. Flatau 
2.1 Introduction 
Magnetostrictive materials are characterized by the bidirectional transduction of energy 
between the magnetic and elastic states. In the direct effect (also known as the magnetostrictive 
or Joule effect), externally applied magnetic fields and ensuing magnetization changes produce 
measurable strains which can be used in actuation applications. These strains are in turn 
associated with stress distributions which produce magnetization changes by virtue of the 
inverse effect (also known as the magnetomechanlcal or Villari effect). These magnetization 
changes can be detected and consequently used in sensing applications [1]. 
In this chapter, the interest is focused on the actuation capabilities of magnetostrictive 
materials as used in devices, which are henceforth termed interchangeably actuators or trans­
ducers. Although magnetostrictive sensors are also a specific type of transducers, they will not 
be considered here. 
The magnetostrictive actuators considered here typically consist of a magnetostrictive 
driver, a multi-layer solenoid for magnetic field generation, a magnetic return path for routing 
of the magnetic flux into the driver, a permanent magnet which provides a magnetization bias 
in the magnetostrictive driver and a mechanical preload mechanism. The magnetization bias 
allows bidirectional strain response in the actuator, and is generated by either the excitation 
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solenoid or permanent magnets. For optimum actuator performance tunability it is often con­
venient to employ both permanent magnets and a DC current, since the DC current can be 
easily varied during operation. The prestress mechanism increases the population of magnetic 
moments perpendicular to the rod axis and hence the magnetostriction. Furthermore, the 
precompression allows brittle materials such as the Tbx Dyi_x Fe,, (Terfenol-D) compounds 
to be always operated in compression. 
A variety of magnetostrictive materials have been used in actuator applications. These 
include iron, nickel, metallic glasses and the alloys aluminum-iron (alfenol), nickel-cobalt and 
rare earth-iron (R-Fej). For this survey of magnetostrictive actuators we focus on applications 
which employ nickel or monolithic Terfenol-D as the magnetostrictive driver, as these are cur­
rently the most common commercially available materials. While there is intrinsic operational 
commonality between the two materials, their magnetostrictive performance is substantially 
different. Nickel exhibits negative magnetostriction of up to -40 x 10~®, while Terfenol-D 
exhibits saturation magnetostrictions of about 1600 x 10~®. 
Because of its large magnetostriction, Terfenol-D exhibits a large magnetomechanical cou­
pling factor, k, of about 0.7. The high coupling directly reflects the high amount of stored 
magnetic energy which can be converted to elastic energy per cycle. A necessary consequence 
of the high coupling coefficient is that the magnetic permeability and the mechanical stiffness 
of Terfenol-D appear low [2]. It shall be shown in Chapter 3 that the electrical-resonance char­
acteristics of a magnetostrictive actuator are closely related to k^. This means that matching 
of the input electrical Impedance of the device to the power supply is crucial to maximizing 
the energy transduction efficiency between the electrical and the magnetomechanical regime. 
Magnetostrictive actuators are typically classified by their configuration and use of the 
magnetostrictive driver. One rather common configuration which employs the Joule effect is 
the longitudinal vibrating Tonpilz actuator, in which a cylindrical or rectangular rod provides 
axial output [3]. The tube-and-plate or tube-and-cone transducers use 1/4 wavelength mag­
netostrictive tubes to excite blocks tuned to efficiently transduce mechanical energy to the 
surrounding medium. Other designs employ a number of magnetostrictive rods fitted end to 
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end to form a ring polygon which oscillates radially as the rods elongate and contract in uni­
son [4]. The flextensional design [5] employs a longitudinal vibrating magnetostrictive element 
to excite an arched membrane, commonly an oval-shaped shell. 
Actuator designs have also been based on other magnetostrictive effects, such as the twisting 
pendulum that employs the Wiedemann effect. The reader is directed to [6] for additional 
details regarding torsional actuation. 
2.2 Performance Evaluation 
Several techniques for the characterization of actuator performance are currently available. 
Which technique is actually selected for a given application depends on several factors, in­
cluding, but not limited to, the final use of the actuator and the desired level of accuracy. 
Appropriate experimental techniques range from quasistatic techniques to dynamic charac­
terizations. However, the former approach is more common than the latter, because of the 
difficulties involved in quantifying the dynamic performance of highly nonlinear systems such 
as magnetostrictive transducers. 
Typically, performance quantification is based on quasistatic measurements performed on a 
free-standing magnetostrictive specimen, i.e.. a magnetostrictive rod surrounded by a magnetic 
circuit composed solely by a solenoid and loaded with a dead weight. Linear piezomagnetic 
models are then used to quantify the involved piezomagnetic 'constants' from the experimental 
data [7, 8]. While the magnetoelastic parameters computed in this fashion provide insight on 
quasilinear operation at quasistatic frequencies of operation, several shortcomings limit the 
utility of the method. Namely, the effectiveness of the energy conversion is critically dependent 
on the magnetic circuit design, which is a characteristic of the transducer and hence varies from 
one design to another. Free-standing tests provide a characterization of the magnetostrictive 
sample alone, and thus fail to account for energy conversion factors necessarily present in real 
transducers. 
In addition, to fully realize the kind of performance that makes giant magnetostrictive 
materials desirable over competing transducer technologies, it is necessary to be able to quantify 
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their performance in the full nonlinear regime. The nonlinear regime manifests itself in the 
form of magnetic hysteresis, saturation effects, magnetomechanical nonlinearities and dynamic 
or frequency-dependent losses. 
It is noted that the dynamic material characterization studies presented later in Chapters 3 
and 4 of this dissertation, along with the nonlinear magnetomechanical model discussed in 
Chapters 6 and 7, provide the theoretical basis for future dynamic, fully nonlinear material 
property characterization studies. 
Recognizing that such comprehensive studies are beyond the scope of this dissertation, 
we focus on simple currently available performance evaluation techniques which complement 
the dynamic approach discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. Six distinct measures of transducer 
performance are discussed: (1) the strain-applied magnetic field (e - H) characteristic curve. 
(2) transducer electrical impedance mobility loops, (3) transducer blocked force, (4) output 
energy and energy densities, (5) output power limitations, and (6) figures of merit. 
2.2.1 Quasistatic e — H characteristic curves 
Performance characterizations based on quasistatic transducer displacement responses have 
been extensively used. The magnetic field intensity is, for a given input current, determined 
upon knowledge of the solenoid characteristics, and the mechanical output is measured with dis­
placement sensors such as the LVDT (Linear Variable Differential Transformer) or accelerom-
eters. Typical strain measurements at several mechanical preloads are shown in Figure 2.1. A 
strain-applied field characteristic aids in choosing the optimum polarization field for achiev­
ing quasilinear performance and for avoiding frequency doubling. Additionally, it provides 
information on the longitudinal piezomagnetic coefficient <^33. 
To illustrate, the linear constitutive piezomagnetic equations (1.16) and (1.17) are revisited. 
These equations are 
s = ^  cr + H (2.1) 
B = d'^<T + ^ L''H, (2.2) 
where £ is the strain, is the compliance at constant field H, ^33 and ^33 are the piezomag-
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netic coefficients, a is the stress, and is the permeability at constant stress. This model is 
in essence a generalization of two phenomenological relationships, namely the Hooke's law for 
l i n e a r l y  e l a s t i c  s o l i d s  e  =  s a ,  a n d  t h e  c o n s t i t u t i v e  e q u a t i o n  f o r  m a g n e t i c  m a t e r i a l s  B  =  f i H .  
The coefficients may be interpreted as the partial derivatives of the material response (strain 
and induction) with respect to the externally applied excitations (stress and magnetic field). 
Specifically, the total strain £ is given by the superposition of the field-induced magnetostric­
tion dzsH, associated with the alignment of atomic magnetic moments with the external field, 
and the stress-induced component a, associated with the linear elasticity as known in or­
dinary Hookean materials. Here the superscript H denotes constant magnetic field or electric 
open-circuit operation. In a similar fashion, the magnetic induction B is modeled by the super­
position of the constant-stress magnetic behavior B = and a term due to magnetoelastic 
interactions d^c. 
It is clear from the piezomagnetic model that the measured strain £ in Figure 2.1 only 
correlates with ^33/? in the case of constant stress operation.' This implies that the measure­
ment has to be performed either on a free-standing magnetostrictive rod or on a constant-load 
transducer. It should be mentioned that the operating stress does vary significantly in dynamic 
transducer operation due to the variable force exerted by the prestress mechanism (typically a 
Belleville washer or similar device) under varied strains [9] or due to the structural load being 
variable (such as a non-matched pressure wave in cicoustic applications). 
Notwithstanding, the ^33 coefficient is customarily used to quantify actuator performance. 
Moreover, for simplicity it is often assumed that dzs = <^33 on the basis of a fully reversible 
transduction between the magnetic and elastic regimes. A value for ^33 can be approximated 
by estimating the slope of a line drawn between the minimum and maximum strains for the 
rated output based on transducer data such as that of Figure 2.1. 
It is noted that by forgoing the extreme 10% of achievable strain at each end of the e - H 
curve, a substantially larger <^33 value is obtained. This fact exposes a major shortcoming of 
this technique for use in transducer design. The strain output by a magnetostrictive rod driven 
'a more accurate technique for computing the effect of stress on the magnetic induction is shown in Chapter 7 
of this dissertation. 
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Figure 2.1 Quasistatic strain versus applied field for 
Tbo.2rDyo.73Fe1.90. After [10]. 
in the 80% steepest zone of the curve will be equal to that achieved with a shorter sample driven 
up to saturation. Assuming no other constraints such as cost, volume or weight, it would then 
be possible to obtain similar quasistatic performance from two different drivers of the same 
magnetostrictive material with potentially quite different ^33 coefficients. Furthermore, the 
dynamic performance in these two cases may be drastically different. 
The value of this method should then be interpreted in the context of its scope, i.e., 
a DC measure of transducer output. The differential values of ^33 vary not only with H 
and <7, but also with the magnetic bias, stress distribution in the material, and operating 
frequency [10]. Hence the strain-field characteristic curve is of little use in assessing transducer 
dynamic operation, where the above-mentioned factors play a significant role. In such cases, 
methods based on dynamic excitation of the transducer are preferred [11]. 
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2.2.2 Transducer electrical impedance 
The complex valued electrical impedance of a long, thin solenoid is given by the approxi­
mated formula 
V Z„{w) = — = R-\-jwC, 
where V is the voltage across the leads of the solenoid, I is the current through it. R is the DC 
resistance, j = V—1, w is the circular frequency and C is the self inductance of the solenoid. 
In this simplified model it is assumed that the magnetic flux within the solenoid is harmonic, 
and the magnetic field is given hy H = NI / L \n accordance with the calculations shown in 
Chapter 1. Under such assumptions the inductance is given by 
where A is the area enclosed by the solenoid of N turns and L is its length. 
It has been shown elsewhere that Zee provides a plethora of information on transducer 
dynamic behavior [12, 13, 14, 15]. The total electrical impedance is the sum of the blocked 
electrical impedance Ze, which is the electrical impedance observed under mechanically blocked 
conditions, and the motional or mobility impedance Zmof. associated with the transduction of 
energy from the mechanical regime (velocity and force) to the electrical regime (voltage and 
current). It then follows that 
Zee — Zg + Zmot-
Experimentally, Z^ot is computed from the difference between Zee and Ze. 
Although discussed here in the context of performance evaluation, understanding how to 
predict a transducer impedance function and having the ability to tailor its attributes for 
specific applications are also important with regard to power supply matching and optimization 
of total system performance. 
One use of impedance function information is to obtain fundamental resonant and an-
tiresonant frequencies and the two associated elastic moduli for the magnetostrictive actuator 
driver. The resonant condition occurs when the magnitude of the motional component Zmot is 
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maximum and is represented by tlie diameter of the motional impedance loop in the Nyquist 
representation [16]. The resonant frequency is indicated by the diameter in Figure 2.2. 
The resonant frequency /r is associated with the open circuit or constant field elastic mod­
ulus of the material. Ey • so that fr oc yjEp• Similarly, the maximum-diameter point of the 
electrical admittance loop (Vee = 1 / Zee) represents the antiresonant frequency fa associated 
with the short circuit or constant induction elastic modulus, Ey- This relationship is such 
that fa oc \JEy-
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Figure 2.2 Nyquist representation of electrical impedance data 
collected from a Terfenol-D transducer, indicating di­
ameter D~ used for determination of resonance fre­
quency fr. The arrow indicates increasing frequencies. 
The short circuit modulus Ey represents thestiffest material condition, which occurs when 
all available magnetic energy has been transduced into elastic potential energy. When energy 
is transferred from the elastic to the magnetic regime the effective modulus decreases to the 
value Ey. It has been shown by invoking linear transduction considerations that the two 
elastic moduli are related by the magnetomechanical coupling coefficient A: (0 < A: < 1), as 
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follows [2] 
= (1 - k^)E^. (2.3) 
In a similar fashion, the intrinsic or uncoupled magnetic permeability fj." of equation (2.2) is 
reduced to a value corresponding to the constant strain permeability n' because of the energy 
conversion from the magnetic to the elastic regime. The permeabilities are related by 
It is emphasized that expressions (2.3) and (2.4) are only valid for linear systems, and 
significant corrections are necessary in order to extend these formulae to the full nonlinear 
regime. They are, however, highly useful to illustrate the exchange mechanisms taking place 
in magnetostrictive transduction. 
The electrical impedance then provides information on how the energy is transferred be­
tween the magnetic and mechanical regimes of the transducer. Knowledge of resonances fr 
and fa permits calculation of elastic moduli, magnetic permeabilities, and magnetomechanical 
coupling factor. The discussion on the latter will be continued in Section 2.2.6. 
2.2.3 Blocked force 
A schematic load line representing the output force and displacement capability of a magne­
tostrictive actuator is illustrated in Figure 2.3. As the actuator does work against an increasing 
load, its output displacement capability decreases. The system's blocked force Fb is the load 
against which the transducer can no longer do work. At this load, the transducer displacement 
is reduced to zero, and the transducer is virtually 'blocked.' 
For a quasistatic loading case, a simplified transducer model consisting of a linearly elastic 
magnetostrictive rod with stiffness kj can be used to quantify the output force. Assuming a 
displacement u = sL aX the moving end of the rod. the force produced by the rod is 
f i ' =  (2.4) 
F t = k-r u. (2.5) 
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The effective stiffness of the driver, based on axial extension of a slender rod having a cross-
sectional area A, length L, and short-circuit elastic modulus Ey, can be modeled as 
EB A 
Thus. 
Ey A, 
Ft = —7— KT w 
Lt 
=  E B A E .  
null displacement 
blocked force 
saturation displacement 
null force 
displacement 
Figure 2.3 Typical quasistatic load line for an ideal 
magnetostrictive cictuator. 
Under no external load, the rod will elongate to its saturation strain e, with a maximum 
force potential Fr .max = Ey ASa- At the other extreme of the load line, an external load Fb 
prevents strain of the magnetostrictive driver (hence the use of Ey instead of Ey). Equating 
maximum external and internal force capabilities for no-strain and no-load, respectively, the 
blocked force rating for a transducer is found to be 
•ffl = Ey Affj. 
This force represents the maximum force that the material is capable of producing under 
quasistatic and lossless conditions, and it is a function of the rod geometry and the material 
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properties Ey and s,. It is noted that additional stiffnesses such as that of the preload 
mechanism must be accounted for in blocked force calculations. The blocked elastic modulus 
Ey computed from electrical admittance then represents the effective modulus of the combined 
system magnetostrictive rod-preload mechanism. 
Based on published values of the short circuit elastic modulus Ey = 50 GPa and of satura­
tion magnetostriction e, = 1600 x 10~®, the blocked force rating for a device with a 0.0245 m 
diameter Terfenol-D drive rod is 38 kN. 
2.2.4 Output energy and energy densities 
To quantify the mechanical energy output by a magnetostrictive transducer, the simplified 
transducer model shown in figure 2.4 is considered. The model consists of a linear elastic 
magnetostrictive rod of dynamic mass mr and stiffness kr,  and an elastic load of mass t t i l  
and stiffness ki- The mechanical energy acting upon the load is 
Em = —y- (2.6) 
where u is the displacement at the rod end. 
u 
Figure 2.4 Schematic representation of an actuator of stiffness 
kr loaded with an elastic load of constant k^. 
There are two contributions to the total displacement u. The active component uh is the 
displacement of the moving end of the rod under no external load, of the type quantified in 
the linear model (2.1) by the term d^H. The elastic or passive component is the response 
of the magnetostrictive rod as it does work against the external load, of the type modeled 
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in the linear equation (2.1) by the term a. The total transducer displticement is. then. 
U = UH - Uel. 
The moving end of the rod is subjected to a total force F,  where the passive displacement 
is Uel = FI kr, so the total end displacement is given by 
u  =  u f j - — .  ( 2 . < )  
For a linearly elastic external load the force acting upon the driver end \s F = ki u. 
Substituting this expression for F into expression (2.7) yields 
ki u 
V . - U H -
or equivalently after defining K — k i ,  j  k j  
Finally, substituting (2.8) into (2.6) and letting k i  = K k j  yields 
= — Em = I . (2-9) 
or. equivalently after defining E q — kru j j  /  2, 
Em K (2.10) E Q (1 + A')2" 
This expression is plotted in Figure 2.5 as a function of A", where it is readily apparent that 
the energy is maximum for K = 1. This indicates that stiffness matching is desired to achieve 
maximum output energy. It is also important to note that in some prestress mechanism designs, 
a spring or a set of washers is placed in series with the magnetostrictive driver. The spring 
stiffness has to be accounted for in calculations of stiffness matching. As noted previously, 
the driver stiffness is directly related to the elastic modulus Ey, which can be measured in 
different ways [7, 15]. 
The output energy of the transducer is often scaled by the transducer volume, mass, and 
price. These energy "densities" facilitate the comparison between transducers. However, they 
do not give information on efficiency of energy conversion in the transducer. This issue will be 
discussed in Section 2.2.6. 
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Figure 2.5 Normalized mechanical energy E m / E q versus the stiffness ratio 
A'. Energy is maximum when there is a match between the mag-
netostrictive driver and the combined transducer and external 
load stiffness characteristics. 
2.2.5 Projector power limitations 
The power output by a magnetostrictive actuator near resonance may be stress- or field-
limited, depending on whether the mechanical quality factor Q is greater or smaller than the 
optimum value [17, 18]. This optimum Q hovers around unity for Terfenol-D [19]. Hence, a 
low Q raises the maximum power limit of the transducer near resonance. In addition to the 
ability to handle more power output, a low Q means a broader operational bandwidth. This 
situation may or may not be desirable because at low Q, the transducer is less able to filter out 
unwanted modes of vibration that lead to harmonic distortion. Work by [17] highlights some of 
the compromises present in designing the transducer's mechanical quality factor. Figure 2.6(a) 
depicts a typical radiated power limit-Q curve suggesting the performance tradeoff found at 
frequencies near transducer resonance for a Terfenol-D transducer, and Figure 2.6(b) presented 
an equivalent circuit representation of the transducer based on linear behavior. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.6 (a) Schematic radiated power versus quality factor Q. P3 is the stress-limited output 
while Pj is the field-limited output, (b) Van Dyke transducer equivalent circuit 
representation for the magnetostrictive device used to predict (a), where /=current. 
I,6=blocked inductance. 7=gyrator ratio. Cm=open circuit compliance. F=force. 
M=mass, /2m=mechanical resistance and /2r=radiation resistance. From [17]. 
2.2.6 Figures of merit (FOM) 
The single most important transducer FOM is the magnetomechanical coupling factor 
k. This is particularly true in the low-signal linear regime, where quantifies the fraction 
of magnetic energy which can be converted to mechanical energy per cycle, and vice versa. 
Improvements in manufacturing techniques over the past decade have helped increase the mag­
netomechanical coupling factors reported in bulk samples of giant magnetostrictive materials. 
Today, values of k close to 0.7 are commonly reported for Terfenol-D (see Table 2.1, where 
kzz denotes k along the longitudinal axis). Note that a transducer's coupling factor will be 
lower than that of its magnetostrictive core due to magnetic, mechanical, and thermal losses 
inherent to other aspects of the device design and its components. 
As discussed in detail in [2], rearranging the piezomagnetic equations (2.1) and (2.2) leads 
to expressions for the magnetomechanical coupling coefficient by considering the energy trans­
ferred between the elastic and magnetic regimes and the corresponding changes in effective 
elastic modulus and magnetic permeability. In a hypothetical lossless case, the resonance and 
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antiresonance frequencies of the electrical impedance function shown in Figure 2.7(a-b) repre­
sent fr and fa as defined by the motional impedance. In Figure 2.7(a), the prestress is constant 
at 1.0 ksi (6.9 MPa) and in Figure 2.7(b) the magnetic field is constant at 8 kA/m (100 Oe). 
In the presence of losses, fr and fa shift slightly from the resonance and antiresonance points. 
Invoking electroacoustic principles [12] it can be demonstrated that k is directly related to the 
system resonant and antiresonant frequencies, fr and fa- Assuming no losses, it follows that 
( 2 . U )  
Table 2.1 Maximum magnetomechanical coupling coefficient along the lon­
gitudinal axis and magnetostriction along easy axes. After [2], 
^33 A100 X 10~® Am X 10~^ 
Ni 0.31 -51 -23 
13% Al 87% Fe 70 8 
50% Co 50% Fe 0.35 30 160 
4.5% Co 95.5% Ni 0.51 -30 -40 
(NiO)o.913(CoO)o.027 
(FeO)o.o6(Fe203) 0.36 
TbFes 0.35 2450 
Tbo.sDyo.5Fe2 0.51 1840 
Tbo.27Dyo.73Fe2 0.53-0.60 1620 
Tbo.23Dyo.35Hoo.42Fe2 0.61-0.62 1130 
Tbo.2oDyo.22Hoo.58Fe2 0.60-0.66 820 
Tbo.i9Dyo.i8Hoo.o3Fe2 0.59 810 
SmFe2 0.35 -2100 
Smo.88Dyo.i2Fe2 0.55 -1620 
Smo.7Hoo.3Fe2 0.35 -1370 
Tbo.23Hoo.77Fe2 0.76 710 
Tbo.27Dyo.73Fe2 0.74 1620 
The k dependency on AC field intensity and magnetic bias condition is demonstrated 
in [15] and [20]. In a lossy magnetic circuit, however, this relationship is somewhat different 
although the essential aspects are preserved [15]. The effect of losses can be minimized via 
careful design of the magnetic path and by employing laminated material for the driver and 
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Figure 2.7 Total electrical impedance versus frequency, mag(Ze(.) [Q], and phase(Zee) [degrees]. 
(a) Constant preload of 6.9 MPa (1.0 ksi) and varied AC drive levels, (b) constant 
.A,C drive level of 8 kA/m (100 Oe) and varied bias conditions. 
permanent magnets with longitudinal or radial slots as appropriate. 
An alternative formulation for k is derived from energy formulations, known as the 'three 
parameter method' [2], 
l2 _ ^33 (2.12) 
Transducers intended for underwater use are often rated according with the desired char­
acteristics of these devices: high power P, low resonant frequency /r, low mass M (or volume 
V), and low quality factor Q. Hence, the figure of merit FOM = P / QfoV is commonly found 
in the literature. Claeyssen et al. show in [21] a comparison of several Terfenol-D and PZT 
devices with FOM ranging between 10-655 J/m^, where a Terfenol-D flextensional has a re­
markable 655 J/m^ figure of merit. A similar PZT device reached only 15 J/m^: the difference 
is due exclusively to the much smaller strain output of the PZT (the acoustical power output 
is proportional to the strain squared.) 
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2.3 Devices for Magnetostrictive Actuation 
Magnetostrictive actuators are classified here partly by frequency of operation and partly 
by intended task of the device. The classification is as follows: 
1. High power, low frequency applications. These applications typically consist of under­
water acoustic generation. The designs discussed here are the flextensional transducer, 
the piston-type transducer, and the ring-type transducer. 
2. Motion generation. This category includes transducers designed to do work against 
external loads attached to them. The motion may be linear, such as in the inch worm or 
Kiesewetter motors, or rotational. 
3. Ultrasonic applications. This category involves a fairly broad range of actuators, whose 
final use varies from surgical applications to industrial machining, welding and cleaning. 
Even though there exist differences between the three categories which arise from specific 
design and performance considerations, there is strong commonality among the categories. 
First of all, it is often desirable to achieve linearity in the performance. To this end. it 
is common practice to operate magnetostrictive actuators under a so-called bias condition, 
which consists of applying both a mechanical and a magnetic bias to the driver. As previously 
indicated, the magnetic bias is supplied with permanent magnets, located in series or parallel 
with the drive motor, or alternatively with DC currents. The mechanical bias is applied by 
structural compression of the driver with either bolts or via the transducer structure itself, 
such as in the case of flextensional transducers. 
Second, maximum effectiveness is obtained at mechanical resonance, where dynamic strains 
of peak-peak amplitudes higher than the static magnetostrain can be achieved. Dynamic 
strains are of primary importance in low-frequency, high-power devices, namely those for sonar 
and underwater communications. 
Among the other technological issues that affect the design and operation of magnetostric­
tive transducers are thermal effects, transducer directionality (determined by ratio between 
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size and acoustic wavelength), resonant operation, and power source. Finally, although the 
magnetostrictive effect is not frequency limited, eddy current losses and device-specific mag-
netomechanical and electrical resonances limit the operating bandwidth of magnetostrictive 
devices to the low ultrasonic regime, below 100 kHz. 
2.3.1 Low-Frequency Sonar Applications 
The search for smaller sonar transducer systems capable of delivering increasingly higher 
acoustic power output has continued since the inception of sonar technology. Terfenol-D 
has proven attractive for underwater sound projection given its output strain, force, and 
impedance-matching characteristics. Not surprisingly, much of the research effort on mag­
netostrictive underwater devices has been performed by the US Navy, where Terfenol-D was 
originally developed. 
The quest for more powerful sonar units forced researchers to increase either the size of the 
radiating surface or the vibration amplitude of the device. Since volume and weight constraints 
typically limit the allowable size of the device, the interest was focused on improving the 
vibration amplitudes. This issue led to the re-emergence of the flextensional transducer, which 
was first developed in the 1930's. Magnetostrictive flextensional transducers offer high power 
at low frequencies. The power output of Terfenol-D flextensionals is about 25 times larger than 
that of PZT flextensionals because the dynamic strains are approximately five times larger and 
the power output is approximately proportional to the square of the strain. By comparison with 
the Tonpilz transducer, flextensionals present the advantages of providing a larger radiating 
surface per volume, using less active material, and requiring lower voltages. Technological 
challenges inherent to flextensionals are stress-induced fatigue, hydrostatic compensation, and 
appropriate prestressing for use in deep submersion. 
The Tonpilz-type transducer typically provides high output power in a compact size. More­
over, because these transducers are an oversized piston for acoustic field generation, the diam­
eter of the active element and magnetic circuit components can be increased without change in 
overall transducer diameter. A variation of the Tonpilz design has two end radiating surfaces. 
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which provide a different radiated acoustic field's directivity pattern than the single piston. 
Ring transducers are used in either omnidirectional or directional mode at veiy low fre­
quencies. 
A discussion of actuator devices for sonar applications is presented next. The discussion 
addresses the three main types of devices: the flextensional. the piston-type and the ring-type. 
Flextensional actuators 
Flextensional transducers radiate acoustic energy by flexing a shell, usually oval-shaped, 
caused by the longitudinal extension and contraction of a cylindrical drive motor mounted in 
compression inside the shell. These transducers are capable of producing high power at fairly 
low frequencies. Their history dates back to 1929-1936, when the first flextensional device for 
use as a fog horn was first built and patented by Hayes at the NRL [22]. 
Several factors limited the eflfectiveness of the early flextensional devices. Hayes's origi­
nal device lacked a preload mechanism, which limited the strain and force capability of the 
transducer and led to fatigue-related failure. The parallel development in the late 1920s of the 
ring transducer, a relatively inexpensive and more rugged device with similar electroacoustic 
efficiency, severely undermined the budget destined for research on flextensionals. The flexten­
sional concept was a high-power, high-efficiency transducer being used in the wrong field. It 
was not until the 1950s that flextensionals started to be considered for underwater applications, 
leading to a 1966 patent by Toulis [23]. This device was nearly identical to Hayes's, except for 
the explicit intention for underwater projection and the use of a piezoelectric stack for driving 
the device. Interestingly enough, the flextensional transducer is usually credited to Toulis [24]. 
Flextensional transducers are identified by classes. This is one aspect of flextensionals that 
often leads to confusion among transducer designers, since it is often unclear which geometry 
defines which class. Matters are further complicated by the existence of two different classifi­
cation schemes and at least two proposed variations of those schemes. With the exception of 
the Class I and IV, which are common to both schemes, the use of classification numbering 
must be accompanied by declaration of the scheme employed. 
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The following is a brief review of both classification schemes, as illustrated in Figures 2.8(a-
b). The reader is directed to the references for further details. 
In the classification scheme of Brigham and Royster [24, 25], the radiating surfaces of 
Class I flextensionals are formed by revolving an ellipse around its long axis. In other words. 
Class I flextensionals have a football-shaped shell with the magnetostrictive motor mounted 
in compression inside, along the major axis. A variant of this design known as the University 
of Miami fiextensional has flat surfaces as described in [24]. The Class II flextensional is 
essentially a modified Class I in which, in order to accommodate more active material, the 
major axis is extended in both directions. The extra amount of active material allows additional 
power handling without changing the fundamental resonance of the oval radiator. One strong 
limitation of the fiextensional design is the lack of true broadband capability. To overcome this 
limitation, a Class III design has been proposed. The shell of the Class III flextensional consists 
of two Class I shells of slightly different sizes grated together. The two closely spaced resonances 
help to broaden the acoustic bandwidth beyond that of the Class I design. Unquestionably, 
the most common shell geometry is the Class IV flextensional. Typically, the shell is convex in 
shape, although there are variants, such as the flat-oval shell or the concave shell of Merchant 
(classified as type VII by Rynne) [26, 27]. Finally, the Class V consists of two shallow spherical 
caps attached to either side of a vibrating ring or disk (sometimes called clam shell). This 
design is credited to Abbott, who in a 1959 patent [28] shows a ceramic-driven unit with either 
concave or convex spherical shells. Note that in the Brigham-Royster scheme. Classes I, IV. 
and V are basically distinguished by shape. On the other hand, Classes I, II, and III are 
differentiated by end use (i.e.. Class II is a high-power version of Class I and Class III is a 
broadband version of Class I). 
In the Pagliarini-White classification scheme, flextensionals are classified in four classes, I 
to IV, based exclusively on shell geometry [29, 30, 31]. The Class I and Class II are similar to 
Brigham and Royster's Classes I and II. The Class III is known as the barrel-stave flextensional, 
and the Class IV is the typical oval-shaped shell. Rynne [27] and Jones [30] provide their own 
classification schemes which are subtly modified versions of the previous schemes. 
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Figure 2.8 Classification schemes for flextensional actuators, according to: 
(a) Brigham and Royster, (b) Pagliarini and White. 
It is characteristic of flextensional transducers to have two types of radiating modes: a 
low-frequency flexing mode or modes associated with the bending of the shell [32], and a 
higher-frequency breathing mode, in which the whole shell expands and contracts in unison. 
As the name implies, the desired mode of vibration is the flexural. However, the breathing 
mode is acoustically closer to a monopole; thus, it is usually of higher efficiency and improves 
the effective system magnetomechanical coupling factor. This higher mode has a strong effect 
on the parameters used to describe the flexural modes and, hence, it cannot be overlooked. 
Under hydrostatic pressure, the shell geometry determines whether the flexing mode occurs 
in phase or out of phase with respect to the longitudinal vibration of the driver. The former 
Class! 
Class III 
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case is characteristic of the Class IV flextensional, whereas the latter case is characteristic of 
Merchant's barrel-stave design. 
In the Class IV design, the hydrostatic pressure acting on the shell tends to unload the 
magnetostrictive driver. This presents a technological challenge that defines the compromise 
between acoustic power and submersion depth. This problem has been addressed in different 
ways, including depth-compensation, mechanical filtering, and change of the shell geometry to 
concave instead of convex (Merchant). 
In summary, flextensional devices designed for use with magnetostrictive drivers offer sev­
eral advantages over other transducer materials such as PZTs, but successful demonstrations of 
their practicality for actuation are fairly recent. One such demonstration is a Terfenol-powered 
acoustic projector operated at a depth of 122 m (400 ft) driven to a source level of 212 dB (Ref. 
1 /iPa at 1 m) [33]. Recent work [19, 21] demonstrates that good magnetomechanical coupling 
and efficiency characteristics are possible in flextensional devices. Technological Issues such 
as the magnetic circuit design, unloading of the magnetostrictive driver caused by submersion 
depths, the effects of cavitation at shallow depths, and stress-induced fatigue in the shell have 
been addressed effectively, even though tradeoffs among these issues are inevitable [33]. 
Piston actuators 
High dynamic strains are instrumental in achieving high acoustic power radiation. As with 
many other transducer designs, the availability of giant magnetostrictive materials such as 
Terfenol-D makes it possible to design more powerful underwater piston transducers with little 
or no bulk penalty. It has been suggested [21] that because of the need for much less active 
material, the cost of a Terfenol-driven piston transducer would be lower than, for instance, that 
of an equivalently rated piezoelectric flextensional transducer. The simpler design and the lack 
of bending parts likely to suffer fatigue-induced failure also indicate some of the advantages of 
piston designs over conventional flextensional transducers. 
The Tonpiiz transducer (Tonpilz is German for 'sound mushroom') is quite simple in prin­
ciple, as illustrated in Figure 2.9. The magnetostrictive rod is surrounded by a wound wire 
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solenoid, which provides the magnetic field excitation. The magnetostrictive element actu­
ates upon an inertial mass ('tail' mass) and has a front radiating surface which generates the 
desired sound waves. The magnetic path is completed by magnetic couplers and a magnetic 
return path cylinder. The magnetic circuit can in fact have many possible configurations. For 
instance, some designs use cylindrical permanent magnets and ferromagnetic end pieces known 
as the 'barrel magnet' configuration instead of the 'stacked magnet' configuration shown in Fig­
ure 2.9. Each configuration has its own merits, which means that the optimum magnetic circuit 
configuration should be identified based upon the particular application requirements [34]. .As 
a rule of thumb, rods shorter than 0.20 m and with diameters under 0.025 m have increased 
magnetic coupling, in the order of 5%, in the barrel magnet configuration over what can be 
achieved using a stacked magnet configuration. However, when longer and thicker rods are 
used, significant phenomena such as saturation and end effects are likely to occur in the barrel 
magnet configuration. The stacked magnet configuration does have the potential for signifi­
cantly increasing the systems' resonant frequency due to stiff pole magnets located in series 
with the magnetostrictive element. Typical permanent magnet materials currently in use are 
Alnico V, samarium-cobalt, and neodymium-iron-boron, while the magnetic return materials 
currently used are laminated steel and ferrites. 
Innovative magnetostrictive Tonpilz radiators have been developed recently that are capa­
ble of excellent source level outputs and very high FOMs. Steel describes in [3.5] a Tonpilz 
transducer in which six hexagonal cylinders of Terfenol-D are arrayed forming a tube inside 
which there is a prestress rod. The transducer itself is mounted on its central node so that 
the magnetostrictive tube and the head mass form a balanced piston design. The vibration of 
head and tail masses is antisymmetrical (with the same velocity but in opposite directions). 
The advantage of this design is that the Terfenol-D tube is isolated from hydrostatic pressure 
and freed of undesirable shifts in resonant frequency as a result of changing preloads. However, 
balanced piston operation occurs only near resonance, so the device is a narrow bandwidth 
transducer. 
Conversely, a novel hybrid magnetostrictive/piezoelectric transducer designed at the NUWC 
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Figure 2.9 Typical Tonpilz magnetostrictive actuator. 
(Naval Underwater Warfare Center) [36] is capable of broadband operation by virtue of its dou­
ble resonance configuration. The transducer consists of a series arrangement of a tail mass, an 
active driver, a center mass, a second active driver, and a head mass. Because the velocities of 
the piezoelectric and magnetostrictive drivers are 90° out of phase with each other, self-tuning 
similar to that in the balanced piston design is obtained. In addition, the improved coupling 
coefficient of this device translates into better acoustic response at even lower frequencies than 
in conventional Tonpilz transducers of similar size and weight. 
Meeks and Timme [37] present a Tonpilz vibrator consisting of three Terfenol-D rods spaced 
120° apart, head and tail masses, and a center rod for mechanical and magnetic biasing. The 
transducer was not as powerful as more recent units, but it was useful for demonstration of 
the potential of Terfenol-D for this type of application. 
Claeyssen and Boucher [38] developed a set of magnetostrictive transducers capable of very 
high acoustic power output. An initial design, called the Quadripode, uses four rods to vibrate 
the radiating piston at an in-water resonant frequency of 1.2 kHz. A follow-up design, named 
Quadripode II, has better effective coupling and broader operational bandwidth, thanks to 
modifications in the head mass and prestress rod. Both transducers feature a forced cooling 
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device. A transducer based on three rods instead of four, called Tripode. was also developed. 
It better uses the giant magnetostriction effect to yield twice the power of the four-rod trans­
ducers (3.8 kW versus 1.6 kW), packed in less than half the volume (22 dm^ versus 51 dm^). 
Hydrostatic compensation permits deep submersion up to 300 m. The source level of the 
Tripode at resonance (1.2 kHz) is 209 dB (Ref. 1 /xPa at 1 m), and the FOM is 24 J/m^ [21]. 
.\nother interesting design is the double-ended vibrator; a radiating piston replaces the tail 
mass so that the transducer is symmetric around its midpoint. This transducer competes fa­
vorably against the flextensional in the 300 Hz range because of its simpler, cheaper design, the 
lack of fatigue-related problems, and the lower voltages required for operation. More details 
on this device can be found in [21. 38]. 
Ring actuators 
In a general sense, ring transducers employ the radial vibrations of tubes or plates to 
generate acoustic waves. This concept was first developed during the late 1920s [5]. The 
original interest in ring transducers was based on their ruggedness and lower cost compared to 
other available transducer technologies. One example of those early magnetostrictive devices 
is the radially vibrating cylinder patented by Hayes in 1935 [39]. 
The ring transducer concept was extensively researched, not only with magnetostrictive 
materials as the active driver but also with piezoelectric ceramics [40, 41]. The high coupling 
coefficient and low elastic modulus of the rare earth iron alloys has motivated their use in a 
variety of designs. For example, the square ring transducer in [42] is a device capable of pro­
viding either omni- or unidirectional sound propagation at low frequencies. Four Terfenol rods 
are arranged forming a square; the radiating surface consists of four curved pistons attached 
to each corner of the square, as shown schematically in Figure 2.10. A similar principle was 
utilized in the octagonal ring transducer discussed in [36]. 
One interesting feature of the square-ring transducer is the ability to generate either dipole 
or omnidirectional sound radiation. The dipole mode is accomplished by switching the mag­
netic bias on two of the rods and maintaining a constant direction on the AC magnetic field on 
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Figure 2.10 The square-ring cictuator. 
all four rods. This feature translates into a transducer having two effective resonant frequencies 
and Q values, one for each mode of operation. 
2.3.2 Actuators for generation of motion and force 
There is a growing interest in magnetostrictive actuators for generation of motion and force 
in structural applications. A variety of magnetostrictive motors have been designed, with the 
objective of providing accurate actuation at a given force rating over a range of operating 
frequencies. Conventional electromagnetic and hydraulic devices are commonly used in com­
bination with gear boxes for motion conversion, and as a result are prone to mechanical play 
and bulkiness. Magnetostrictive motors produce outputs comparable to many conventional 
systems without the need for a gear box interface, thereby avoiding many of the added system 
design issues (mass, volume, wear, play, backlash, et cetera). 
In this section we classify magnetostrictive motors as linear and rotational, depending on 
the type of motion provided by the device. 
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Linear motors 
Figure 2.11 depicts the simplest type of linear motion device, the piston actuator. Piston 
actuators output mechanical strains and forces over bandwidths from DC to over 5 kHz. Pis­
ton actuators have been employed in a variety of applications including, but not limited to. 
micropositioners. valve control, active vibration control in structures in single-ended configu­
rations [43. 44, 45, 46] and as active struts in double-ended configurations [47]. The stroke of 
these devices is limited to the achievable strain of the magnetostrictive driver element, but can 
be increased by employing long drivers or using motion amplification mechanisms. 
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Figure 2.11 Simple linear magnetostrictive actuator. 
Magnetostrictive motors capable of displacement strokes greater than core saturation strain 
include the elastic wave motor (EWM) or Kiesewetter motor [48]. The EWM consists of a 
cylindrical Terfenol-D rod moving in inchworm like fashion inside a stator tube. The mag­
netostrictive core is snugly placed inside the stator tube; the stator is in turn surrounded by 
several short coils located along its length. As the first coil is energized, the magnetostrictive 
element lengthens locally, while its diameter decreases by virtue of the volume invariance of 
the magnetostrictive effect. When the field is removed, the rod clamps itself again inside the 
tube. By energizing the coils sequentially along the length of the stator, it is possible to induce 
a displacement d, per cycling of the coils as indicated in Figure 2.12. The length of the step 
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dj can be adjusted by varying the magnetic field intensity generated by the coils. The speed of 
the motor is regulated by the the speed at which the coils are energized and by the shielding 
effects of eddy currents. Normally the coils are excited with a single traveling pulse, but in­
creased speed can be achieved by multiple-pulse excitation. Reversal of the direction of motion 
is achieved by reversing either the bias polarization or the direction of the traveling pulse. The 
device load handling rating is constrained by either the interference forces generated between 
the core and the stator tube or the blocked force capability associated with core elongation. 
A prototype designed for use in the paper industry develops 1000 N of force. 0.2m of stroke, 
and 0.020 m/s speeds [49]. Other areas of application for this device are valve control and 
precision positioners. The EWM has also been proposed for active control of the profile of 
aircraft wings. The proof-of-concept device in [50] should provide fuel savings of aircrafts of 
3-6%, by changing the profile of the 'smart trailing edge' at speeds of up to 0.0004 m/s and 
strokes of up to 0.0254 m. 
A variant of the inchworm principle uses fixed-position and translating transducer elements 
to simultaneously clamp and unclamp sections of a load shaft. When the translating clamps 
are engaged, pusher transducers are actuated to move the translating clamps from their resting 
position. When the fixed position clamps are engaged, the pusher elements return the (now 
undamped) translating elements to their resting position. The fixed position clamps maintain 
the load shaft position during the return portion of the translating clamps' motion cycle. By 
sequential clamping and unclamping, bidirectional linear motion of the load shaft is induced 
as illustrated in Figure 2.13. The device load handling rating is constrained by either the 
clamping forces generated between the load shaft and clamping transducer elements or by the 
blocked force capability associated with the pusher transducers. 
The concept of a hybrid piezoelectric/magnetostrictive linear actuator based on the design 
of Figure 2.13 has been also explored. Specifically, the clamping is done with piezoelectric 
stacks while translation is provided by Terfenol-D rods. A prototype motor of this kind is 
discussed in [51]. Designs employing the inchworm principle with magnetostrictive clamps 
and piezoelectric pusher elements are also being studied [52]. The attraction for designing 
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Figure 2.12 Principle of operation of the Kiesewetter inchworm motor. En­
ergized solenoids are marked in black; passive solenoids are 
marked in white. 
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Figure 2.13 Principle of operation of an inchworm actuator. 
hybrid devices arises when the motor is driven at its electrical resonance, characterized by the 
inductive and capacitive nature of the magnetostrictive and piezoelectric materials. The 180° 
phase lag between the piezoelectric stacks, and the 90° phase lag between the inductor current 
and the capacitors voltage, provide natural timing for the clamping, unclamping, and linear 
motion actions. In addition, the amplifier design is greatly simplified because of the significant 
reduction of the reactive power load as the transducer impedance is almost purely resistive. 
Prototypes of this kind have achieved stall loads of 115 N and no-load speeds of 0.0254 m/sec. 
A similar idea uses a magnetostrictive bar as a load shaft, allowing a very compact design [53]. 
When used in conjunction with a dedicated switching power drive, the predicted speed of this 
motor is 0.0078 m/s at a frequency of 650 Hz and force of 130 N. 
Other examples of linear motors are the push-pull actuator by Kvarnsjo and Engdahl [54], 
the oscillating lever actuator by Cedell [55], and the broadband shaker by Hall [14]. 
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Rotational motors 
The magnetostrictive principle has been lately employed in rotational motors as well. Sev­
eral areas such as the aerospace and the automotive industries benefit from the higher control­
lability of the 'smart materiaP motors compared to conventional hydraulic or electromagnetic 
devices. In particular, there is also a niche for high torque, low speed motors, in which the 
inchworm technique is particularly suitable. A device of these characteristics, capable of a 
maximum torque of 3 Nm and speed of 3°/s. is presented by Akuta in [56]. Another working 
prototype of the inchworm type is that presented by Vranish et al [57] which involves a quite 
sophisticated design capable of very high torque of 12 Nm at speeds of 0.5 rpm and preci­
sion microsteps of 800 micro-radians. Despite the great positioning accuracy and high holding 
torques, the inchworm-type devices sometimes lack in efficiency, which can represent a severe 
limitation in some applications. To overcome this, a resonant rotational motor based on a mul-
timode stator has been proposed by Claeyssen et al. [58]. Two linear Terfenol-D actuators are 
used to induce elliptic vibrations on a circular ring (stator), which in turn transmits rotational 
motion to two rotors pressed against the ring. The prototype did not achieve the expected 
efficiencies, but at 2 Nm of torque and speeds of 100°/s, the potential of this idea has been 
clearly demonstrated. The vibrations of the stator are illustrated in Figure 2.14. 
A proof-of-concept hybrid magnetostrictive/piezoelectric rotational motor is illustrated in 
Figure 2.15. following the concept presented in [59]. A piezoelectric stack clamps a piece of 
friction material onto the rotating disk, while two magnetostrictive rods move the clamp in a 
direction tangential to the disk to achieve rotational motion. The direction of induced motion 
is bidirectional, determined by the direction of excitation of the oppositely connected driv­
ing solenoids. Once again, the inductive and capacitive nature of the transducer's electrical 
impedance is used to minimize the reactive power requirement on the power amplifiers, and 
the timing is naturally determined by the time lag between inductors and capacitors. Thus 
operation near electrical resonance is ultimately desired. The prototype shown in [59] achieves 
near 4 rpm at excitation frequencies between 650-750 Hz and voltages of between 30-40 V. 
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Figure 2.14 Modes of vibration of the rotational motor of Ciaeyssen et 
al. [58]. 
Ultrasonic actuators 
Ultrasonics is the science of acoustic waves with frequency above the human audible range, 
nominally above about 20 kHz. The definition is somewhat arbitrary, since most sound prop­
agation phenomena behave the same at sonic or ultrasonic frequencies. However, the distinct 
features of ultrasonic devices merit a separate study from other types of transducers. For in­
stance, one major problem in the generation of airborne ultrasound is the difficulty associated 
with coupling the energy generated by the electroacoustic device into the medium due to the 
large impedance ratio mismatches between the transducer and the medium (on the order of 
10"®). At very high frequencies in the megahertz range, the ultrasonic energy can be concen­
trated by shaping a thin film transducer into a bowl shape. The center of curvature represents 
the energy focus. An alternative way, usually employed at frequencies in the tens of kHz range. 
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Figure 2.15 Hybrid piezoelectric/magnetostrictive rotational motor, af­
ter [59]. 
is by using a half-wavelength metal horn of length equal to one-half the wavelength of elastic 
waves at the transducer's resonant frequency. The tapered shape of the horn produces an 
increase in the displacement, velocity, and pressure amplitudes. 
Traditionally, the most common magnetostrictive materials used for ultrasonic applications 
were pure nickel and iron-cobalt alloys, such as Permendur (49% iron. 49% cobalt, 2% vana­
dium). The magnetostrictive material is shaped so that good closure of the magnetic flux is 
achieved, and several laminae of the material are stacked together to minimize eddy current 
losses. The power losses due to eddy currents are proportional to the square of the operating 
frequency, so at ultrasonic regimes their significance is high. The material is as usual driven 
with solenoids. These transducers are normally operated at the half-wave fundamental fre­
quency, which means there is a node in the center plane of the magnetostrictive element. This 
plane, where no motion is produced, constitutes a good mounting point for the transducer. 
Alternatively, if concentration of acoustic energy is sought through the use of a horn, the 
mounting point can be moved to the horn's node. This case is illustrated in Figure 2.16 [60]. 
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Devices similar to that of Figure 2.16, with or without the coupling horn, are being used 
in diverse applications such as cleaning of intricate or hard to reach parts, emulsification and 
homogenization of immiscible liquids, atomization of liquids or inks, particle agglomeration, 
degassing of liquids, catalysis of chemical reactions, machining, welding of plastics and metals, 
medical therapy and surgery, metal casting, dispersion of solids in liquids, and foam con­
trol [61, 62, 63, 64]. The underlying principle behind each of these processes can be related to 
cavitation effects, heat generation, mechanical effects, diffusion, stirring, and chemical effects. 
Of these effects, cavitation is perhaps the one that plays an integral role in most processes. 
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Figure 2.16 (a) Ultrasonic transducer with exponential horn [60]. (b) Detail 
of magnetostrictive stack. The stack can be attached directly to 
the resonating diaphragm of a washing tank (by silver brazing 
for instance). 
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As the sound wave propagates within the medium, individual particles are alternatively 
subjected to compression and rarefraction. although their relative positions do not change. 
For large sound wave amplitudes the magnitude of the negative pressure in the rarefraction 
areas, associated with the low-pressure half-cycle of vibration of the transducer, produces 
micron-size gaseous cavities to be formed. These cavitation bubbles grow until an unstable 
state is reached during the high-pressure half-cycle of operation, in which the bubbles collapse 
giving rise to huge pressure gradients as the liquid rushing from opposite sides of the bubble 
collides. The implosion event generates a microjet which impinges at high velocity on the 
surface to be cleaned. It has been calculated that locally the pressure rises to about 10 ksi. with 
an accompanying temperature rise of about 10,000 K [61]. The combination of high speeds, 
pressure, and temperature, together with conventional cleaning agents, frees contaminants 
from their bonds with the surface. 
Magnetostrictive transducers utilizing nickel as the active element are currently used for 
industrial cleaning and degassing of liquids, at operating frequencies of 20-50 kHz.^ For dental 
and jewelry applications the operating frequencies exceed 50 kHz. Although piezoelectric trans­
ducers are sometimes preferred for megahertz-range ultrasonics, the ruggedness and durability 
of magnetostrictive devices constitutes a very desirable characteristic. In addition, magne­
tostrictive materials do not need to be repoiarized when accidently heated beyond the Curie 
pomt. as is the case with piezoelectrics. 
Details on ultrasonic half- and quarter-wave prototype transducers using a GMPC (Giant 
Magnetostrictive Powder Composite) material can be found in [55]. The half-wavelength unit 
was tested for liquid atomization. whereas the quarter-wavelength unit was used for ultrasonic 
washing and. when coupled to a 10:1 horn, for welding of plastics and cutting of wood. 
Both nickel and PZT materials are 'high-Q' materials, i.e., their characteristic response 
exhibits a sharp peak at resonance, frequency at which the material are capable of transducing 
large amounts of energy. The output and efficiency decrease drastically at operating frequen­
cies away from the fundamental resonant frequency. This effect can prove very limiting in 
^Blue Wave Ultrasonics, PMR Systems, Pillar Power Sonics. 
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applications where the system resonance is prorie to varying, such as due to load changes. 
On the other hand, Terfenol-D is a low-Q (Q < 20) material and hence it overcomes much 
of the bandwidth limitations of nickel and PZTs. Hansen reports in [62] current progress 
in Terfenol-driven ultrasonic transducers for surgical applications (348 ^im displacement at 
1 MHz), and for degassing of liquids for the bottling industry. Ultrasonic welding and engrav­
ing using Terfenol-D is also being studied. A 25 kW, 20 kHz ultrasonic projector is currently 
being developed in an ETREMA-NIST research effort [65]. The projected areas of applicability 
of the device are devulcanization of rubber for recycling, catalysis of chemical reactions, and 
ultrasonic treatment of seeds to improve yield and germination efficiency. 
Another field of high research and commercial interest is that of ultrasonic motors. The 
use of ultrasonic motors is being extensively explored in robotics, aerospace, automotive, and 
consumer applications. One visible example at the consumer level is the ring-type ultrasonic 
motor used for autofocusing camera lenses. Many kinds of ultrasonic motors have been devel­
oped. but two main categories can be distinguished [64]: the vibrating driver type, and the 
progressive wave type. The vibrating driver uses the elliptical motion of a PZT driver, whereas 
the progressive wave motor uses the frictional force between the PZT driver and translator. 
Both types present attractive features such as fine controllability, good efficiency, and com­
pact size. However, the driving force is restricted by the friction generated between the moving 
surfaces, and most importantly, by the shearing strength of the PZT. To overcome these limita­
tions, Akuta [56] developed a rotational actuator using Terfenol-D to achieve large amplitude 
elliptical vibrations, high torque, and fine angular controllability. The motor, illustrated in 
Figure 2.17, has a speed of 13.1 rpm, and maximum torque of 0.29 Nm at a rotational speed 
of 1300 Hz. 
Recent research work [66] suggests that it is feasible to produce remotely powered and con­
trolled standing wave ultrasonic motors (SWUMs) using thin film rare earth-iron alloys. The 
motor is completely wireless, and the excitation coil can be placed away from the active rotor. 
This represents a unique feature, not possible to achieve with piezoelectric technology, which 
can be used for intra-body distribution of medication, micropositioning of optical components. 
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Figure 2.17 Terfenol-D ultrasonic rotational motor, after .Akuta [56]. 
and actuation of small systems such as valves, electrical switches, and relays. A linear motor 
of these characteristics was built which produces speeds of 0.010 to 0.020 m/s. and a rotational 
unit which produces 1.6 /xNm of torque at 30 rprn were built. 
2.3.3 Other Actuator Applications 
We Include here a list of miscellaneous applications which take advantage of the large 
strains and force characteristics of magnetostrictive materials: wire bonding clamp for the 
semiconductor packaging industry [67]; dexterous force reflection device for teiemanipulation 
applications [68]; a hearing aid device based on the generation of low amplitude vibrations to 
bone, teeth, and similar hard tissue using Terfenol-D [69]; magnetostrictive borehole seismic 
source [70]: system for high-frequency, high-cycle fatigue testing of advanced materials using a 
magnetostrictive actuator [71, 72]; magnetostrictive fuel injection valve [55]. A review of some 
additional actuators is given by Restorff in [73]. 
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CHAPTER 3. MEASURED TERFENOL-D MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
UNDER VARIED APPLIED MAGNETIC FIELD LEVELS 
A paper published in Proceedings of SPIE, Smart Structures and Materials. 1996 
Marceio J. Dapino, Frederick T. Caiicins, Alison B. Flatau and David L. Hall 
Abstract 
An experimental approach is used to identify Terfenol-D material properties under mag­
netic bias and mechanical prestress conditions typical of transducer applications for the mag-
netostrictive material Terfenol-D. The approach is based on low signal transduction models, 
a mechanical model of the test transducer, and on the theory of vector impedance and ad­
mittance analysis. The material properties being investigated, measured directly or calculated 
from measured quantities, are: two Young's moduli, magnetomechanical coupling factor (or 
'figure of merit' of the material), linear coupling coefficient or axial strain coefficient (d^^), and 
two magnetic permeabilities. Electrical impedance and admittance and acceleration per unit 
current complex functions are measured at frequencies from 100 Hz to 5 kHz using a swept sins 
excitation at five applied magnetic field levels. Ten Terfenol-D samples are used in randomized 
performance tests to obtain the preliminary material property information that is presented. 
Of these ten rods, two were used in randomized performance repeatability tests for which data 
is also presented. These data sets demonstrate the dependence of material properties on ap>-
plied magnetic field levels, and provide a preliminary assessment of the variability in material 
properties given known operating conditions. 
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3.1 Background 
Terfenol-D is an alloy of iron, terbium and dysprosium that has the property of being 
magnetostrictive. that is. it strains under the application of a magnetic field. Terfenol-D 
is used in transducers to generate oscillatory motion and forces at frequencies from DC to 
over 20 kHz. Efficient design of Terfenol-D transducers requires knowledge of the dependence 
of Terfenol-D material properties on a variety of transducer operating parameters, including 
initial mechanical prestress. initial magnetic bias, applied magnetic field or drive level, and 
temperature. Transducer models that incorporate the influence of all operating parameters 
simultaneously are not currently available, in large part because models are not yet available 
of the functional dependence of basic material properties such as permeability and elastic 
modulus on operating conditions. 
Prior studies hrve suggested a strong dependence of Terfenol-D material properties upon 
operating conditions [1]. References [1-5] among others present experimental results that show-
some of material properties will vary with operating conditions by as much as 25%. Some 
analytical models are available that demonstrate certain aspects of this behavior are to be 
expected due to the nature of magnetostriction [2]. For the transducer designer, it is important 
to be able to understand such trends, and to recognize which trends are predictable with 
various operating conditions. Transducer designers should also be aware of any potential for 
variability in trends between Terfenol-D samples and between tests of the same sample under 
the same operating conditions. Obtaining information on trends requires the ability to obtain 
a statistically significant data base on material properties in controlled operating conditions. 
Although much work has been done on characterizing properties of single crystals of mag­
netostrictive materials, only limited information is available on Terfenol-D material property 
behavior as used in transducers with an initial magnetic bias, an initial mechanical prestress, 
and a dynamic load. In addition, it is diilicult to use material property information existing in 
the literature to draw conclusions a'oout material property trends as from reference to refer­
ence, basic operating conditions such as magnetic circuit, initial magnetic bias and mechanical 
prestress vary. This project was undertaken with the goal of identifying trends in the func­
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tional dependence of material properties on changes in operating conditions in a controlled 
environment. This paper presents preliminary data from this project on material properties of 
engineering interest (i.e., for use in transducer design) under varied applied magnetic fields in 
transducers of fixed design, initial mechanical prestress, load, temperature and initial magnetic 
bias; transducer features which a designer can control. The importance of realizing the ability 
to quantify Terfenol-D material properties in a transducer stems from the desire to understand 
the material property trends and variability when used under a compressive prestress as part of 
a typical transducer magnetic circuit. The data presented are part of a larger ongoing study in 
which additional operating parameters (mechanical load, temperature and transducer design) 
are to be varied. These results should enhance the ability of transducer designers to understand 
magnetostrictive transduction and to optimize its use for specific transducer applications. 
3.2 Description of Experiment 
3.2.1 Experimental factors 
The preliminary results presented in this paper are from an experimental investigation of 
ten samples of quarter inch diameter, two inch long Terfenol-D material manufactured by the 
Free Stand Zone Melt method. These samples exhibited nominal strains of 1000 microstrain 
under a 1.0 ksi prestress at a DC magnetic field of 500 Oe. The samples were tested in 
transducers operated at five applied magnetic field levels. The Terfenol-D samples and the 
applied magnetic field levels are the two experimental factors intentionally varied in this study. 
To the extent possible, efforts were made to avoid variations in the additional experimental 
factors as summarized below. 
Four transducers were built for the purpose of this testing, all of them made to the same 
specifications following an original design [2]. The transducer base mass is 3.0 Kg, and its 
dynamic load 74.25 grams, providing a reasonable approximation of its mechanical dynamics 
to be made with a fixed-free single degree of freedom linear spring-mass model. The Terfenol-D 
sample is surrounded by a cylindrical wound solenoid, consisting of a 12 layer driving coil 
and an innermost single-layer sensing or pick-up coil. The solenoid has a nominal length 
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of 2.20 inches and is made out of AWG 26 magnet wire. A Gauss-Meter (Bell 4048) was 
used to map the magnetic field per unit current along the central axis of the drive coil in 
each transducer, and a weighted average (the area under the curve 'magnetic field amplitude 
versus position' divided by the total length of the coil), was used to calibrate the drive current 
needed in each transducer to obtain the desired applied magnetic field levels. A slit .A.lnico \ 
cylindrical magnet surrounds the solenoid and accounts for part of the total magnetic bias 
acting upon the Terfenol-D rod. Table 3.1 indicates both the coil ratings and magnetization 
of the permanent magnets in each of the four transducers. Four transducers are used in this 
study to aid in determination of whether or not the transducers themselves will act as an 
experimental factor influencing material property trends. Insufficient data have been collected 
at this time, however, for formal statistical evaluation of transducers as an experimental factor. 
Table 3.1 Transducer coil rating and DC magnetization due to AInico V 
permanent magnet. 
Transducer Drive Coil Rating (Oe/A) DC magnetization (Oe) 
1 297 197 
2 287 230 
3 300 213 
4 297 189 
Transducer mechanical prestress level, mass loading, temperature, and initial magnetic 
bias are factors that influence Terfenol-D material properties. For this specific investigation, 
however, they are set to fixed (measured) values at the start of data collection for each mea­
surement, and are not varied as experimental factors of this study. 
The prestress value is kept constant during testing at a value of 1.0 ksi. A transducer 
calibration was obtained using an MTS compression test to relate displacement at the output 
of the transducer and stress (force) over the output push rod of the transducer. The measured 
stiffness of this prestress mechanism was 1.66 x 10® N/m in all transducers. A dial indicator 
fixture is then used prior to each test to ensure that the position of the prestress bolt in the base 
of the transducer is set to obtain a DC displacement in the transducer output corresponding 
to a 1.0 ksi compressive stress acting on the rod. 
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Tests were run at room temperature (20 to 30 °C). Because some heating of the Terfenol-D 
rod is produced by ohmic heating of the drive coil, sufficient time was allowed in between tests 
to ensure that the transducer returned to room temperature at the beginning of each test. A 
steel cylinder with a mass of 63 grams (equal to approximately four times that of the rod) was 
threcided to the transducer's output push rod and provided a mass loading of the transducer. 
With the addition of the mass of transducer moving components, an effective dynamic mass of 
74.25 grams was the transducer's dynamic mass load. (Separate experiments were conducted 
to complete an analysis of sensitivity with respect to temperature and mass loading.) 
For this study, the initial magnetic bias, Hq , was selected so that asymmetric or balanced 
strain-applied field relationship existed when operating the transducer to achieve outputs of 
±25 microns (equivalent to ±500 microstrain for a two inch long rod). The value of Hq needed 
to obtain a symmetric strain-applied field relationship was determined for each of the ten 
Terfenol-D samples in a transducer in which the permanent magnet had been demagnetized. 
Figure 3.1 shows the magnetic bias Hq that satisfies the above condition in a typical strain 
versus applied current curve. A current of approximately ±1.07 A, corresponding to an applied 
field of ±318 Oe at either side of the initial magnetic bias Hq = 318 Oe produces a displacement 
of ±25 microns at either side of the initial transducer output position (zero displacement). 
Experiments to produce curves like that of Figure 3.1 were run for the 10 Terfenol-D samples in 
one transducer. The transducer's permanent magnets were capable of providing approximately 
two thirds of the desired magnetic bias. Current from a DC power supply was used to provide 
the precise levels of additional magnetic field needed for each of the ten rods. As the permanent 
magnets used in the four test transducers had slightly different magnetization levels (between 
189 and 230 Oe) the measured magnetization value of each transducer's magnet was used to 
calculate the required additional DC current for each rod in each transducer. In summary, 
each rod has a magnetic bias point Ho associated with it, that is assumed to be independent 
of the transducer used to run the test. The necessary DC bias current for each of the ten rods 
in each of the four transducers, /(rod,transducer), is calculated from the formula 
/(rod,transducer) = 
it(transducer) 
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Figure 3.1 Displacement versus applied current curve. Excitation at 0.6 Hz. 
For rod 7 in transducer 4, Hq w 1.07 A. The displacement values 
have been shifted to illustrate symmetry. 
where /fo(rod), Oe, is the magnetic bias needed for symmetric ±500 microstrain, jV/{transducer) 
Oe, is the magnetization level of the transducer's Alnico permanent magnet, and fl(transducer), 
Oe/A. is the rating of the transducer's drive coil. Table 3.2 summarizes these calculations. 
Intensity of applied AC magnetic field level is the only experimental factor, other that 
the ten Terfenol-D samples themselves, to be intentionally varied at this time in this study. 
(Recall that although four transducers are used, it is assumed and subsequently statistically 
demonstrated that they will not interact with the Terfenol-D and drive levels.) Tests were 
conducted at five applied magnetic field levels: 2. 5. 10, 20 and 50 Oe. The levels were 
selected to range from a low magnetic field to the maximum allowable magnetic field for 
safe operation of this transducer design at resonance given the stated operating conditions 
(mechanical prestress, temperature, dynamic load, et cetera). The maximum safe field at 
resonance had to be determined experimentally. 'Safe' is based on the fact that it is desirable 
to operate Terfenol-D under a compressive stress at all times to avoid fracture and/or chipping 
of the material. Newton's second law (F = ma) can be used to show that for a mechanical 
prestress setting of 1.0 ksi and a dynamic transducer load of 74.25 grams, accelerations at 
the transducer output in excess of 298 g's will correspond to an output force that exceeds the 
prestress. The axial compressive force that produces a 1.0 ksi axial compressive stress in a 
Table 3.2 Rows 1-2: Rod number and corresponding serial number. Row 3: Hq (rod), DC magnetic field bias needed to obtain 
symmetric ±500 microstrain. Row 4-7: DC current (in ampere) needed to supplement transducer's permanent magnet 
field to obtain DC magnetic bias of row 3. Nominal transducer coil ratings: 300 Oe/A. 
Rod 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Serial ^ 94-248A 94-224C 94-224E 94-237E 94-H2A 94-224A 94-248E 94-250E 94-250A 94-250C 
DC bias, Hq (Oe) 315 345 315 315 315 306 321 300 321 318 
I (r,l), (A/(l)= 197 Oe) .39 .49 .39 .39 .39 .36 .41 .34 .41 .40 
/ (r,2), (M(2)  =  230 Oe) .25 .35 .25 .25 .25 .22 .27 .20 .27 .26 
I  (r,3), (A/(3) = 213 Oe) .34 .44 .34 .34 .34 .31 .36 .29 .36 .35 
I  (r,4), (M(4) = 189 Oe) .41 .51 .41 .41 .41 .38 .43 .36 .43 .42 
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quarter inch diameter rod is 218 N (49 Ibf), hence for a total mass of 74.25 gm the maximum 
allowable acceleration is 2922 m/s^, or 298 g's. When this acceleration is measured at the 
transducer output, the transducer load is accelerating away from the rod: the rod is about to 
be impacted by the returning dynamic load; even temporary separation of the Terfenol-D rod 
and transducer dynamic load may result in chipping or other forms of damage to the rod. A 
10% safety factor was imposed, for a maximum allowable acceleration of 268 g's. A randomly 
selected Terfenol-D sample was then driven at resonance in a randomly selected transducer at 
increasing applied field levels. An acceleration of 270 g's was reached at a field of 70 Oe. which 
in turn became the maximum 'safe' drive level for running the transducer under the stated 
operating conditions. 
3.2.2 Instrumentation 
A swept sinusoidal current of constant amplitude from ICQ Hz to 5 kHz was desired as input 
to the transducer drive coil to produce constant applied magnetic field levels to frequencies 
above the first axial transducer resonance. Appropriate AC current levels were determined 
based on the measured coil ratings. transducer). A summing circuit was used to add the 
DC bias current and AC drive current, and the combined signal sent to the transducer. 
Difficulties in achieving constant current to the transducer were introduced by both that 
the transducer's coil acts as an inductive load and that Terfenol-D permeability and hence 
complex inductance varies with frequency quite significantly near resonance [2]. To maintain 
constant current to this load, the voltage to the transducer was varied with frequency. This 
was implemented using a drive signal to the coil generated with either a 2642A or a 2630 
Tektronix Personal Fourier Analyzer, that was in turn amplified in either a 7780 Techron 
Power Amplifier fitted with a built-in current control module or a Techron 7520 fitted with 
a optional current control module. The amplifiers were operated in current control mode, as 
opposed to voltage control mode. The extent to which the amplifiers complied with the req­
uisite of output current following both the shape and magnitude of the input voltage over all 
the frequency range is a troublesome issue, as the transducer proved to be a difficult load for 
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both current control modules near transducer resonance. To the extent possible, efforts were 
made to ensure minimum variability in the amplitude of the drive current fed into the trans­
ducer over the entire frequency range. However, as illustrated by Figure 3.2. deviations from 
the mean of no more than 5% were achievable except just above and below electrical resonance. 
MO 1S00 2000 2S00 3000 SCO 4000 4600 SOOO 0 1000 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure 3.2 Influence of transducer as a dynamic load on current input to 
transducer versus frequency while trying to maintain a constant 
applied field of 10 Oe. (Tested with rod 2 in transducer 1.) 
The Tektronix Personal Fourier Analyzers cited above were used in swept sine mode of 
operation to collect data on transducer output acceleration, voltage and current in the drive 
coil, and voltage across the sensing coil. The options in this mode of analyzer operation allow 
the frequency range to be broken into up to twenty spans of varied frequency increments, 
bandwidth, and dynamic range. Figure 3.2 reflects a typical setup used to obtain desired 
resolution at low frequencies and near resonance involved increasing the transducer excitation 
frequency in increments of 25 Hz from 100-1000 Hz and from 2000-4000 Hz, with increments of 
100 Hz from 1000-2000 and 4000-5000 Hz. Note that the span breaks are evident in Figure 3.2, 
and that the output signal to the amplifier was scaled for each span to aid in obtaining the 
desired mean current over each span. Ten measurements, zoomed to ±20 Hz around each 
excitation frequency, were used in calculation of averaged frequency response functions (output 
autospectra over input/output cross spectra) from the measured data. The four time input 
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signal auto spectra along with coherence frequency response functions of both voltages per 
unit current and acceleration per unit current were stored. (Note also that attention was paid 
to signal to noise ratios by adjusting analyzer full-scale voltage levels to maximize use of the 
input dynamic range in each channel for each span of each test of every rod.) 
Acceleration was measured with a 3 gram accelerometer (Kistler type 8694MI) and ampli­
fied by a Kistler 5134 Power Supply/Coupler. To obtain acceptable voltage levels for input to 
the signal analyzer, operational amplifier circuits were built and calibrated to step-down the 
constant current amplifier outputs for monitoring voltage and current to the drive coil and to 
amplify the voltage across the sensing coil. 
3.2.3 Randomization 
The experiment was designed with the randomization principle in mind. To minimize any 
bias in the data due to interaction between factors, it was necessary to assign rods and drive 
levels to transducers in a random manner. In addition, eight individuals were involved in 
conducting the tests; the testers may need to be recognized as a fourth experimental factor. 
Testers follow a detailed set of test procedures developed through an iterative process to 
standardize test procedures and minimize variability in results obtained by a team of eight 
different testers. Even with neglecting testers as an experimental factor, identifying the ten 
rods, the five drive levels, and the four transducers as the experimental factors requires two 
hundred tests to complete a full factorial test matrix representing all possible combinations of 
rods, transducers, and drive levels. If the transducers are sufficiently similar to not act as a 
distinct experimental factor influencing material properties (as was the intent of their design) a 
matrix of fifty tests satisfies all rods being studied at all drive levels. As such, each combination 
of rod and drive level was tested with the transducers (as a third potential experimental factor) 
randomly assigned using a random number generator. This resulted in transducer # 1 being 
assigned 14 tests; transducer # 2, 11 tests; transducer # 3, 14 tests; and transducer # 4, 11 
tests. Fifty tests were conducted in a random order by a random sequence of testers over a 
period of one half month. 
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3.2.4 Test-to-test repeatability 
Replication tests were run using rods # i and # 5 at four drive levels (5, 10, 20, and 50 Oe) 
and randomly assigning one of the four transducers to earh of the eight tests (ra.^dcm selection 
process involved pulling a number from one to four from a hat). (Subsequent work included a 
more complete study in which four randomly selected rods were tested at four drive levels with 
the four transducers randomly assigned using a Latin Square blocked experimental design, 
allowing for an improved analysis of statistical significance of the different factors.) Table 3.3 
shows the two rods, four drive levels and corresponding transducers: each block represents a 
sequence of ten tests. The rod-transducer pairs were assembled and used at the same drive 
level for ten consecutive tests. (Theoretically, the only uncontrolled factor in these tests was 
time of day.) Special care was taken to avoid ohmic heating in the coil which would affect the 
results: transducers sat idle during at least thirty minutes after each run, to ensure the entire 
transducer returned to room temperature before the next test of the sequence was run. 
3.3 Modeling Material Properties 
Models based on the principles of electrocicoustic theory, low signal transduction models and 
a mechanical model of the test transducer are used to calculate Terfenol-D material properties 
from a number of measured parameters. Measured parameters used in calculations include: 
complex frequency response functions of acceleration per unit current in the drive coil, complex 
electrical impedance frequency response functions of pick-up coil voltage per unit current in 
Table 3.3 Sets of ten tests were run for two Terfenol-D samples at four drive 
levels. Transducers were assigned randomly. Prestress was set at 
1.0 ksi, temperature range was 20-30 °C. 
Drive level Rod # 1 Rod # 5 
5 Oe Transducer 1 Transducer 2 
10 Oe Transducer 1 Transducer 1 
20 Oe Transducer 4 Transducer 3 
50 Oe Transducer 4 Transducer 3 
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the drive coil, mechanical prestress of the transducer, masses of the transducer base, of the 
rods, and of the transducer load, rod lengths and rod diameters. 
The resonant frequency, fr (and half power point frequencies, /i and /j) are identified from 
Nyquist plots of the electrical impedance function using principles of electroacoustirs [6]. This 
resonant frequency is used in a mechanical model of transducer at resonance [2] to calculate 
the mechanical linear rod stiffness, 
where kmps is the measured stiffness of the transducer prestress mechanism, mi is the mass 
of the transducer base, and m2 is the sum of one third the mass of the Terfenol-D rod and 
the mass of the transducer load. The linear rod stiff'ness is used to calculate both the Young's 
modulus at constant applied field, Ey, and the axial strain coefficient, ^33. The elastic modulus 
is calculated with 
where D and L are the measured rod diameter and length, respectively. 
The axial strain coefficient, ^33, (also known as the linear coupling coefficient) is a measure 
of the strain per unit applied magnetic field and has units of strain per amp-turn per meter. 
If hysteresis and nonlinearities in the data of Figure 3.1 were negligible, one could measure 
the slope of the displacement versus applied current data, determine transducer effects, and 
convert to appropriate units to provide an estimate of the axial strain coefficient. In fact, one 
practice for measuring ^33 is to draw a straight line through the extreme of such data and to 
relate the slope of that line to ^33. However, the neglect of hysteresis and nonlinearities causes 
a line to be quite a poor fit of the data. To provide a better measure of <^33, the transducer for 
this study was designed so that it behaves approximately as a single degree of freedom fixed-
free spring mass system. If one were measuring displacement per unit force (u/F), responses 
at frequencies up to approximately 10% of the first axial resonant frequency are in the stiffness 
controlled portion of the system dynamic response and have a value equal to the system's 
axial spring coefficient {k = F/u). An analogous theoretical development [6] shows that an 
(3.1) 
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average of the strain per unit applied field in this region is a reasonable approximation of the 
system's axial strain coefficient. Making the assumption that the applied magnetic field is 
linearly proportional to the drive current, H = n/ (as quantified by the measured coil rating), 
where n= turns per unit length, and taking into account that strain is change in length per 
unit length, ^33 can be written as 
w^ith u / I  the displacement at the free end of the rod per ampere determined from the measured 
acceleration per current divided by circular frequency squared average over frequencies below 
10% of resonance (and L nominal rod length). Two additional terms (both having magnitudes 
close to one) are included to correct for modeling approximations involving the measurements 
taking place in a transducer, as opposed to on a bare rod. The stiffness term corrects for 
the effects of Terfenol-D strain used in compressing the prestress mechanism. The mass term 
corrects for that the base mass is not infinitely large compared to the moving mass. 
Returning to electroacoustics for modeling, an 'effective' magnetomechanical coupling. Ag//. 
quantifying coupling for conversion of magnetic to elastic energies for the transducer can be 
calculated from electrical resonance and anti-resonance frequencies, fr and far- These frequen­
cies are determined from the measured complex electrical impedance and admittance frequency 
response functions [6]. The squared effective magnetomechanical coupling factor is given by 
The 'dynamic method' (as opposed to the 'three parameter method') is used to estimate 
the magnetomechanical coupling of the Terfenol-D rod in the transducer from the transducer 
effective magnetomechanical coupling, transducer and rod stiffnesses, and a flux leakage term. 
coil is approximated using a value of = 0.941. From these, the magnetomechanical coupling 
factor is given by 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
k\f. Based on finite element modeling of reference [7], flux leakage associated with the pick-up 
'Trips 
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The permeability at constant stress, fi''. is calculated at low frequencies (i.e.. at frequencies 
well below resonance) from the three parameter method [2], 
Two additional material properties of potential interest to designers of Terfenol-D trans­
ducers are permeability at constant strain, , and Young's modulus at constant magnetic 
induction. Ey. These properties apply to the material when it is in a blocked state, that it is 
when the material is prevented from straining. In this case, no rotation of magnetic domains 
is allowed, and would be used in modeling of, for instance a blocked electrical impedance func­
tion. From low signal linear transduction models [2, 8] one can show for Young's modulus at 
constant induction 
B r>D y 
and similarly, for permeability at constant strain 
3.4 Results 
3.4.1 Data analysis 
Frequency response function files were analyzed with a program written using MATLAB 
software to calculate Terfenol-D material properties from the eight equations described in the 
previous section. The program fits circles to Nyquist electric impedance and admittance mo­
bility loops near resonance for identification of resonant frequencies used in equations (3.1) 
and (3.3). The program also converts the acceleration per current data to displacement per 
current and averaged over low frequencies as needed for use in equation (3.2). Data files of the 
calculated material properties were imported into both a statistical analysis software program 
(SAS) and a graphics presentation package for analysis. The SAS reduction of these 70 files, 
however, indicates that the data base at this time is insufficient for a substantive evaluation of 
the influence of the rods, the transducers and the testers as significant experimental factors. 
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Applied magnetic field level was the only factor identified by SAS as an experimental factor 
clearly influencing changes in material properties. Work is in progress on identifying appro­
priate functional curve fits of the data to quantify material property dependence on applied 
field with reliable confidence intervals. Thus, skirting the issue of statistical significance at this 
time, the data collected will be presented as such: material property data from the described 
measurements and models. 
3.4.2 Material property data 
A Young's modulus at constant applied field versus applied field will be examined first 
to illustrate general trends relating to the experimental approach used to measure material 
properties. Figure 3.3 shows the Young's modulus at constant magnetic field versus magnetic 
field, from the fifty test matrix for testing all rods at each drive level once. The distribution of 
data points suggests the existence of a decreasing trend in modulus with increasing drive level. 
Figures 3.4(a-d) break out the Young's modulus data by transducer, illustrating the concern 
that insufficient data are available for statistical evaluation of the influence of transducers, 
although 'similar' trends are present in the four plots. Figures 3.5(a-b) shows replication 
results for Young's modulus at constant applied field from ten tests of rods 1 and 5 (per 
Table 3.3). Data from both of these tests do fall within the spread of data in Figure 3.3. 
Additional material properties from the fifty test matrix shown in Figures 3.6. 3.7. 3.8. 3.9. 
respectively, are magnetomechanical coupling k, axial strain coefficient. ^33, permeability at 
constant stress, /z", and Young's modulus at constant magnetic induction, Ey . Magnetome­
chanical coupling, axial strain coefficient and permeability at constant stress from the replica­
tion results are shown in Figure 3.10. All reported material property values are well within 
the range of published values available for comparison from the literature. 
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Figure 3.3 Young's modulus at constant applied magnetic field, from 
tests of each rod at each drive level once. 1/4" x 2" rods, 1.0 ksi 
initial mechanical prestress, and nominal magnetic bias of 315 Oe. 
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Figure 3.4 (a-d) Young's modulus at constant applied magnetic field, Ey , for transducers 
1-4, respectively versus applied AC magnetic field. 1/4" x 2" rods, 1.0 ksi initial 
mechanical prestress, and nominal magnetic bias of 315 Oe. 
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Figure 3.5 Replication tests for rods 1 (a) and 5 (b). Young's modulus at constant applied 
field, versus applied AC magnetic field. 1/4" x 2" rods. 1.0 ksi initial 
mechanical prestress, and nominal magnetic bias of 315 Oe. 
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Figure 3.6 Magnetomechanical coupling factor, k, for all four transducers. 
1/4" X 2" rods, 1.0 ksi initial mechanical prestress. and nominal 
magnetic bias of 315 Oe. 
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Figure 3.7 Axial strain coefficient, ^33, for all transducers. 1/4" x 2" rods, 
1.0 ksi initial mechanical prestress, and nominal magnetic bias of 
315 Oe. 
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Figure 3.8 Permeability at constant stress, fi". for all transducers. 1/4" x 2" 
rods, 1.0 ksi initial mechanical prestress, and nominal magnetic 
bias of 315 Oe. 
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Figure 3.9 Young's modulus at constant induction. E^. for all four trans­
ducers. 1/4" X 2" rods, 1.0 ksi initial mechanical prestress, and 
nominal magnetic bias of 315 Oe. 
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Figure 3.10 Comparison of replication results of magnetomechanical coupling factor, k, axial 
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3.5 Conclusions 
An experimental approach for conducting measurements under magnetic bias and mechan­
ical prestress conditions typical of Terfenol-D transducer applications was presented. The ben­
efits of being able to characterize Terfenol-D material properties in transducers were discussed. 
A summary was given of equations available from electroacoustic. mechanical and transduc­
tion models for using measured transducer complex impedance functions and acceleration per 
unit current frequency response functions to obtain material property data. Preliminary data 
on the behavior of ten samples of Terfenol-D under varied applied AC magnetic fields was 
presented, together with repeatability data for two samples chosen from the set. 
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CHAPTER 4. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TERFENOL-D MATERIAL 
PROPERTIES 
A paper published in Proceedings of SPIE, Smart Structures and Materials, 1997 
Marcelo J. Dapino. Alison B. Flatau and Frederick T. Calkins 
Abstract 
Modeling of magnetostrictive Terfenol-D transducer performance requires reliable data on 
functional trends of the magnetostrictive element's material properties under various operating 
conditions. A statistical study was designed to experimentally evaluate material properties of 
50 Terfenol-D samples under varied mechanical loads, varied AC drive levels, magnetic bias and 
mechanical prestress typical of transducer applications. This approach is based on a low-signal, 
linear-magnetomechanical model of the test transducer and electroacoustics theory. Statistical 
analysis is provided for the material properties; Young's modulus at constant applied mag­
netic field, linear coupling coefficient (or axial strain coefficient), magnetomechanical coupling 
factor, and magnetic permeability at constant strain. Functional relations between material 
properties and AC drive levels and loaxls are developed, and corresponding confidence intervals 
are assessed. The trends show the sensitivity of Terfenol-D material properties to the operat­
ing variables and highlight the importance of properly understanding the effects of operating 
conditions on transducer performance. 
4.1 Introduction 
Terfenol-D (TbxDyx_xFey) is a highly magnetostrictive alloy of the rare earth elements 
terbium and dysprosium with the 3d transition metal iron. The name Terfenol-D derives from 
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the composition of the material (Ter —v terbium, Fe —v iron. D —> dysprosium) and the place 
where the alloy was originally developed, the Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NCL. now NSWC). 
Terfenol-D exhibits nominal magnetostriction coefficients along principal crystallographic di­
rections of Ani = 1600 X 10~® and Aioo = 90 x 10~® [1]. Bulk saturation magnetostriction 
well in excess of 2000 x 10~® is achievable when Terfenol-D is subjected to sufficiently high 
compressive stress along the unique ([112]) axis. This compressive stress has the effect of 
(randomly) aligning magnetic domains in the direction perpendicular to the unique axis in 
the demagnetized state, thus producing an improvement in saturation magnetostriction [2. 3]. 
When used as a transducer driver element, Terfenol-D is capable of generating large oscilla­
tory strains under the application of AC magnetic fields, a magnetic bias, and a mechanical 
prestress. This oscillatory motion can be used to drive external loads in a vast array of ap­
plications such as noise and vibration control of structures, micro-positioning devices, surgical 
tools and linear motors, among others. 
Although there have been important research efforts devoted to characterizing quasi-static 
properties of raw Terfenol-D material, fundamental information on material properties of 
Terfenol-D as used in transducers is scarce. Efficient design of Terfenol-D transducers requires 
knowledge of the dependence of Terfenol-D material properties on a variety of transducer oper­
ating parameters, including initial mechanical prestress. magnetic bias, applied magnetic field 
or drive level, external load, and temperature. Transducer models that incorporate the effects 
of all operating parameters simultaneously are not currently available, in part because reliable 
models of the functional dependence of fundamental material properties such as permeability 
and elastic modulus on variable operating parameters have not yet been developed. Transducer 
designers need to be able to understand such trends, and to recognize which trends are pre­
dictable with various operating conditions. Obtaining reliable information on trends requires 
the ability to obtain a statistically significant data base on material properties under controlled 
operating conditions. The collection of experimental data in a statistical frame-work aids in 
the better understanding of those trends because it allows rigorous assignment of confidence 
and prediction intervals ('error bars') to the fitted data. 
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Prior studies [4, 5] report experimental evidence of significant variation in material proper­
ties of samples subjected to repeated tests under identical operating conditions. The question 
arises as to whether these variations are due solely to the stochastic nature of magnetostriction 
or to a combination of stochastic phenomena and external factors associated with a less-than-
perfect control of the operating variables: drive level, mechanical prestress. magnetic bias, 
transducer and Terfenol-D element temperatures, and mechanical load. Meaningful answers 
can only be provided after formal statistical evaluation of experimental data of Terfenol-D 
samples subjected to repeated testing. 
In view of these considerations, work was undertaken with the goal of identifying trends 
and inherent uncertainties in the functional dependence of fundamental elasto-magnetic proper­
ties of Terfenol-D on changes in operating conditions in a controlled transducer environment. 
The experimental approach used is based on a low signal, linear magnetostriction model, a 
linear transduction model, and a lumped mass-spring-damper mechanical model of the test 
transducer. Electrical impedance and admittance and acceleration per unit current complex 
functions are measured using a swept sine excitation at varied applied magnetic field strengths. 
A total of 50 Terfenol-D samples (30 solid, 20 three-laminate) are characterized in randomized 
performance tests to obtain the material property information. The study focused on three 
different test modalities: 
i) drive amplitude sensitivity; 
ii) test-to-test repeatability: 
iii) mass load sensitivity. 
These data sets demonstrate the dependence of material properties on applied magnetic 
field levels and mass load and provide a preliminary assessment of the functional dependence 
of material properties on operating conditions in a transducer environment. When judiciously 
used, these results should facilitate more realistic modeling and design of Terfenol-D trans­
ducers and enhance the ability of designers to optimize transducer performance for specific 
dynamic applications. 
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4.2 Methods 
4.2.1 Terfenol-D material 
A total of fifty 0.25" (6.35 mm) diameter, 2.02" (51.3 mm) long cylindrical samples (rods) 
produced via the free stand zone melt technique (FSZM) were tested. Two types of Tprfenol-D 
Tbo.3Dyo.7Fe1.9 samples were studied: 30 solid rods and 20 three-laminate rods. The material 
was pre-screened according to measured near-DC output strain at 500 Oe (39.79 kA m~*). no 
magnetic bias, and 1 ksi (6.9 MPa) mechanical prestress and assigned one of three classifica­
tions. High strain samples exhibited strains of more than 1200 x 10"®; average strain samples 
exhibited strains of 1000 x 10~® to 1200 x 10"®: and low strain samples exhibited strains of 
less than 1000 x 10"®. Ten samples of e«ich rod type were randomly selected for use in this 
study. Table 4.1 shows material classification. 
Table 4.1 Classification of tested material. 
Average Low High 
FSZM - solid. 0.25" x 2.02" A B C 
FSZM - 3 laminates, 0.25" x 2.02" D E 
4.2.2 Transducers and testing environment 
Four identical transducers were built for the purpose of this study. These transducers are 
broadband laboratory units designed to facilitate the determination of rod material property 
information from measured data. The Terfenol-D sample is placed inside a solenoid consisting 
of an innermost single-layered sensing coil and a multi-layer drive coil. A slit cylindrical 
permanent magnet surrounds the solenoid and provides most of the required magnetic bias. A 
bolt located in the transducer's base pushes the Terfenol-D sample against two spring washers 
in the transducer head to provide the mechanical initial prestress, which for the purpose of this 
study was set to 1 ksi. Proper force-displacement calibration of the spring mechanism allows 
prestress adjustment by turning the bolt until the corresponding displacement is measured at 
the transducer output. Additional experimental details are provided in Dapino et al. [6]. 
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An initial magnetic bias Hq was selected for each transducer-rod combination based on 
criterion of providing a balanced or symmetric strain-applied field relationship approaching 
±500 X 10~® when driving the transducer at magnetic fields of ±HO (±280 Oe nominal) at 
near-DC (0.7 Hz) frequencies. 
4.2.3 Material properties calculation 
The measured quantities from the transducers include the drive coil voltage and current, the 
sensing coil voltage, and the transducer output acceleration. Resonance frequencies are iden­
tified from complex electrical impedance and admittance functions to determine the Young's 
modulus at constant applied field, Ey , and the magnetomechanical coupling factor, k. .Ac­
celeration per unit current data from the stiffness controlled portion of mechanical output is 
used to obtain an average axial strain coefficient. ^33. The permeability at constant strain 
(/i') in the stiffness controlled region of transducer performance is then calculated from these 
quantities. References [6. 7] cover further details on the magnetostrictive, the electroacoustics. 
and the transducer models used for calculation of material properties. 
4.2.4 Test modalities 
The material characterization study was divided in three different test modalities. In all 
cases, transducer temperature was held between 20-30 °C. The three groups of tests are 
summarized as follows: 
i) Drive amplitude sensitivity. Trends in elasto-magnetic properties of Terfenol-D under 
varied applied fields are investigated for ten samples of each rod type. From these trends, 
functional relations are developed based on statistics principles. These 'baseline' tests used a 
mass load approximately equal to four times the nominal mass of the rod (60 grams). Sinusoidal 
drive amplitudes (zero to peak) of 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 Oe (0.16, 0.4, 0.8, and 3.98 kA m~') 
were used to excite the transducer. Transducer-balanced experimental matrices (except for 
rod type A) were assembled by random assignment of the four transducers to each rod-drive 
level combination. Blocks of 50 rod-transducer assemblies and measurements for each rod type 
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were run sequentially: A through E. 
ii) Test-to-test repeatability. Unlike the baseline study, which is designed lo observe varia­
tions in measurements in different rod-transducer combinations under varied drive levels, the 
repeatability study investigates the amount of variation in measurements taken at a fixed drive 
amplitude in an assembled rod-transducer pair. This variation is referred to as the sampling 
error. Rod-transducer pairs were assembled and cycled through 8-10 consecutive test repe­
titions at a fixed drive level before moving on to assembly and test of the following set of 
rod-transducer-drive level combination. Within rod type A. three samples were selected as 
best, average and worst in terms of near-DC maximum strain. Tests with a load of 60 grams 
were repeated ten times at drive levels of 5, 10. 20, and 50 Oe. These procedures underwent 
a slight revision for the B-E rod types. Four samples were used instead (worst, best and two 
average performing based on near-DC maximum strain), for a total of 16 rod-drive level com­
binations per rod type. The four transducers were assigned to each rod-drive level combination 
in a Latin Square fashion. Each measurement was repeated eight times. Rod-transducer com­
binations were fixed for a set of three mass load tests. Blocks of 16 sets of measurements (12 
for rod type A) were run sequentially for rod types A through E. 
iii) Mass load sensitivity. Information on the variation of properties with transducer load 
was obtained using for each rod type the best, worst and two average performing rods in terms 
of near-DC maximum strain. As in the repeatability study, only three rod type samples 
were tested. The three loading conditions used were: four times the nominal mass of the 
rod (60 grams), twice the nominal mass of the rod (30 grams), and no load (accelerometer 
mass only, !al.5 grams). Drive levels of 5, 10, 20, and 50 Oe were used, and transducers were 
assigned in a similar fashion as in the repeatability study. Blocks of 16 measurements (12 for 
rod type A) were run sequentially for rod types A through E. 
4.2.5 Statistical analysis 
Three main factors are controlled in the baseline and test-to-test repeatability studies: 
rods, transducers, and drive levels. The external mass is an additional participating factor in 
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the mass load sensitivity study. Other operating parameters such as magnetic bias, mechanical 
prestress and transducer temperature remain unchanged following above mentioned criteria. 
These factors are. then, 'constant'. 
There are two parts to the statistical analysis. First, the effects of factors are identified 
by performing ANOVA analyses to each of the material properties. Due to the experiment 
being unbalanced with respect to all factors considered together^ Type III sums of squares 
are performed instead of the usual Types I and II [8, 9]. The group of ten samples in each 
rod type constitute a random sample from the population of like rods. The effects of rods are 
thus random, which allows the extrapolation of results from the random sample to the whole 
population of similar rods. On the other hand, the effects of transducers and drive levels are 
treated as fixed. 
In a second stage, a statistical model is considered which takes the general form (ignoring 
factor interactions): 
Yijk = T. + Pj + f{Hk) + £ijk 
where r, represents the fixed effect of the ith transducer, pj represents the random effect of 
the jth rod, f{Hk) represents the functional dependence of Y on drive level Hk and Sijk is 
a random component attributed to experimental error. Depending on the relative weight of 
rods and transducers in the model in each particular case, these effects may be dropped from 
the model either individually or simultaneously. Since rods have a random contribution to the 
measurements, the variance of the model is V'ar(y) = tr* + <t^. Confidence and prediction 
intervals are computed from the reduced model in which the effect of rods and transducers are 
assumed to have no statistical significance. 
A more thorough discussion on the statistical analysis of the present study is given in [10]. 
^Each rod type was assigned its own experimental matrix. Except for rod type A, transducers were assigned 
to rod-drive level combinations in a balanced fashion (each transducer used in the same number of tests within 
a rod type), but each experimental matrix is unbalanced. A completely balamced experimental matrix would 
have (t X r X d) elements corresponding to t transducers, r rods 2Uid d drive levels. The matrices used in this 
study are (1 x r x d)-dimensional. 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 
The results presented here are separated in three sections following the three different test 
modalities: the baseline study, the test-to-test repeatability study, and the mass load sensitivity 
study. The analysis focuses on four properties: 
• Young's modulus at constant applied field, Ey] 
• axial strain coefficient, <^33; 
• magnetomechanical coupling, k: 
• permeability at constant strain, /i'. 
4.3.1 Baseline study 
Data from the laminated average material (type-D rods) will be used to demonstrate the 
steps taken in obtaining results from the experimental data. Evaluation of the Young's modulus 
at constant applied field as a function of applied field data in Figure 4.1 suggests a quadratic 
model may be appropriate to fit the measurements. Letting ^(H) be the mean response at 
drive level H. a possible model for the mean values is 
/x(H)/10^ = l3o + 3i log(H) + 132 [log(H)]2 
where 3i are the coefficients of the second-order logarithmic model. The approximately con­
stant spread allows fitting the model to the data by the least squares method, which yields 
M(H)/10^ = 57.01 - 3.71 log(H) - 4.48[log(H)]2 
The mean response is also included in Figure 4.1, together with 95% confidence and prediction 
intervals computed from the standard error of the least squares fit. There is 95% confidence 
that the average Young's modulus of type-D material will lie within the region delimited by the 
confidence interval lines. Similarly, 95 out of 100 times the Young's modulus of any individual 
type-D rod will lie within the region delimited by the two prediction interval lines. 
Figure 4.2 shows the Young's modulus experimental data and fitted curves for rod types A, 
B, C and E. On comparison with published data (see, for instance, [11]), it seems feasible that 
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Figure 4.1 Baseline study: Young's modulus at constant applied field. Ey . 
Rod type D experimental data, estimated means (solid line), and 
95% confidence and prediction intervals. 
decreasing trends are to be expected in the applied field levels under study. Note, however, 
that due to the sensitivity of Ey to system parameters these functional relations may not hold 
under a different set of operating conditions. 
The predicted mean responses are compared for all rod types in Figure 4.3. \ decreasing, 
quadratic relationship is observed in all cases. High quasi-static strain samples (type-C ma­
terial) show consistently the highest values of mean Young's modulus throughout the whole 
applied field range. 
Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 show experimental data and fitted curves for axial strain coefficient, 
magnetomechanical coupling factor, and permeability at constant strain. In order to provide an 
assessment of the spread in the measurements at each drive level, the MSE (mean square of the 
error in the regression model) is compared among material types for each property in Table 4.2. 
The MSE is an estimator of the variance (cr^), thus a small MSE indicates small spreads in 
the measurements whereas a large MSE suggests large spreads in the measurements. The 
coefficient of determination. R^, is often used to judge the adequacy of a regression model [12] 
and is also included in Table 4.2. The degrees of freedom left for error are provided as well. 
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Figure 4.2 Baseline study: Young's modulus at constant applied field experimental data by 
transducer, estimated means, and 95% confidence and prediction intervals. Figures 
(a) through (d): rod types A, B, C, and E respectively. 
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Applied Field H (Oe) 
Figure 4.3 Baseline study: fitted mean curves of Young's modulus at constant applied field, 
Ejf, by rod type. 
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Figure 4.4 Baseline study: axial strain coefficient, ^33. (a) Type-D experi­
mental data, mean response, 9^% confidence and prediction in­
tervals, (b) fitted means for rod types A - E. 
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Figure 4.5 Baseline study: magnetomechanical coupling factor, k. (a) 
Type-D material experimental data, mean response, and 95% 
confidence and prediction intervals, (b) fitted means for rod types 
A - E. 
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Figure 4.6 Baseline study: axial strain coefficient, c/33, magnetomechanical 
coupling, k, and permeability at constant strain, (a) Type-D 
material experimental data, mean response, and 95% confidence 
and prediction intervals, (b) fitted means for rod types A - E. 
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4.3.2 Repeatability study 
Young's modulus at constant field repeatability data of four rod type D samples are pre­
sented in Figure 4.7. Each lump of data-points represents 8 repeated tests in one of the four 
transducers indicated in the captions. Note that the scatters observed in the repeatability 
results do encompass the prediction intervals estimated from the baseline type-D material. 
One parameter that quantifies relative uniformity in a given set of repetitions is the coef­
ficient of variation, which is defined as 
c.v. = 100% X — 
M 
where <t is the standard deviation and fi is the mean value of the measurements. The smaller 
the coefficient of variation, the more 'repeatable' a measurement is said to be. 
The coefficients of variation range approximately between 0.44-4.55% in this particular case. 
Table 4.3 summarizes the calculations of means (i), standard deviations (.s). and coefficients of 
variation (cu) for the rod type D data at each applied magnetic field level. Average coefficients 
of variation of individual samples range between 1-2.8%. as shown in the last row of the table. 
The average coefficient of variation of the four rods (overall mean cv of the lot) is used for 
comparison between rod types.^ For this particular rod type, the average coefficient of variation 
of the lot is cv=1.95%. Table 4.4 compares coefficients of variation for all rod types, sorted by 
property. 
Rod type A material properties have consistently larger sampling errors for all properties. 
The authors believe higher coefficients of variation were observed in this rod type due to two 
unaccounted for factors: 1) possible operator-related experimental errors in the early stages of 
this 12-month study (a 'learning curve' factor), and 2) the results are thought to be biased due 
to a faulty accelerometer which exhibited intermittent low frequency noise (this affects only 
£^33 and /i'.) A different accelerometer was used in rod types B-E tests. 
^Note that the average coefficient of variation for each rod (average c v )  is not equal to the pooled standard 
deviation (average s) divided by the mean (average x). The average of the coefficients of variation gives, in this 
case, a better estimation of the expected repeatability. 
Table 4.2 Baseline study: mean square of error (MSE), coefficient of deter­
mination (R^), and degrees of freedom of error (df) in the regres­
sion models. Asterisks indicate weighted least squares fits. 
Rod 
Type 
EH das k 
MSE «2(%) df MSE R^(%)  df MSE RH%) df MSE R^%)  df 
A 19.598* 85.80* 47* 0.0148 44.68 48 0.0016 48.67 47 0.3484 48.65 48 
B 9.61 79.25 47 0.341* 48.64* 48* 0.0011 55.92 47 2.8708* 47.43* 48* 
C 18.22 71.21 47 0.362 23.26 48 0.010 64.49 47 0.7207 41.78 48 
D 12.07 77.08 47 0.088 51.18 48 0.0019 46.19 47 0.9063 30.90 48 
E 15.67 72.87 47 0.198 31.84 48 0.011 67.91 47 0.3644 56.70 48 
Table 4.3 Repeatability study: t.ype-D material. Summary statistics for 
Young's modulus at constant applied field, by rod and by drive 
level. I'^acli set of repetitions was performed in transducer 'Tr'. 
Drive Rod #3 Rod #6 Rod #7 Rod #9 
Level X s cv % Tr X s Cf % Tr X 5 cv % Tr X s cv % Tr 
5 56.938 0.250 0.44 2 .54.175 1.753 3.24 4 50.425 0.732 1.45 1 56.250 0.741 1.32 3 
10 49.288 0.988 2.00 1 49.725 1.174 2.36 3 46.129 1.159 2.51 4 45.025 1.474 3.27 2 
20 41.112 0.455 1.11 3 50.000 0.558 1.12 1 38.888 1.117 2.87 2 40.163 0.984 2.45 1 
50 37.563 0.245 0.65 4 33.925 1.542 1.55 2 35.725 0.320 0.90 1 46.725 0.462 0.99 4 
Average 46.225 0.561 1.05 46.956 1.313 2.82 41.679 0.758 1.93 47.041 0.971 2.01 
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Figure 4.7 Repeatability study: rod type D Young's modulus at constant 
applied field experimental data, sorted by rod. The solid and 
dashed lines represent estimated means and 95% prediction inter­
vals. respectively, computed from the baseline data (see Fig. 3.1). 
Despite these two factors affecting the A-type material data, the results reveal that no 
fundamental differences are evident among rod types, either among all five rod types considered 
individually or between solid and three-laminate material. The coefficients of variation are, in 
most cases, smaller than w5%. 
Comparing coefficients of variation among properties, the Young's modulus seems to exhibit 
more robustness than the other three material properties under study. On the other hand, 
the permeability at constant strain exhibits the highest coefficients of variation. This is not 
altogether unexpected, because unlike the other properties three different sets of measurements 
(acceleration, input voltage, and input current functions) were used in calculating /x' from the 
test data. It is likely that error from the three measurements combined (in a propagation of 
error fashion) to yield increased /z' sampling errors, and hence higher coefficients of variation. 
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4.3.3 Mass load sensitivity study. 
A modified statistical model is assumed in which a given combination of transducer, drive 
level and Terfenol-D sample is treated as a block within which each of the three loading cases 
described in Section 4.2.4 is applied once. The following model is assumed. 
Vijfc = ^  + Pi• + /?ij + Afc + (pA),fc + €ijit 
where Yijk is the observation under the ith rod type, jth block (transducer-drive level-rod 
combination) and A:th loading case; pi Is the main effect of the I'th rod type; i3ij is the main 
effect of the jth block nested in the zth rod type; is the main effect of the kth loading case: 
(pX)ik is the interaction between the ith rod type and the kth loading case; and tijk is the 
random term due to experimental error. Significant factors and interactions are identified from 
. A . N O V A  c a l c u l a t i o n s  a n d  F - t e s t s  b a s e d  o n  T y p e  I I I  s u m s  o f  s q u a r e s  ( s e e  f o o t n o t e  o n  p a g e  4 ) .  
Nominal differences among loading cases estimated means are investigated by computing 95% 
Bonferroni intervals [13]. 
Mean curves were fitted using the model above. The mean curves corresponding to Ey 
are illustrated in the conditioning plot in Figure 4.8, which also shows experimental data and 
confidence intervals. Two issues regarding the four-times-the-mass loading case (4x) merit 
discussion here: 1) the experimental data points lie well within the prediction intervals com­
puted in the baseline study, and 2) the fitted curves do not agree with the trends observed 
in the baseline study (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). The latter observation demonstrates the pitfalls 
of modeling Terfenol-D material property trends with limited sample sizes. The no-mass (Ox) 
and two-times-the-mass (2x) loading cases trends appear to agree with the results observed in 
the baseline study in terms of the shapes observed in the fitted curves. However, conclusive 
results cannot be addressed at this stage, and extreme care must be exerted when using these 
functional relations for Terfenol-D transducer design. 
A preliminary comparison between the different loading cases is shown in Figure 4.9. Here, 
it was decided to utilize the baseline data (tested with a 60 gram mass, sample size = .50) 
instead of the 4x data collected in the mass load sensitivity study (sample size = 16). Such 
comparison still provides useful preliminary insight on trends and may constitute solid grounds 
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Table 4.4 Repeatability study; average coefficients of 
variation (%) by rod type and by property. 
Asterisks indicate data affected by a faulty 
accelerometer. 
Rod 
Type 
Pro perty 
F" dss k 
A 1.75 4.57* 3.48 11.69* 
B 0.74 0.96 1.92 5.15 
C 0.72 2.14 1.82 4.88 
D 1.95 2.13 1.99 5.72 
E 1.71 1.91 1.79 5.66 
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Figure 4.8 Mass load sensitivity study: conditioning plot of Young's modu­
lus at constant applied field, Ey, by rod type. 
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for future investigations. The trends illustrated in Figure 4.9 appear to show good consistency 
from material type to material type. Note the discrepancies between the baseline data and the 
4x data, in particular the contradicting curvatures in the fitted mean responses of the \oung s 
modulus at constant applied field. 
4.4 Concluding Remarks 
The importance of gathering fundamental Terfenol-D material property information in a 
transducer environment was discussed. Functional expressions of four Terfenol-D material 
properties {Ey , d^s, k. and /x') as a function of applied magnetic fields up to 50 Oe were 
developed. By using statistics principles. 95% prediction and confidence intervals were cal­
culated. These intervals provided formal assessment of the experimental error under varied 
applied fields and controlled transducer parameters. 
The ability to reproduce measurements in Terfenol-D transducers was studied. Results 
obtained by assessment of coefficients of variation to repeated measurements under fixed drive 
levels and controlled transducer conditions demonstrated that, in most cases, the measured 
coefficients of variation were smaller than «5%. 
Finally, the sensitivity of Terfenol-D transducers to load changes was investigated. This 
study inadvertently emphasized the importance of adequate sampling in Terfenol-D transducer 
studies, and provided preliminary insight on variation of material properties under varied toads. 
Ongoing research work will provide additional information on this matter. 
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CHAPTER 5. ON IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF 
FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES IN TERFENOL-D TRANSDUCER 
MODELING 
A paper published in Proceedings of SPIE, Smart Structures and Materials. 199S 
Marcelo J. Dapino, Frederick T. Calkins, Alison B. Flatau 
Abstract 
Complete models of highly-magnetostrictive Terfenol-D transducers must be able to char­
acterize the magnetostriction upon knowledge of the impressed electrical energy. Fundamental 
characterization laws are not available at present because the existing modeling techniques 
fail to simultaneously span all operating regimes: electric, magnetic, mechanical, and thermal, 
across the whole performance space of these transducers. This paper attempts to quantify the 
essential aspects of these regimes and their interactions, i.e. those that the transducer designer 
is likely to encounter during design, analysis and modeling of magnetostrictive devices. The 
issues discussed here are the magnetization and stress states, thermal effects, magnetomechan-
ical hysteresis, AC losses, system nonlinearities, and transducer dynamics. In addition, some 
of the more relevant modeling techniques that address these issues are presented and analyzed. 
5.1 Introduction 
Magnetostriction is the change in shape exhibited by some materials when subjected to 
changes in the magnetization state. The phenomenon was first published by James Joule in 
1842. Early work by the NDRC [1] and Bozorth [2], among others, surveyed the potential of 
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the then available magnetostrictive materials (iron, nickel, cobalt. Permalloy) and provided 
insight on performance issues. Notably, by virtue of the reciprocity of the magnetostrictive 
effect, magnetostrictive transducers are capablc of providing both actuation and sensing. The 
emergence of piezoelectric ceramics with approximately twice the coupling coefficient of nickel 
hindered the evolution of magnetostrictive materials for a long period of time. However, the 
interest in magnetostrictive materials for use in transducer applications has increased signif­
icantly during the past two decades. This is largely due to the development of more capa­
ble magnetostrictive materials, such as the rare-earth iron alloys Terfenol-D (TbxDyi_xFey. 
0.27 < X < 0.3,1.9 < y < 2). These alloys are highly attractive in the transducer applications 
arena due to their room temperature strain and force capabilities [3]. 
Unfortunately, the increased use of magnetostrictive materials has not been accompanied 
by the availability of more complete and accurate transducer models. Complete models must 
incorporate the different operating regimes present in magnetostrictive transducers, in a man­
ner compatible with the requirements of specific applications. The regimes present in magne­
tostrictive transducers are: electric (which links the transducer with the power supply amplifier 
through the excitation solenoid): magnetic (which involves routing of magnetic field through 
magnetic circuit for magnetization of the magnetostrictive core); mechanical (elastic state of 
the materials present in the transducer); and thermal (the temperature distribution in the 
transducer materials). Extensive experimental evidence [4. 5] demonstrates that it is crucial to 
consider the interaction between these regim.es, therefore models for the various regimes need 
to be coupled to provide a complete description of a transducer system. 
Most of the currently available models of magnetostrictive transducers fail to incorporate 
all regimes simultaneously. This is in part because transducer models are still predominantly 
based on the linear constitutive piezomagnetic equations [6]. These equations neglect the 
effects of coupling between stress, magnetization, and temperature in the material, which have 
bearing on the mechanical performance as indicated by [7], among others. 
Carman and Mitrovic [8], and Kannan and Dasgupta [9], extended the scope of the linear 
constitutive equations by including specific nonlinear effects. The nonlinear dynamics of mag-
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netostrictive transducers has been also modeled following a phenomenological approach. One 
such approach is obtained through the use of generalized Preisach operators. Preisach models 
that specifically target giant magnetostrictive materials are discussed by Restorff et al. [10]. 
Adly and Mayergoyz [11], and Smith [12]. These models provide characterization of different 
operating regimes, but are cumbersome to implement in magnetostrictive transducers where 
performance changes significantly during operation. 
Other modeling efforts have combined physical laws with phenomenological observation. 
Engdahl and Berqvist [13] present a model capable of dealing with nonlinearities and various 
losses, such as magnetomechanical hysteresis, eddy currents, ohmic heating, and mechanical 
losses. Physically-based Preisach models combine the empirical robustness of non-physical laws 
with some understanding of the physical processes that govern magnetic and magnetostrictive 
hysteresis. Basso and Bertotti, for instance, develop in [14] a Preisach-based hysteresis model 
for materials where the magnetization is dominated by domain wall motion. 
Nevertheless, there does not exist a fundamental model applicable to the complete perfor­
mance space of magnetostrictive transducers. The development of physics-based models which 
incorporate the different operating regimes and the issues inherent to them will certainly ex­
tend the utility of these transducers. The purpose of this paper is to identify and analyze the 
most fundamental issues in magnetostrictive transducer modeling, and to review some of the 
current state-of-the-art modeling techniques which handle these issues. 
5.2 Discussion 
Much of the performance of magnetostrictive materials such as Terfenol-D can be described 
by considering the combined effects of magnetization and stress. Under dynamic conditions 
additional effects play an important role in the transducer performance. These effects include 
thermal issues, magnetomechanical hysteresis, AC losses, system nonlinearities, and transducer 
dynamics. Most of these effects are coupled. For instance, eddy current power losses increase 
with approximately the square of frequency. Temperature and magnetization are also intrin­
sically coupled; it is well known in ferromagnetic materials that above the Curie temperature 
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the long range coupling between magnetic moments is lost due to thermal energy overcoming 
the interaction energy (energy that holds magnetic moments aligned within domains). 
Material properties are directly related to those effects as well. In fact material properties 
are often used to gauge those effects and their interactions. Because of the intimate relationship 
between material properties and transducer performance, material properties are used to quan­
tify, analyze, and model performance. Typical magnetic, elastic and magnetoelastic properties 
include: Young's modulus, mechanical quality factor, permeability, saturation magnetization 
and magnetostriction, axial strain coefficient, and magnetomechanical coupling coefficient. It 
is important to note that material properties and transducer performance are strongly coupled, 
so changes in operating parameters affect material properties and vice versa. This fact was 
studied in [15], where variations in material properties were measured under carefully con­
trolled, varied transducer operating conditions (and hence under carefully controlled, varied 
transducer behavior). Prior work by Hall [4] had suggested material property variability; later 
work in [15] demonstrated material properties do vary with operating conditions, but they 
remain unchanged (within « 5%) when operating conditions are fixed. 
The above mentioned issues have both design and modeling implications. In fact com­
promises between design and modeling are sometimes present in particular transducer appli­
cations. For instance, designs that use laminated magnetostrictive cores and slit permanent 
magnets help minimize eddy current losses. For such designs simplified eddy current models 
or even models that neglect eddy current effects altogether may be appropriate. On the other 
hand, a poorly designed magnetic circuit may demand incorporation of eddy current effects in 
the mathematical models of the transducer for accurate prediction of transducer performance. 
Similar compromises between design and modeling are observed in other issues as well. For 
instance, thermal effects may be minimized by incorporating cooling devices in the transducer 
design which may subsequently help to simplify the modeling. 
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5.2.1 Magnetization 
The magnetostrictive core is magnetized by the processes of domain wall motion and domain 
magnetization rotation. Depending on the net thermodynamic balance after application of an 
external field, these processes can be either reversible (conservative) or irreversible (dissipative). 
Reversible phenomena occur only for small field increments and hence small magnetization 
changes. 
In an attempt to minimize the total magnetostatic energy of the material, the magnetization 
breaks up in localized regions called magnetic domains, where magnetic moments associated 
with atoms in the material are aligned parallel. The boundary which separates neighboring 
domains is known as a domain wall. Domain walls constitute transition layers through which 
magnetic moments undergo reorientation and where there exists a delicate balance between 
interaction and anisotropy energies. The application of a magnetic field breaks this delicate 
energy balance and leads to domain wall motion and magnetization rotation. 
Domain wall motion occurs as a consequence of the growth of domains whose magnetization 
is aligned favorably with respect to the applied field, at the expense of domains with magneti­
zation opposing the field. This occurs primarily at low field levels. At moderate field strengths, 
the magnetic moments within unfavorably oriented domains overcome the anisotropy energy 
and suddenly rotate from the original position into one of the crystallographic 'easy' axes closer 
to the field direction. This phenomenon is sometimes known as the 'jumping' or burst effect, 
and the field that causes it is called the critical field. At moderate to high field strengths, the 
magnetic moments align themselves along crystallographic 'easy' axes lying close to the field 
direction. As the field is increased further, the magnetic moments undergo coherent rotation 
until they reach alignment with the applied field resulting in single-domain material. This 
state is called technical saturation. Beyond this point, the increase in applied magnetic field 
produces the so called state of forced magnetization, which in turn leads to a state of forced 
magnetostriction. Extensive treatment of domain processes can be found in references [16, 17]. 
Operation around the critical field permits high output strains per unit applied field by 
taking advantage of the burst effect, and highlights the need for applying a magnetic bias 
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to the transducer. The magnetic bias is supplied by DC currents circulating through the 
excitation cci! and/or permanent magnets. The selection of either method highly depends upon 
compromises between ohmic heating, pow^cr requirements, and allowable weight. Another issue 
that presents high interest for transducer applications is the change in Young's modulus with 
magnetic bias, known as the AE effect, which can be used to shift the mechanical resonance 
of the system [18]. This effect is used for tuning a Terfenol-D vibration absorber transducer 
in [19]. 
The effect of AC magnetic fields on dynamic transducer performance has been documented 
in [15, 20]. Figure 5.1(a) shows the effect of AC magnetic fields on the transducer's electrical 
impedance (Zee = j)- The blocked electrical impedance, represented by the overall slope 
of mag{Zee)^ increases with applied field. The peak and valley of mag(Zee)- which contain 
information on the transduction of energy between mechanical and electrical sides, shift dif­
ferentially towards lower frequencies as the AC field strength is increased, indicating increased 
transduction. 
The magnetization processes, and the magnetoelastic interactions in general, taking place 
inside the magnetostrictive core have been modeled in different manners. One such approach 
is to consider the material at its micromagnetics level. Classical micromagnetics work by 
Brown [21] assumes the material is simultaneously magnetizable and deformable with its energy 
state defined by elasticity, thermodynamics, and electromagnetic principles. Recent work in 
this field deals specifically with Terfenol-D [22]. Although the modeling results are useful at the 
domain level, the extension of micromagnetic models to describe the performance of Terfenol-D 
transducers in all regimes is a major task. 
The Preisach model has been used extensively for characterization of ferromagnetic mate­
rials, and more recently of magnetostrictives as well. Much research effort has been devoted to 
accommodate physical aspects into the Preisach approach, which in its original form is unable 
to be traced back to fundamental principles. Reimers and Delia Torre implement in [23] a fast 
inverse hysteresis model amenable to control applications, and with potential applicability to 
magnetostrictive materials. 
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Figure 5.1 Total electrical impedance versus frequency, mag{Zee)  and phase{Zee)  de­
grees. (a) Bias condition 5.2 MPa, 24 kA/m (0.75 ksi, 300 Oe); AC fields: 2. 4. 
6, 8 kA/m (25, 50, 75, 100 Oe); (b) Bias conditions: 5.2 MPa, 24 kA/m (0.75 ksi. 
300 Oe); 6.9 MPa, 33.2 kA/m (1 ksi, 415 Oe); 8.6 MPa, 38.4 kA/m (1.25 ksi. 
480 Oe); and 10.4 MPa, 43.2 kA/m (1.5 ksi, 540 Oe); AC field strength: 8 kA/m 
(100 Oe). From [5]. 
Following the classical anisotropy domain rotation model by Stoner and Wohlfarth [24], 
Lee and Bishop [25] extended this idea to a random assembly of domain particles having cubic 
ani-sotropy. Clark et al. [26] included compressive loading along the [111] direction in a two 
dimensional scheme. Jiles and Thoelke [27] generalized this model to three dimensions, by con­
sidering the anisotropy, magnetoelastic, and field energies along all three directions. Although 
model results are in good agreement with measured data, the identification of the fractional 
occupancies which define the participation of different easy axes in the total magnetization is, 
by no means, trivial. 
Another modeling approach which yields significant results is the ferromagnetic hysteresis 
model. Theory by Jiles and Atherton [28] predicts quasi-static M — H loops in ferromagnetic 
materials by considering the energy of domain walls as they bow and translate during mag­
netization. Later extensions include models of magnetostriction, eddy current losses, minor 
loops, and mechanical prestress (see [29]). The appeal of the Jiles-Atherton model stems from 
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the physical basis of the model parameters and the fact that only five parameters are needed 
for complete description of the magnetic state of the material. Howevor, this model is purely 
magnetic in nature, which highlights the need for accurate and general magnetomechanical 
characterization laws to completely describe the transduction process in the transducer. 
5.2.2 Stress 
It is common practice to place a Terfenol-D sample under a mechanical compressive pre-
stress for operation. The ability of the material to survive high accelerations and shock con­
ditions improves under compressive stress since Terfenol-D is much more brittle in tension 
(tensile strength w 28 MPa) than in compression (compressive strength ss 700 MPa) [30]. In 
addition, adequate preloading is capable of improving the magnetic state in the material as a 
consequence of the coupling between the magnetic and mechanical states. From the point of 
view of the energy balance in the material, the mechanical prestress is an additional source 
of anisotropy energy which in fact competes against the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, strain, 
and applied field energies. The application of a compressive preload forces a larger population 
of magnetization vectors to align perpendicular to the direction of application of the preload, 
where a state of local minimum energy is reziched. This translates into both a smaller demag­
netized length and increased saturation magnetostriction. However, for compressive preloads 
larger than a certain value, the prestress energy overpowers the elastic energy produced by 
the material and the magnetostriction decreases. In summary, the application of moderate 
preloads is motivated by mechanical (brittleness of Terfenol-D) and magnetomechanical (shift 
in overall energy balance inside the material and improved magnetostriction) reasons. 
The effect of preload on overall performance is often illustrated with strain versus applied 
field curves, such as those of Fig. 5.2(a). These unbiased plots (sometimes known as 'butterfly' 
curves) demonstrate the dependence of transducer output on prestress. For the prototype 
transducers studied (designed for operation under a 6.9 MPa nominal compressive prestress), 
peak strains are reached for prestresses of between 4.2-8.4 MPa, which is in remarkable contrast 
with results obtained with bare magnetostrictive cores statically loaded (i.e., subject to a dead 
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weight) as discussed in [29]. The difference lies in the energy lost in the prestress mechanism 
(springs) within the transducer. These losses are not present in statically loooed samples 
which often exhibit peak performance at about 14 MPa and appreciable strains at prestresses 
of as high as 28 MPa [31]. Note the output from the dynamic transducer used in Fig. 5.2 is 
practically blocked at about 12 MPa. The losses in the prestress mechanism may be minimized 
by reducing the effective spring stiffness, although this presents the additional complication of 
shifting the transducer resonant frequencies. 
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Figure 5.2 (a) Magnetization and (b) magnetostriction versus applied field, for 0, 1.4, 2.8, 
4.2, 5.6, 6.9, 8.4, 9.6 and 12 MPa. ISU transducer, 12.7 mm diameter solid 
material, near-DC frequency of operation. 
Similar trends are observed in the M-H curves of Fig. 5.2(b), which show the dependence 
of the instantaneous susceptibility (|^) on mechanical prestress [32, 5]. As the preload is 
increased, the value of the instantaneous susceptibility averaged over the burst region decreases. 
The relationship A-M has been reported to be nearly independent of prestress except for 
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very low prestresses and high magnetizations. Clark et al. [31] report a range of about 15-
55 MPa for the A-M stress independence in Bridgman-grown samples. In addition, work 
by Kvarnsjo [33] indicates that at high prestresses the primary magnetization mechanism is 
domain magnetization rotation, and as a consequence the quadratic law for magnetostriciion 
discussed in section 2.4.2 is appropriate. Consistently, Clark et al. [26] found the quadratic 
law is incorrect in the low prestress regime (below 30 MPa for statically loaded, single crystal 
material) where it was found that strain does depend directly on stress and the magnetostriction 
cannot be accounted for by a single-valued magnetization law. i.e., hysteresis is observed. 
5.2.3 Coupling between magnetization and stress 
The magnetization and stress states in the material are intrinsically coupled. This effect is 
sometimes known as the dual magnetostrictive effect. Application of a magnetic field generates 
strains and hence stresses in the material, and application of stresses generates changes in the 
magnetization state. 
As mentioned in Section 5.2.1, magnetic biasing can lead to improved performance and 
hence it offers potential for performance optimization. The effects of the magnetization bias in 
the material are readily appreciable and manifest as changes in efficiency, coupling, axial strain 
coefficient, permeability, and elastic modulus. Further control of transducer performance can 
be exerted by subjecting the Terfenol-D element to both a magnetic bias and a compressive 
preload [34]; this situation is known as a 'bias condition'. Figure 5.1(b) shows the effect of 
bias condition on transducer total electrical impedance. As both the prestress and magnetic 
bias increase the blocked impedance decreases, whereas the mobility resonance shifts towards 
higher frequencies. 
In reference [5] the authors investigated the effect of three bias conditions at different drive 
levels by measuring quasi-static strain at the field strengths 4, 8, and 16 kA/m (50, 100, and 
200 Oe), as illustrated in Fig. 5.3, top to bottom. From left to right in Fig. 5.3, the three bias 
conditions are: 5.2 MPa, 24 kA/m (0.75 ksi, 300 Oe); 6.9 MPa, 33.2 kA/m (1.0 ksi, 415 Oe); 
and 8.6 MPa, 38.4 kA/m (1.25 ksi, 480 Oe). At each bias condition the minor loop nominal 
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Figure 5.3 Strain-applied field minor loops. Bias conditions (left to right): 
5.2 MPa, 24 kA/m (0.75 ksi, 300 Oe); 6.9 MPa, 33.2 kA/m 
(1.0 ksi, 415 Oe); and 8.6 MPa, 38.4 kA/m (1.25 ksi, 480 Oe). 
AC drive fields (top to bottom): 4, 8, 16 kA/m (50, 100, and 200 
Oe). ISU 12.7 mm diameter rod transducer, 0.75 Hz excitation. 
From [5]. 
slope increases with increasing applied field; at a given drive level across bias conditions, the 
minor loop nominal slope decreases with increasing prestress. These clear trends are not seen 
in Figure 5.2(a), where the nominal slope of the strain-applied field curve remains approxi­
mately unchanged with prestress over a wide range of prestresses. These results highlight the 
importance of analyzing both minor and full-stroke loops during performance optimization; 
the more commonly available full-stroke curves do not provide all the necessary information 
for complete performance analysis. 
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5.2.4 Additional operating effects 
5.2.4.1 Thermal effects 
It has been reported [7] that the performance of Terfenol-D is strongly affected by operating 
temperature. For instance, Figures 5.4 (a) and 5.4 (b) show magnetostriction and magnetic 
induction versus applied field under 13.3 MPa (1.93 ksi) prestress at -50, 0, 20 and 80 °C. 
The observed differences are significant. In particular, the magnitude of the magnetostriction 
at a field level of 159 kA/m (2000 Oe) increases nine-fold from -50 °C (200 x 10"®) to 0 °C 
(1740 X 10"®). This issue highlights the importance of operating the transducer near the 
optimal temperature regime (around room temperature for  Tbo .3Dyo.7Fe1,9) .  
In Tbo.3Dyo.7Fe1.9 alloys, the maximum ratio magnetostriction-to-anisotropy (known as 
anisotropy compensation) occurs near room temperature. Large anisotropy compensations 
insure easy magnetization rotation and minimum hysteresis. As the temperature increases 
above the anisotropy compensation temperature different magnetization processes dominate, 
thus accounting for the changes in the material's performance. At temperatures well below 
the anisotropy compensation temperature (for instance, —50 °C), the less magnetostrictive 
<100> axes are magnetically easy. The primary magnetization mechanism is 180° domain 
wall motion, with some magnetization rotation from <100> to <111> axes, and hence the 
material is capable of very little magnetostriction. As temperature is increased from —50 °C 
to 0 °C, an applied field causes an order of magnitude increase in magnetostriction. This 
large increase in magnetostriction is due in part to the burst or "jumping" effect, which occurs 
when the magnetization rotates from one easy <111> axis to another <111> axis oriented 
closer to the applied field direction. Above the anisotropy compensation temperature, the 
highly magnetostrictive <111> axes are magnetically easy. As the temperature is increased 
further above room temperature, the magnetostriction decreases slightly, due to the reduction 
in the saturation magnetostriction with temperature above room temperature. At even higher 
temperatures, further changes occur until the Curie temperature (w 380 - 430 °C) is reached, 
where Terfenol-D becomes paramagnetic and the magnetostriction drops to zero. 
The temperature effect has been incorporated in tne linear piezomagnetic model previously 
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Figure 5.4 Quasi-static temperature dependence; (a) magnetostriction, and (b) magnetic in­
duction, versus applied field. (From [7], © 1992 Technomic Publishing Co., Inc.) 
discussed and given by equations (1.16)-(1.17). Furthermore, by considering higher order inter­
actions between magnetization, stress, and temperature, Carman and Mitrovic [8] developed a 
model capable of producing results in good agreement with experimental data at high preloads. 
However, the model is not capable of predicting saturation effects. Following the lead of Hom 
and Shankar [35], Duenas, Hsu and Carman [6] developed an analogous set of constitutive 
equations for magnetostriction. These equations are given by 
where £ is strain, s  is compliance, Q is the magnetostrictive parameter, M and Ms are magne­
tization and saturation magnetization, a is coefficient of thermal expansion, T is temperature, 
H is magnetic field, P is the pyromagnetic coefficient, and A; is a constant. Superscripts indi­
cate the constant physical condition under which the parameter is measured, and subscripts 
indicate tensor order following conventional notation. This model successfully captures the 
Sis  =  s f fJn  + QTiuM„M,+a; fAT,  
H t  = -205,„M,,7,i + j^arctanh(M) + ; ¥ A r .  arctanh (5.1) 
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quadratic nature of magnetostriction for low to medium field levels, but does not completely 
describe the saturation characteristics. The model allows incorporation of magnetostrictive 
hysteresis via complex model parameters. 
Heat not only affects the magnetization processes in the magnetostrictive core, but it has 
bearing on the overall transducer design as well. Together with magnetomechanical hysteresis 
and eddy current losses, ohmic heating in the excitation coil is perhaps one of the most sig­
nificant sources of losses. Other thermal effects to consider in transducer design are thermal 
expansion of the magnetostrictive core itself (a ss 12 x 10~®/°C [30]), dependence of material 
properties and performance of Terfenol-D on temperature, thermal expansion of the coil (coils 
used in prototype transducers showed expansion above 1.5% when heated to temperatures of 
around 100 °C), thermal expansion of other transducer components, and the thermal range of 
the coil insulation. Maintaining controlled temperatures during operation is critical for certain 
transducer applications. One clear example of this is precision machining. Transducers for this 
type of application need to use efficient thermal sinks, either active (cooling fluids), passive 
(thermally conducting materials, superconducting solenoids), or a combination of the two. 
5.2.4.2 Magnetomechanical hysteresis 
Magnetostrictive materials exhibit classical magnetic hysteresis. This phenomenon is ev­
idenced in plots of magnetic induction (B) versus {H), which frequently have the familiar 
•sigmoid' shaped curve. One explanation of this phenomenon, first suggested by Wiedemann 
in 1886, is that a frictional type force is responsible for opposing the changes in magnetization. 
This hypothesis is consistent with the smooth changes in the magnetization seen on traversing 
the hysteresis loop as opposed to other theories which predict rapid switching of the magneti­
zation yielding square loops [28]. Under frictional type force theories, hysteresis losses occur 
as a result of impedance to changes in the magnetization produced by imperfections in the 
material at locations known as pinning sites. Pinning sites are material imperfections such 
as crystal defects, grain boundaries, in homogeneities within grains (dislocations and second 
phase materials), or regions of inhomogeneous stress. The amount of energy dissipated during 
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domain wall pinning depends on the nature of the imperfection itself as well as on the relative 
direction of the magnetic moments on either side of the wall. 
Another cause of hysteresis is the anisotropy of the crystal structure. The action of an 
applied field will cause a domain magnetization vector to jump from an initial orientation to a 
preferred orientation with lower energy. The irreversibility of this process also translates into 
energy loss. 
Hysteresis is also seen in graphs of strain (A) versus magnetization ( M ) .  The quadratic 
magnetostrictive law 
where is saturation magnetostriction and M, is saturation magnetization, indicates strain is 
a single-valued function of the magnetization, thus anhysteretic. This anhysteretic law is not 
completely general, as evidenced by the A-M plot in Figure 5.5, where a significant amount 
of hysteresis was measured under a 13.6 MPa preload. However, the quadratic law is used 
extensively to model magnetostriction under sufficient prestress, where domain magnetization 
rotation is thought to be the dominating magnetization process. 
The hysteresis model for ferromagnetic materials discussed in Section 5.2.1 [28] is a physics-
based scheme for the characterization of hysteretic M - H relationships. The model assumes 
reorientation of magnetic moments within domains follows the anhysteretic (hysteresis-free) 
magnetization predicted by the Langevin classical model for dilute paramagnetic materials. 
The hysteretic or total magnetization is then characterized by two components, Mtot = A/rev + 
M,rr- The reversible component of magnetization, Mrtv\ quantifies how much domain walls 
bulge before breaking free from pinning sites. The irreversible component, M,rr, quantifies 
the energy dissipation as domain walls translate and encounter pinning sites. The amount of 
hysteresis and the overall shape of the M — H sigmoid are determined by means of physics-
based parameters, which have been identified for specific materials under specific operating 
conditions [36]. 
(5.2) 
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5.2.4.3 AC losses 
Dynamic operation leads to additional complications in the performance of Terfenol-D 
transducers. One important loss factor is due to eddy (or Foucault) currents. As modeled by 
the Faraday-Lenz law, eddy currents are set up in the transducer's conducting materials to 
resist changes of magnetic flux. These currents produce a magnetic flux that resists the exter­
nally applied magnetic field, and simultaneously cause a non-uniform distribution of current 
density often known as 'skin effect'. 
Classical eddy current power loss formulations assume complete magnetic flux penetration 
and homogeneous permeability throughout the material. This assumption is valid only for small 
material thicknesses (e.g., laminae), and hence it is invalid in thick cylindrical transducer cores. 
The characteristic frequency above which the homogeneity of penetration of the magnetic flux 
is compromised, for cylindrical samples, is given by 
(5-3) 
where p is the resistivity of the material {p « 0.6 x 10"® Qm for Terfenol-D [30]), D is 
rod diameter, and is the clamped permeability. For a 6.35 mm (0.25 in) diameter rod 
the characteristic frequency is about 3 kHz. Laminations in the magnetostrictive core, low 
operating frequencies, and slit permanent magnets help to mitigate the effects of eddy currents. 
A modeling approach based on energy considerations is shown by Jiles in [37]. This ap­
proach considers eddy currents as a perturbation to the quasi-static hysteresis. The simplicity 
of this model is however offset by the limitations imposed by its assumptions. Since uniform 
flux penetration is assumed, its applicability is limited to thinly laminated material or low 
operating frequencies. 
Another classical approach to the eddy currents issue is the one presented by Bozorth [2] 
among others. In this model a so called eddy current factor x 'S used to account for the 
reduced inductance caused by the oppositely induced magnetic field. The complex quantity 
X = Xr + jXi can be written, for cylindrical current-carrying conductors, in terms of Kelvin 
ber and bei functions, and is dependent upon frequency of operation, /. and the characteristic 
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frequency, /c, as follows 
Xr 
_ 2 / ber^ bei\/p - bei^ berVp\ 
~ ^ ber^y^ + bei^^ ) ' 
_ 2 / ber^ ber^^+bei^ bei\/p\ 
~ v/P V ber^y^ + bel2^ ) ' 
where p = ^ is a dimensionless frequency parameter. An alternative, simpler presentation of 
the same formulation is shown by Butler and Lizza in [38]. 
5.2.4.4 System nonlinearities 
Terfenol-D transducers are nonlinear in many senses. First of all, the magnetostrictive core 
itself is magnetized nonlinearly under application of applied fields. The different magnetiza­
tion processes that lead to this phenomenon were discussed in Section 5.2.1. The process by 
which Terfenol-D strains with magnetization is nonlinear as well, as illustrated in Fig. 5.5. The 
overall input-output relationship in the transducer is, in consequence, nonlinear. 
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Figure 5.5 Magnetostriction versus magnetization for 12.7 mm 
(0.5 in) diameter by 11.5 mm (4.5 in) long, monolithic 
Terfenol-D under 13.6 MPa (1.95 ksi) preload. 
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The nonlinear input-output relationship manifests itself in different ways. For instance, 
for zero magnetic bias operation a very nonlinear type of transduction results where the out­
put motion of the transducer has twice the frequency of the impressed current. Even the 
magnetically biased transducer has a regime of nonlinear output, which translates into wave 
form distortion. The amount of distortion varies with the strength of both the AC and DC 
components of the applied field. Under application of a magnetic bias and AC fields with 
0-pk amplitude not exceeding the DC bias value, frequency doubling is avoided; and for low 
magnetostriction (< [4]) the transducer output can be considered approximately linear. 
This case is often referred to as the 'low signal linear magnetostriction' operation regime. This 
is the 1.1 kA/m (14 Oe) magnetic field case in Fig. 5.6, where a DC bias of 1.6 kA/m was used 
to center operation in the burst region for a 6.9 MPa (1 ksi) preload. The low signal situation 
has been treated extensively in the literature. The most common approach used to model this 
case is given by the linearized constitutive equations for piezomagnetic materials 
£ = 
(5.5) 
B — d^cr + ffH, 
where e, a are strain and stress in the material; is mechanical compliance at constant 
applied field; dzz « <^33 is axial strain coefficient; fi' is permeability at constant stress; B 
is magnetic induction; and H is magnetic field. The linear magnetostriction equations shown 
above are inaccurate for transducer applications where strokes are large and hence of nonlinear 
character. This situation is depicted in Fig. 5.6, most noticeably for the 7.3 kA/m (91 Oe) drive 
strength. As the magnetic field intensity is increased the strain output increasingly deviates 
from the sinusoidal shape of the magnetic field input. 
One way to characterize transducer performance in the linear portion of strain regime is by 
experimental identification of the coefficients, i.e., by determination of the linear relationship 
between the coefficients s^, <£33, S'ld the operating parameters H and cr in equa­
tions (5.5). To determine these coefficients (or "material properties"). Hall [4] combined the 
linear magnetostriction equations with linear transduction equations and a mechanical spring-
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Figure 5.6 Acceleration versus time, at magnetic fields (1) 1.1 kA/m 
(14 Oe), (2) 3.7 kA/m (46 Oe), (3) 5.4 kA/m (67 Oe), and 
(4) 7.3 kA/m (91 Oe). Bias condition 6.9 MPa, 1.6 kA/m 
(1 ksi, 200 Oe). 
mass-dashpot model of the transducer. The linear transduction equations provide a 'black box" 
model of the relationship between electrical and mechanical sides of the transducer through 
the transducer's total electrical impedance. These equations can be written as follows, 
V - Zcl + TemV, 
(5.6) 
0 ~ Tme^ "i" 
where V and / are voltage and current across transducer leads: v is velocity; Temi ^me are 
mechanical-to-electrical and electrical-to-mechanical transduction coefficients; and Zm is me­
chanical impedance. 
Researchers in the area of commercial finite element analysis have been able to develop 
characterization solvers for magnetostrictive materials, capable of structural and magnetic 
linear analysis [39, 40]. These solvers utilize the linearized piezomagnetic equations to couple 
the mechanical, magnetic, and thermal regimes. This approach is highly attractive for its 
relative simplicity once the material property parameters have been characterized. 
The major disadvantage of this modeling technique is that the identification process itself 
tends to be very laborious. The two year material property characterization study presented 
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in [15, 41] yielded satisfactory results in the low signal operating regime. In that study over 80 
different magnetostrictive rods were tested in 16 dynamic transducers to obtain material prop­
erty information. This information was statistically analyzed and trends in material properties 
as a function of applied field, mass load, and temperature were identif.cd. Two examples of 
these trends are shown in Fig. 5.7(a) and (b), where the open circuit elastic modulus, and 
the permeability at constant strain, /i®. are plotted against drive level for operation in four of 
the transducers. Further details on this research effort can be found in [20]. 
Another source of potential nonlinearity in the transducer is the prestress mechanism. It 
is common design practice to place washers in magnetostrictive transducers, against which 
the magnetostrictive core is prestressed. As mentioned in section 2.2, this issue affects the 
performance of the magnetostrictive material when compared to material prestressed through 
application of a dead weight, because the washers act nonlinearly when compressed beyond 
a certain extent. In addition, they are a source of mechanical hysteresis and hence of losses 
which may prove to be fairly significant, as discussed in [29]. 
5.2.4.5 Transducer dynamics 
.\s seen in Fig. 5.1 the resonant frequency of a Terfenol-D transducer varies significantly 
with operating conditions. The transducer mechanical resonance varies due to a number of 
factors. Some of these factors are the magnetostrictive core geometry, the bias condition 
(magnetic bias + mechanical prestress), AC magnetic field, external load, springs stiffness, 
and operating temperature. Other factors intrinsic to the specific design such as damping of 
internal components can be of significance as well. 
The first mode mechanical resonance /o of a Terfenol-D transducer is given by 
/o = 2^ (5.7, J IT W Tile/ f 
where kmc is the magnetostrictive core stiffness, kpj is the prestress mechanism stiffness, and 
nieff is the system effective dynamic mass. The effective mass in the equation is formed 
by one-third of the mass of the rod plus the external load plus components of the prestress 
mechanism. Recognizing from theory of axial vibrations in slender cylinders that stiffness 
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Figure 5.7 (a) Young's modulus at constant applied field, and (b) perme­
ability at constant strain, versus applied field for ISU 12.7 mm 
(0.5 in) diameter transducers 1-4. Solid line is mean curve, dot­
ted and dashed lines are 95% confidence and prediction intervals 
respectively. 
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is inversely proportional to the material compliance, and since the compliance is strongly 
dependent upon operating conditions (Fig. 5.7(a)), the resonance frequencies of the magne 
tostrictive core will be strongly dependent on operating conditions. Increasing AC magnetic 
field intensity increases the system compliance hence decreasing transducer resonant frequen­
cies (Figs. 5.1(a), 5.7(a)), while increasing prestress increases the system stiffness and hence 
resonant frequencies (Fig. 5.1(b)). 
It was briefly mentioned in Section 2.3 that the shifts observed in the resonance frequency 
as the magnetic bias is changed can be used for tuning of an active vibration absorber. In 
fact, the capability to actively control the mechanical resonant frequency of the transducer 
is a powerful design tool which has been largely explored in the literature. This ability is 
not restricted to magnetostrictives, but is quite feasible in other transducer materials such as 
elect rostrictives. 
The dynamics of Terfenol-D transducers coupled to external loads are studied in [42]. An 
inplane force balancing model is used to consider both passive forces (those associated with 
the structural dynamics) and active forces (derived from the magnetostriction effect), to yield 
a PDE transducer model. The active component of the force is characterized through the 
strains predicted by the Jiles-Atherton ferromagnetic hysteresis model, combined with a mag­
netostriction quadratic law. The passive component is characterized through a PDE model of 
the transducer structural mechanics. The model is capable of predicting the quasi-static mag­
netization state of the transducer core, and of accurately predicting strains and displacements 
output by the transducer. The parameter requirements of this model are minimal, and the 
model is computationally non-demanding given the relative simplicity of the underlying PDE 
system. Work is in progress to incorporate the effects of AC losses. 
5.3 Concluding remarks 
The high strains and forces achievable with Terfenol-D transducers has justified their use 
in a number of applications from sonar projectors to vibration control in heavy machinery. 
However, the relationship between input magnetic fields and output displacements has not been 
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successfully characterized across the rich performance space offered by these transducers. The 
available models fail to span all the operating regimes simultaneously, let alone to characterize 
the complex interactions among those. An analytical approach was used by which the main 
issues that characterize each of the regimes and their interactions were identified. These issues, 
once identified and analyzed, will provide the transducer designer the necessary insight for 
efficient design of Terfenol-D transducers. This paper attempted to summarize these issues, 
as well as to address some of the available techniques for handling these issues and their 
interactions. 
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CHAPTER 6. A STRUCTURAL-MAGNETIC STRAIN MODEL FOR 
MAGNETOSTRICTIVE TRANSDUCERS 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents a model for the strains generated by magnetostrictive transducers in 
response to applied currents. The model involves the magnetic regime through the magnetiza­
tion of the transducer driver, and the structural regime through consideration of the dynamics 
of elastic components in the transducer. 
To illustrate, we consider in Figure 6.1 a prototypical magnetostrictive transducer. While 
the specific details of transducer design will ultimately be dictated by the requirements and 
constraints particular to each application, this design provides a template for the key phys­
ical components required to fully utilize the magnetostrictive transducer capabilities. These 
components are the magnetostrictive core, DC magnetic circuit, AC magnetic circuit, and 
mechanical prestress mechanism. The magnetostrictive material used in this study was a 
monolithic, grain-oriented Terfenol-D (Tbo.3Dyo.7Fe1.92) rod, which is manufactured so that a 
large population of magnetic moments are oriented perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of 
the rod. The mechanical prestress further improves this initial alignment, and in addition it 
allows the moderately brittle Terfenol-D rod to be operated in compression. 
Application of current to the solenoid produces a magnetic field which causes magnetic 
moments to rotate so as to align with the field. This reorientation of magnetic moments leads 
both to changes in the bulk magnetization and to deformation of the crystal lattice. The latter 
phenomenon, known as the magnetostrictive effect [1], translates into measurable mechanical 
strains. It should be noted that the rod always elongates regardless of the sign of the magnetic 
field, leading to frequency doubling in the input-output relationship. To attain bidirectional 
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strains and to allow operation over the critical region described in [2], a DC magnetic bias is 
provided by the surrounding permanent magnet or alternatively by a DC current applied to 
the solenoid. Details regarding the specific characteristics of the transducer and experimental 
setup are provided in Section 6.5.1. 
MAGNETIC COUPLER SOLENOID PERMANENT MAGNET 
MOTION 
PRESTRESS BOLT TERFENOL ROD SPRING LOAD 
Figure 6.1 Schematic representation of the prototypical Terfenol-D trans­
ducer employed for modeling and experimental validation. 
To fully realize the potential [3, 4] of 'giant' magnetostrictive materials such as Terfenol-D. 
it is necessary to accurately characterize the relationship between the current I{t) applied to 
a transducer and its strain output ^(i). Robust and accurate performance prediction tools 
will allow the tailoring of transducer design to specific needs. In this sense, the model must 
incorporate the sensitivities to operating conditions characteristic of transducers integrated to 
other passive and active structures in a control environment. To attain this objective, the model 
must ultimately be able to characterize the electric, magnetic, mechanical, and thermal regimes 
present in the transducer system when coupled to external loads. While all four regimes are 
intrinsically coupled, for this early generation of the model we focus only on the electromagnetic 
and mechanical aspects of transducer operation. As discussed in [2], thermal energy has a 
strong influence on the magnetization and magnetostriction performance of magnetostrictive 
materials. Since a solenoid dissipates thermal energy at a rate proportional to P, heating of 
the magnetostrictive driver presents a technological challenge in applications that needs to be 
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addressed in modeling. In this study, all experimental results have been collected at nearly-
constant temperature to facilitate the validation of the isothermal model; future experimental 
analysis and modeling work should address this aspect of transducer behavior. 
Much of the existing modeling work on magnetostrictive materials is based on empirical 
fits, thus requiring lookup tables for the identification of parameters under changing operating 
conditions. Such empirical models often require the identification of a large number of param­
eters, which subsequently limits their flexibility and complicates their implementation. Models 
formulated upon fundamental principles are ultimately desired, because they provide a natu­
ral framework for the identification and quantification of physical mechanisms. In addition, 
physical models lend themselves well to the utilization of parameters closely related to physical 
measurements, facilitating parameter identification and allowing more robust adaptability to 
changing operating conditions in design and control applications. 
One particular type of model that is extensively used to characterize magnetostrictive 
behavior is that based on the linear constitutive piezomagnetic equations, 
£ = (T + d33H (6.1) 
B = dl3(T + ti''H, (6.2) 
where e is strain, is compliance at constant field H, and d^^ are magnetoelastic coupling 
coefficients, a is stress, and n" is permeability at constant stress. Even though the coefficients 
may be analyzed to some extent in terms of thermodynamic principles [5], this model is in 
essence a generalization of two well-known phenomenological relationships: the Hooke's law for 
l i n e a r l y  e l a s t i c  s o l i d s  e  =  s c ,  a n d  t h e  c o n s t i t u t i v e  e q u a t i o n  f o r  m a g n e t i c  m a t e r i a l s  B  =  f i H .  
The coefficients may be interpreted as the partial derivatives of the material response (strain 
and induction) with respect to the externally applied excitations (stress and magnetic field). 
Specifically, the total strain e is given by the superposition of the field-induced component 
dzsH, associated with the alignment of atomic magnetic moments with the external field, 
and the stress-induced component <r, associated with the linear elasticity as known in or­
dinary Hookean materials. Here the superscript H denotes constant magnetic field or electric 
open-circuit operation. In a similar fashion, the magnetic induction B is modeled by the super­
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position of the constant stress magnetic behavior B = fi'H and a term due to magnetoelastic 
interactions ^33 a. The linear piezomagnetic model provides adequate characterization of mate­
rial performance at low operating regimes, where the mechanisms responsible for nonlinearities 
and hysteresis have less pronounced effects. At high operating regimes these meclianisms gain 
significance, making the linear model highly deficient. 
To illustrate the nonlinearities and hysteresis present in magnetostrictive behavior, we con­
sider in Figure 6.2 typical magnetization and strain curves. It is noted from Figure 6.2(a) 
that the differential permeability // = dB/dH is not a constant as suggested in equation (6.2). 
but rather a nonlinear, multivalued map dependent upon H and a} The slope dsIdH in 
Figure 6.2(b), which is a function of both dzz and , is a multivalued map as well. Addi­
tional material supporting these observations is presented in references [6, 7], which present 
experimental data on the functional dependence of linear model parameters with the operating 
conditions: AC and DC field intensities, prestress, external load, and temperature. 
A substantial body of work has been devoted to broadening the scope of the linear piezo­
magnetic models for transducer applications. Attention has been in general focused on incor­
porating nonlinear or hysteresis effects on specific magnetic or magnetomechanicai components 
of the system, and few results are currently available which address transducer performance 
from a comprehensive point of view. To this end, we develop in the next section the first 
generation of the structural-magnetic model proposed in this dissertation. 
6.2 Transducer Model 
To model the magnetostrictive effect, that is to say the relationship between applied mag­
netic field H(t) and strain output by the transducer £(t), we consider three stages of magne­
tostrictive transducer behavior. 
In the first stage, we model the magnetization M ( t )  using the Jiles-Atherton mean field 
theory for ferromagnetic hysteresis. This model, presented originally in [8-11] and first adapted 
'The relative permeability fjr = ft/fio, with fio the permeability of free space, and the susceptibility x = 
MjH, are directly related by the equality /ir = (x -I-1). Additional details regarding B and M are provided in 
Chapter 1. 
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Figure 6.2 Model simulations illustrating the magnetization and total strain in a magne-
tostrictive transducer. 
for magnetostrictive transducers by Calkins [12], provides a thermodynamics-based character­
ization of the nonlinear and hysteretic relationship between field and magnetization in fer­
romagnetic materials. It is in fact desirable to quantify not only the magnetic operation 
H(t) —> M{t) but the complete electromagnetic regime I{t) H{t) —»• M{t). While there 
exist accurate numerical tools^ for computing the quasistatic field generated by a solenoid in a 
magnetic circuit, for this early generation of the model we determine the relationship between 
current and magnetic field experimentally. The experimental method provides the accuracy 
and control needed for model development purposes. 
The second stage involves the characterization of the magnetostriction X { t )  associated with 
the alignment of magnetic moments in the direction of the magnetic field. The magnetostric­
tion or 'active strain' is modeled with an even-terms series expansion posed in terms of the 
magnetization. It has been demonstrated in [13] that A(t) provides a nonlinear generalization 
of the term in linear models. The magnetostrictive component provides adequate fits 
of transducer experimental data at low to moderate field intensities [12]. At higher field in­
tensities, however, it is inaccurate because it does not include the kind of material response 
^For instance, Flxix3D, Ansys, PZRex, QuickField, etc. 
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represented in linear elasticity hy a. 
These linear elastic effects are considered to complete the magnetomechanical formulation in 
the third and final stage of the model. Force balancing is used to derive a dynamic PUE system 
with magnetostrictive inputs and boundary conditions given by the transducer's mechanical 
load path. The solution to this PDE system provides the rod displacements and corresponding 
total strain. 
The three stages of the model are discussed in the remainder of the section. 
6.2.1 Magnetization of magnetostrictive core 
Several models have been developed which describe the magnetization of magnetic materials 
in varied frameworks, including micromagnetics, thermodynamics, experimental analysis, and 
mathematical fitting. A summary discussion of modeling theories relevant to both ferromag-
nets and magnetostrictive materials was presented in [2]. The magnetization model employed 
here is based upon the Jiles-Atherton model for ferromagnetic hysteresis, which characterizes 
the hysteretic magnetization by considering domain wall translation as the dominant domain 
process. Initially [8-11], the model was limited to quasistatic major hysteresis loops; later 
extensions included minor loop calculations [14, 15], AC losses for higher frequency opera­
tion [16, 17], and stress effects [18]. The magnetic state of the material is described in the 
Jiles-Atherton model by only five parameters. In addition to this, the solution process is nonit-
erative, which makes it less computationally intensive than other formulations. At present, the 
lack of magnetocrystalline anisotropy effects is perhaps the main shortcoming of the model, at 
least in the case of grain oriented materials. 
In the hypothetical case of a material free from defects, the domain processes taking place 
during magnetization lead to hysteresis-free behavior, represented by the single-valued anhys-
teretic magnetization Man- Such magnetization is rarely observed in engineering materials, 
which in most cases contain defects such as crystal imperfections, stress concentrations, voids, 
cracks, et cetera. Furthermore, in Terfenol-D the crystallographic growth occurs in parallel 
sheets of dendritic twins forming 180° domain walls, which is thought to constitute a relevant 
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source of hysteresis [19]. Kersten [20] assumed that these defects or pinning sites provide local 
energy minima when domain walls attach to them, causing impedance to domain wall motion 
when magnetic energy is applied. The hysteresis loss associated with domain wall pinning has 
been modeled by Jiles and Atherton upon consideration of reversible Mrev irreversible 
Mirr components of the magnetization. For low applied magnetic intensities about an equi­
librium level, the domain walls remain attached to pinning sites and bulge reversibly [21]. 
as represented by the solid lines in Figure 6.3. As the magnitude of the field is increased, 
the walls attain sufficient energy to overcome the pinning energy and break free from pinning 
sites. The walls then attach to remote pinning sites in which a new favorable energy state is 
reached, giving rise to energy losses and to a corresponding irreversible magnetization. The 
total magnetization energy is then given by the sum of the reversible and irreversible energies. 
The model is developed upon a thermodynamic description of the magnetization, which is 
quantified from the difference between the total magnetic energy available to magnetize the 
material and the energy lost to domain wall pinning. The former energy state is achieved in the 
anhysteretic state, which gives a magnetization value Man- Typical anhysteretic. irreversible, 
reversible, and total magnetization curves are shown in Figure 6.4. To quantify these energies, 
it is necessary to consider first the effective field He acting on the material, 
H^ = H + aM + H„ (6.3) 
where H is the applied field, a M is the Weiss interaction field responsible for magnetic moment 
alignment within domains, and Hg = 1/hq /3Mj is the field due to magnetoelastic 
interactions. The mean field constant a quantifies the strength of magnetic moment interac­
tions, and needs to be identified from experimental data. 
The effective field calculated from (6.3) is then used to compute the anhysteretic magneti­
zation, which is quantified using the Langevin function C{z] = coth(z) — l/z, —I < £(2) < 1, 
Man = M,CiHe/a), (6.4) 
in which Af, is the saturation magnetization. The constant a has been calculated from statisti­
cal mechanics, a = NkgT/noMa, with N volumetric domain density, kg Boltzmann's constant. 
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Figure 6.3 Schematic representation of reversible and irreversible domain 
wall expansion, after Kersten [20]. 
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Figure 6.4 Model simulation representing the anhysteretic, irreversible, re­
versible, and total magnetization, for the following model param­
eters (see text for details regarding parameters): a = 955 A/m, 
k = 2000 A/m, c = 0.18, a = 0.8 x lO'^, M, = 1.7 x 10® A/m. 
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and T temperature, but it is treated as a parameter to be identified from experimental data 
since the domain density N is unknown. The parameter a reflects the fact that the field en­
hances alignment while thermal agitation destroys alignment. The intensity of magnetization 
below the Curie temperature has a nonzero value even when no field is applied, in accord 
with the fact that domains exhibit a nonzero magnetization even if the overall effect of all 
domains aligned randomly is zero. It should be noted that even though the Langevin model 
was originally developed for the paramagnetic regime [22], in which the interaction field is null 
(a = 0), it has proven effective as a modeling tool for the anhysteretic magnetization in the 
ferromagnetic regime on the basis of the 'molecular field' model of Weiss [23]. 
The magnetization processes that ultimately lead to hysteresis are modeled, as previously 
indicated, by assuming reversible and irreversible components of the magnetization. Following 
the ideas presented in [8], the irreversible component is expressed as follows. 
Thus, the irreversible differential susceptibility dMirrldH is proportional to the displacement 
from the anhysteretic M,rr - A^on- In the denominator, the parameter (J = -1-1 or -1 depending 
on whether dH/dt is positive or negative ensures that the energy lost to pinning always opposes 
changes in magnetization. The pinning energy loss factor k is derived by considering two 
neighboring domains with magnetization vectors m oriented at an angle 0 apart, and is given 
by A: = n {e„) / 2 |m|. Here, n is the average number of pinning sites and (e^) is the average 
energy for 180° domain walls. The term dH/dHg will be quantified later in Section 6.3, 
after the magnetoelastic interactions term He is fully characterized through the e-M and cr-
M relationships. It is noted that during implementation Af.rr is obtained from numerical 
integration of differential equation (6.5) using, for instance, finite difference methods or the 
Runge-Kutta method. 
The reversible magnetization quantifies the amount of domain wall bending present in the 
total magnetization. The actual amount of bending depends on the domain wall surface energy, 
the strength of pinning, and the intensity of applied magnetic field. This is modeled via the 
deviation of the prevailing magnetization from the anhysteretic magnetization at the same 
(6.5) 
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field [11], 
Mrev = ciMan- Mirr), (6.6) 
in which the diniensioniess bending coefficient c can be estimated from theoretical calcula­
tions [11] or experimentally, from the ratio between the initial and anhysteretic differential 
susceptibilities [24]. It is noted from Figure 6.4 that the irreversible magnetization exhibits 
more hysteresis than the total magnetization. The amount of reversible magnetization also de­
termines how much more hysteresis is present in the irreversible magnetization in comparison 
to the amount of total magnetization hysteresis. 
The total magnetization is then the sum of Af,rr, calculated from differential equation (6.5). 
and A/rev) calculated directly from equation (6.6), 
M = Mirr + Mrev (6.7) 
6.2.2 Active component of strain 
It is ultimately necessary to quantify the strain generated by the magnetostrictive core when 
a magnetic field is applied. For this purpose, we consider first the deformations occurring in 
the crystal lattice when the domain configuration changes. Several models exist for quantifying 
these deformations, including the quadratic law for domain magnetization rotation discussed 
in [25. 26], energy or thermodynamic formulations [27-29], elastomagnetic models [30-34], mi-
cromagnetic theories [35], magnetization rotation analysis [36], and empirical models [18]. At 
low to moderate operating levels, or when material stresses are invariant, these deformations 
dominate over other material elastic dynamics. Under such circumstances, it is theoretically 
possible to quantify the bulk magnetostriction upon knowledge of the domain configuration 
and the magnetostriction along easy crystallographic axes. In the case of Terfenol-D, nominal 
values for the latter are Ani = 1600 x 10~® and Aioo = 90 x 10~®. In practical terms, however, 
the domain configuration cannot be known apriori. 
To motivate the approach followed in this work, we consider the particular case when the 
magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the axis in which the magnetic moments have been 
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aligned by application of sufficiently large compression in the case of a polycrystalline material 
such as Terfenol-D, or perpendicular to the easy crystallographic axis in a single crystal with 
uniaxial anisotropy. In either case domain rotation is the prevailing magnetization mechanism, 
and the magnetostriction along the field direction is given by [25] 
A = ^ Aj cos^d (6.8) 
where 6 is the angle between the M, vectors within domains and the direction of the field as 
shown in Figure 6.5, and A, is the saturation magnetostriction. Recognizing that the bulk 
magnetization along the field axis is 
M = MsCos6, (6.9) 
the substitution of cos^ 9 from (6.9) into (6.8) gives 
A(M) = (6.10) 
which predicts a quadratic relation between A and M. Expression (6.10) is a single-valued 
functional, while extensive experimental evidence demonstrates that the A-M relationship is 
somewhat hysteretic. For transducer modeling purposes, it is feasible to utilize a single val­
ued A-M functional to model the overall shape, and to let M provide the hysteresis through 
the hysteretic mechanisms in M-H. This approach has proven effective in previous investiga­
tions [12]. 
Even though (6.10) is consistent with the physical phenomena occurring in the abovemen-
tioned cases, it is not sufficiently general in cases when domain wall motion is significant such 
as when the compression on the Terfenol-D is not extreme. In order to provide a more general 
magnetostriction model, we consider a more general functional given by a series expansion 
symmetric about M = 0 
A(M) = f;7.M'', 
1=0 
in which the coefficients fi are identified from experimental data. It is noted that the case 
when i = 1 leads to the physical relation (6.10). For implementation purposes, we consider in 
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Figure 6.5 Angle 6 between applied magnetic field H and magnetization 
vectors M, in the case of exclusive domain magnetization rota­
tion. The magnetostriction along the field axis is, in this case. 
A = 3/2 A,(M/M,)2. 
this study a quartic law in which the series is truncated after i = 2, 
X { M )  = - n  + ' r 2  M * .  (6.11) 
Note: 
A convenient method for identifying 7I and 72 is by solving simultaneously the constraints 
at magnetic saturation M, and at the inflection point Mq. 
A(M,) = 71^2+ = h, 
^(Mo) = 271 + 1272M2 = 0, 
in which (3/2) A, is the value of the magnetostriction at saturation magnetization. 
Expression (6.11) quantifies the magnetostriction arising from the domain reorientation 
occurring when a field is applied. This provides a generalization of the term 0^33 H in equa­
tion (6.1) to accommodate the nonlinear behavior of the material at moderate to high drive 
levels. It ignores, however, the elastic behavior of the type quantified in the linear model (6.1) 
by the term or. This issue is addressed in the next section. 
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6.2.3 Passive component and total strain output 
The elastic behavior is formulated via a PDE system which models the elastic vibrations of 
the magnetostrictive rod and related transducer components in response to the magnetostric­
tion \{t). which acts as an 'internal force' driving the vibrations of the system. This formulation 
provides a partially coupled model of the structural characteristics of the system and magnetic 
hysteresis in the rod. The solution u(t,x) to the PDE is the longitudinal displacement at 
locations x along the longitudinal axis of the rod. 
For modeling purposes we focus on the key elastic components of the transducer depicted 
in Figure 6.1, namely the Terfenol-D rod, prestress mechanism, and external mass load. The 
remaining structural components are assumed to be infinitely rigid. The rod is assumed to have 
length L and cross sectional area A. The material density is p, the operational elastic modulus 
is E, and the internal damping is cd (see [6, 7] for additional details regarding Terfenol-D's 
material stiffness and mechanical damping.) The prestress bolt provides a prestress (Tq < 0 
by compressing the magnetostrictive rod against the spring, modeled by a linear spring ki 
and dashpot C£,. The external mass load is modeled by a point mass mi. A schematic 
representation of the transducer model employed is illustrated in Figure 6.6, where it is noted 
that the boundary conditions are null displacement at i = 0 and matching forces on the spring 
and rod at x = L. 
We consider the rod displacements u { t ,  x )  relative to the prestressed position, with 0  <  x  <  L .  
Under the assumptions of linear elasticity with small displacements and Kelvin-Voigt damping, 
the normal stress acting on the cross section is 
where X { t , x )  is the magnetostriction given by equation (6.11) evaluated from the particular 
value of the magnetization at time t and location i, M[t,x). Integration over the cross section 
yields the total force resultant, 
(6.12) 
dv. d^v. N { t , x )  =  E A — { t , x ) +  C D A - ^ ^ { t , x )  -  E A X { t , x ) - { - A < T o - (6.13) 
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Figure 6.6 Continuum-discrete system used to quantify rod vibrations and 
equilibrium of forces acting on the magnetostrictive rod at i = L. 
The rod vibrations are quantified from the wave equation 
d ^ u  d N  (6.14) 
in which N { t , x )  is given by expression (6.13). The boundary condition at i = Z, is obtained 
from force balancing, 
^2 
N { t ,  L )  =  - m i  L )  -  C L  - ^ { t ,  L )  -  k i  u(t, L), (6.15) 
for the orientations illustrated in Figure 6.6. 
The initial conditions are zero displacement and velocity for all values of x, which is con­
sistent with the initial (prestressed) state in the transducer. To summarize, the strong form of 
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the model is given by the expressions 
Sv, d^v, 
N { t , x )  =  E  A — ( t , x )  +  C D  A T ^ ^ ( t , x )  -  E  A  X { t ,  x )  A  ( T o  
ii(i,P) = 0 
N { t , L )  =  - m L - ^ { t , L ) - C L - ^ { t , L ) - k [ ^ u ( t , L )  
u(0,i) = 0 
|(0,.) = 0. 
For implementation purposes, the model is formulated in weak or variational form by 
multiplying the strong form by test functions 4> followed by integration along the length of the 
rod. This reduces the smoothness requirements on the finite element basis since displacements 
and test functions need be differentiated only once compared to the second derivatives present 
in the strong form. The state u is defined in the state space X = L^(O.L) and the space of 
test functions is V = Hl(0. L) = {<t> £ | c) = 0}. The weak form is then given by 
d ^ u , ,  ,  .  r ^ \  „  .  d u . ,  ,  .  d ^ u       
J o  -  ~  JQ \ E A j ^ i t , x )  +  C D A - ^ ^ { t , x ) - E A \ { t . x )  d 0  
m i  L )  +  k i  u { t ,  L )  <t>{L) (6.16) 
for all 0 £V. 
The solution u { t , x )  to equation (6.16) defines the longitudinal displacements about the 
prestressed position. In this model, the magnetostriction A provides the excitation to the 
system. Hence, in the absence of magnetostriction the trivial solution u(t,x) = 0 solves the 
system identically as expected. Once the displacements are identified, the strains are evaluated 
b y  c o m p u t i n g  t h e  d e r i v a t i v e  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  p o s i t i o n ,  £ { t , x )  =  d u  j  d x  { t , x ) .  
Note: 
In certain cases it may be convenient to formulate the structural model relative to the 
unstressed equilibrium state. The corresponding displacements, u(t, z), will include the offset 
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displacement due to the applied prestress (Tq . Assuming linear elasticity, the free end of the 
rod displaces an amount 
U Q { L )  =  
under the application of oq . Assuming homogeneous material properties and uniform cross-
sectional area, the resulting displacement at location x is given by 
X  
iro(x) = uq {L)  -
for 0 < X < Z,. The time-dependent displacements relative to the unstressed. u { t , x ) ,  and 
prestressed, u(t,x), equilibrium positions are then related by the expressions 
u { t , x )  =  u { t , x )  —  u o { t , x )  
=  u { t , x )  - ~ x .  
The total force is then given by the equation 
— d u  
N { t , x )  =  E  A — ( t , x )  +  C D A - ^ ^ ( t , x )  -  E A X { t , x ) ,  
in which the offset (TqA , present in (6.13), does not contribute to the total force. Force 
balancing then yields the wave equation 
d ^ u  d N  
for the vibrations in the magnetostrictive rod. 
To obtain the boundary condition at the end i = L we formulate, as before, force balancing 
over an infinitesimal section 
— d u  
N { t , L )  +  C L  k L [ u ( t , L )  - U O ]  +  < T O A  =  - m i  
which reduces to N{ t ,  L )  = —(TqA in the unperturbed state, u [ t ,  L )  =  uq .  
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The strong form of the model is. then. 
N { t ,  x )  =  E A  X )  +  C D A  x ) - E A  X ( U  x )  
u((,0) = 0 
d u  
N ( t , L )  =  - N I L -^ity L) - C L — it L) - kL[u{t,L) - U Q ]  
u(0, x) = 0 
|(0.x) = 0. 
The corresponding weak form of the model is given by 
d ^ u , .  ,  r „  .  d u , .  >  .  d ^ u  f U U f I uVL U 11 J o  =  ~  \ E A — { t , x )  +  C D A - ^ ^ { t , x ) - E A X ( t , x )  +  ( T o A  d 0 ,  
d ^ u  d i £  
m L - ^ i t , L )  +  C L  — { t , L )  +  k L [ u ( t , L ) - u o { t , L ) ]  M -
6.3 Model Summary 
One model component that needs to be characterized is the relationship between applied 
current I{t) and magnetic field H{t,x) applied to the driver element. In the idealized sit­
uation of a lossless, infinitely long solenoid, this relationship may be characterized with the 
simple equation H{t) = (No. turns / length)/(t). Extensive experimental evidence indicates 
that H = nl is highly inaccurate in practice, due to coil end effects, demagnetizing factors, 
ohmic losses, and flux leakage. One possible approach consists of identifying H-I by solving 
numerically the Ampere's law or the Biot-Savart law, using for instance finite element methods. 
For this first generation of the model, an experimental approach was followed which consisted 
of measuring a position-dependent filter Thus, the time and spatial dependencies of the 
field are formulated via H{t,x) = I{t) ^'(x). 
In the presence of a magnetic field H ( t , x ) ,  the magnetostrictive rod will strain an amount 
£(t,x) = du f dx{t,x), where u{t,x) is the displacement computed from (6.16). In turn, the 
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total magnetization M ( t , x )  is computed from (6.7), which allows us to fully characterize 
the magnetoelastic interactions Hg = l/^lQ /dAfj and effective field He given by 
expression (6.3). For implementation purposes, the magnetoelastic interaction field can be 
conveniently expressed as follows 
H e ( t . x )  = H ( t , x )  +  a  M { t , x )  +  H e r { t , x )  
1  d U ( T { t , x ) £ i t , x ) )  
=  H i t , x )  +  a M i t , x )  +  ±  ^  
H o  d M ( t , x )  
1 d  ( ^ a { t . x )  A(i.i)) 
w H { t , x )  +  a M { t , x )  +  -  (6.17) d M { t , x )  
after assuming e'(t, i) s s  X { t ,  x ) ,  which simplifies the calculations since A(i, i) is known explicitly 
from (6.11). It is noted that the stress (T(t,x) may be computed directly from (6.12). For 
implementation purposes, however, the stress is treated as a nominal parameter with value 
<T(t,x) = (Tq. This assumption effectively uncouples the stresses from the magnetic regime, and 
is relaxed in the full structural-magnetic coupled formulation [37]. Upon substitution of (6.11) 
into (6.17), the effective field takes the form 
H e i t . x )  =  H { t , x )  +  a M { t ,  x )  +  ( ^ T i  A / ( i . x )  - h  4 7 2  M ^ { t .  x ) )  .  
which can be further simplified by defining an effective coupling parameter 
a { t , x )  =  a - f -  ( 2 7 1  - | - 4  7 2 M ^ ( i , i ) )  ,  
yielding the equation 
H e { t ,  i) =  H ( t ,  x) -t- a { M )  M ( t ,  i). (6.18) 
The anhysteretic magnetization is then computed by substituting (6.18) into the Langevin 
formula (6.4), 
M.„(, X, = M .  [coth (^) - (^)] . (6.19) 
It is now necessary to rearrange differential equation (6.5) in order to obtain a more 
tractable formulation for M,>r. To attain this, we first substitute (6.11) into (6.17), followed 
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by differentiation of H d M i r r )  with respect to H  and application of the chain rule, as follows 
- 1 + Q UM.Vr^ ' V 
= 1 + /3<ro\ d^A mr 
d H  
= 1 + dMir 
d H  (^) (2 71 + 12 72M^^^(^X)) 
From (6.20), we define an effective coupling parameter S(7i, 72, Mirr), 
a(f,i) = a+ (1^) (271 + 1272M?^(^a;)) • 
•(^,i). (6.20) 
(6.21) 
which is weakly coupled to both the elastic and magnetic regimes through 7, and M^r respec­
tively. It should be noted that utilization of the quadratic law (6.10) in (6.20) decouples 5. 
which results in a constant effective coupling coefficient a = o -j- {9X,ao)/(2nQM^) (see for 
instance [12]). 
The substitution of (6.21) into (6.20), and of (6.20) into (6.5). followed by some rearranging, 
yields the differential equation 
dMi, 
Q f J  " ( ^  ^  x )  - M i r r ( L  x ) )  '  
which quantifies the irreversible component of magnetization. The reversible component of 
magnetization is then evaluated directly from (6.6) 
^) " C (^\^an(^T ^) ^^trr(^» ^)) • 
Finally, the reversible and irreversible terms are added to give the total magnetization, 
M ( t , x )  =  M i r r { t , x )  +  M r  ^ v { t , x ) .  
The complete model including the magnetostriction (6.11) and structural model (6.16) is 
summarized in Table 6.1. 
M a T i { t ^ x )  M i r r { t ^ x )  (6.22) 
Table 6.1 Structural-magnetic model characterizing the magnetization 
m a g n e t o s t r i c t i o n  X { t ,  x ) ,  a n d  t o t a l  s t r a i n  e ( t , x ) .  
Magnetization 
Model 
H ( t , x ) = I { t ) ^ [ x )  
Q { t , x )  =  Q +  (2'>1 +472 A/^(/,x)) 
/ / , ( < ,  x )  = //(/. x )  +  q ( A/) A/(<.x) 
[,oth( ^ )  (w«(/,x))] 
a ( t , x )  =  a +  j  ( 2 7 1  +  1 2 7 2  A / i r r C .-f)) 
dMirr 
Q f j  1 ^-5(A/.>,)(A/,„(<,x)-yW,„(<,!)) 
M r e v ( t , f )  = c(A/a„(/,x) -  A/,rr(<,x)) 
M ( t , x )  =  M r t x , ( t , r )  +  M i r r ( i , x )  
Magnetostriction 
Model 
A(A/) = 7, A / 2 ( < , X ) + 7 2 A/^(<,X ) 
Structural 
Dynamics of 
Terfenol-D rod 
r  d\i xi 
-  U'l,fA + ci L) + lilt f') 
1  \  . V 
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6.4 Approximation Method 
To approximate the solution of (6.16), we consider a Galerkin discretization followed by 
a finite difference approximation of the resulting temporal system. To this end. the interval 
[0, L] is partitioned in N subintervals of stepsize h = L/N. The spatial basis is comprised of 
linear splines or 'hat functions', defined at points i, = ih (i = 0,1,.... N) as follows 
O i ( x )  =  i  .  
(i - 1,-1). 1,-1 < I < li 
(xi+i -  i),  I,-  < a: < Xi+i 
0, otherwise 
2 = 1 .  .V - 1 
0, (X) = ^ ^ 
(x-lyv-l), lAf-i < I < lA? 
0. otherwise. 
'•N-l *N 
The reader is directed to [38] for further details on splines techniques. 
The displacements u(t,x) are approximated using the expansion 
N 
u'^'(t,x) = '^Uj( t )<p j{ x ) .  (6.23) 
j=i 
defined in the subspace = span{<pj}^i, which through the construction of the basis 
functions satisfies the respective boundary conditions in the transducer. 
The approximate solution (6.23) is substituted into (6.16), along with test functions 0 equal 
to the basis functions, to form a second-order temporal vector system 
Q ir(0 + C 'u(t) + K u{t) = F[X(t)], (6.24) 
where u(t) = [ui(t),... , «;v(i)]^. 
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The mass, damping and stiffness matrices have the form 
rL  
[Q\ii — 
f pAcpi <pj dx 
JO, 
I ^  n and j  ^  n  
[C]o = 
[I<h = 
f p A c p i  ( f i j  d x  +  m i  ,  i  =  n  and j  =  n  
Jo 
f cd A <i>\ 4>': dx . i  ^ n and j # n 
•  °L  
f CD A <i>\ 4>'j dx + TTiL , i — n and j = n 
J o  
f L  I E A <f>'i <t>\ dx . i  ^ n and j  ^ n 
' J E A <i>\ (pj dx + mi , I = n and j = n 
while the excitation vector is defined by 
-/ i [ A ( i ) ]  =  I  E  A  \ { t , x )  4 > i { x )  d x .  
J o  
The second-order system (6.24) can be expressed as a first-order system of the form 
y { t )  =  P y ( t )  - h  B { t )  
J/(0) = yo, (6.25) 
where y { t )  = [u(f), u(0]^ 's the generalized solution, and 
P = 
0 / 
- Q - ^ K  - Q - ^ C  
B { t )  =  0 
- Q - ' F { t )  
The first-order system (6.25) must be discretized in time for numerical implementation. To 
this end, we consider a standard trapezoidal discretization with step size and iterations 
yj+i = V y j  +  \ B  [fi(fj) -f- fl(fj+i)] 
y o  = y(0). 
where tj = jAt and y j  approximates y { t j ) .  The matrices 
r Af 1"^ 
= [ ' - T r  B  =  A t  
A t  1 - 1  
need only be created once when numerically or experimentally implementing the method. The 
accuracy of the solutions is 0{h^, (At)^). 
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6.5 Model Validation 
In this section, the model summarized in Table 6.1 is applied to a Terfenol-D transducer 
designed and built at Iowa State University, and used to characterize the quasistatic magne­
tization and strain produced by the transducer in response to an applied current I{t). Model 
simulations are compared with experimental measurements collected from the transducer. 
6.5.1 Terfenol-D transducer 
The transducer used for model validation was designed following the general guidelines 
of Figure 6.1. The magnetostrictive driver was a 4.53 in (115 mm) long, 0.5 in (12.7 mm) 
diameter, monolithic Tbo.3Dyo.7Fe1.92 rod manufactured using the modified Bridgman process. 
Surrounding the rod were an innermost single-layer, 150-turn pickup coil, used for magnetic 
induction measurements, and a six-layer, 900-turn drive coil connected to a Techron 7780 
amplifier used in current control mode. Both solenoids were wound in-house with 26 AWG 
magnet wire. 
A cylindrical Alnico V permanent magnet and 1018 steel end caps provided flux closure. For 
the experiments reported here, the permanent magnet was demagnetized to obtain unbiased 
operation. The displacement plunger was guided by a nylon bushing mounted within an 
aluminum head, which was held in place by non-magnetic steel bolts attached to a massive 
stainless steel base. The 1 Hz sinusoidal reference signal input to the amplifier was provided 
by a Tektronix 2642A Fourier Personal Analyzer, which was also used to record the pickup coil 
voltage, drive current, drive voltage and displacement signal. The external load was a 0.5 kg 
mass threaded onto the displacement plunger. 
The compressive preloading necessary to avoid tensile stresses on the moderately brittle 
Terfenol-D rod was provided by a steel bolt located within the transducer base. The bolt 
pushed the rod against a Belleville washer, whose stiffness was calculated from the force-
displacement characteristic curve measured in an MTI Phoenix compression machine. A PCB 
208A13 force transducer located between the bolt and the Terfenol-D rod was used to preload 
the rod to the desired value. 
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6.5.2 Experimental analysis 
The measured output from the transducer during operation included the driving voltage 
and current, the voltage induced in the pickup coil, and the rod displacement. The correspond­
ing testing setup is illustrated in Figure 6.7. 
I 
TsMronix 2642A 
Pwsonal Fouriw Aniyzw 
Output 1 
I 
2 3 4 
A 
Lueat-SchMvNz 
LVM-110 
Dltplaetmant Signal 
Plekup Cell VoltMgt 
AC Driving Voltag* 
Input Voltag* Currant Output 
Monitor Monitor 
TKhron 7780 Powar Ampliflar 
TarlanohD 
Transducar 
 ^LVDT 
I 
Hewlett Packard 
Vactra 4/66 PC 
PCB 482A 
Signal Conditioner/ 
Kelthley Voltmeter 
3^ I Sao 
Signal From 
PCB 208A13  
7777 
Figure 6.7 Schematic block diagram of setup used for experimental analysis. 
For identification of the ^ functional, a series of flux measurements was conducted with a 
Hall effect probe (F. W. Bell 9500 series), located within the transducer to allow characteriza­
tion of end effects, demagnetizing factors, and magnetic circuit nonlinearities. A DC current 
was used to excite the solenoid, and the flux density Bsur(x) was measured adjacent to the 
surface of the rod at locations 5 mm apart over a longitudinal line. Since in sir B = H in the 
CGS units system, the flux density is equal to the magnetic field, Baurix) = llsur{t,x). The 
filter, shown in Figure 6.8, was then computed from 4'(x) = Hsur{x) /1. 
The magnetic induction was calculated by integration of the pickup coil signal Vpu, fol­
lowing the Faraday-Lenz law of magnetic induction, B{t) = -l/(iVpuApu) Vp„(r)dT. The 
parameter Ap^ is the mean cross sectional area of the pickup coil, and Np^ is equal to 150 
turns as indicated before. The magnetization used for comparison against model simulations 
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Figure 6.8 Empirical function 4'(x) used to characterize magnetic circuit 
behavior. 
was then computed from the magnetic constitutive equation M  =  ( B / f i o )  -  H .  
The displacement at the rod tip was measured with a Lucas Schaevitz LVM-110 linear vari­
able differential transducer (LVDT) equipped with a 025-MHR probe. The corresponding bulk 
strain, used for comparison to model simulations, was computed by dividing this displacement 
b y  L .  
6.5.3 Parameter estimation 
A total of thirteen parameters completely describe the partially coupled magnetic-structural 
model, of which five are magnetization parameters (a,c, a, and M,), two are magnetostric­
tion parameters (Mq and A, or 71 and 72), three are material properties of the transducer 
driver [E, p and co), and three describe the load characteristics {ki,CL and mi). The pa­
rameters were quantified in three manners: i) by direct measurement {k[,, mi and />), ii) 
from published specifications for Terfenol-D {M^E and A,), and iii) by optimization through 
a least square fit to experimental data (a, A:, c, q, Mq, C£), andc£,). The optimization was per­
formed in two iterative steps. In the first, the five magnetization parameters and damping 
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components were estimated from magnetization data. The second step consists of identifying 
the magnetostriction coefficients from strain data. 
The magnetization parameters have been previously identified for ferromagnetic materials 
in general in [24], and for Terfenol-D in particular in [39]. For Terfenol-D. the nominal satu­
ration magnetostriction is A, = 1000 x 10~®. The saturation magnetization has been found to 
deviate little from the nominal value A/j = 0.765 x 10® A/m. 
6.5.4 Magnetization and strain results 
In this section we evaluate the performance of the model by performing a comparison 
against experimental data collected at three drive current levels: 1.0. 4.0, and 16.0 A 0-pk. 
corresponding to magnetic field levels at x = L of approximately H{t, L) = 9,36 and 144 kA/m 
0-pk. The prestress in all cases was 1.5 ksi (10.35 MPa). The magnetization and strain 
experimental data are plotted in Figure 6.9. The temperature during data collection remained 
between 21-25 °C in all cases. 
The performance of the model for a constant set of parameters is demonstrated in Fig­
ure 6.10. The procedure followed for finding a set of parameters suitable for the three cases 
consisted of finding a set of optimal parameters for the high field case (16.0 A case), and then 
to utilize the same set in the other two cases. It is noted that this simple optimization pro­
cedure provides very accurate characterization of the fundamental nonlinearities. hysteresis, 
and saturation characteristics present in the data throughout current levels. Notwithstanding, 
discrepancies exist between data and simulations, in particular in the constricted region at low 
field levels and near saturation magnetization. The discrepancies are hypothesized to be due 
to domain magnetization rotations present in the grain-oriented sample used, which are not 
accounted for by the model. While quantification of these eflfects is ultimately desired, the 
model in its present configuration provides fits which are sufficiently accurate for control and 
design applications. The values for the model parameters used in the simulations are given in 
Table 6.2. 
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Figure 6.9 Experimental data collected at a prestress of 10.35 MPa (1.5 ksi), 
for three current levels: 1.0, 4.0, and 16.0 A 0-pk. (a) Normal­
ized magnetization versus field, M j Mj-H, (b) total strain versus 
f i e l d ,  £ - H .  
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Finally, the significance of the transducer's elastic behavior is analyzed by considering the 
full-stroke case, in which the elastic effects achieve most significance. In Figure 6.11(a), the 
magnetostriction X[t,L) obtained from the quartic law is shown to fit the strain data accu­
rately at low to moderate field levels, with performance comparable to £(t,L) (reproduced in 
Figure 6.11(b)) at the same regimes. In order to improve the quality of the fits, the parameters 
7i and 72 were modified slightly until an optimal fit was achieved, as shown in Figure 6.11(c). 
It is noted that the new fit is adequate near saturation, but does not perform as well in the 
medium range level and exhibits less hysteresis than Figure 6.11(a). More importantly, the 
magnetization fit suffers as evidenced in Figure 6.11(d), because of the coefficients 7, effecting 
the overall shape of the anhysteretic through a. It should be noted, however, that the simplic­
ity involved in computing A may prove advantageous in cases where accuracy can be somewhat 
compromised in the interest of computational speed. 
6.6 Concluding Remarks 
This chapter addresses the modeling of strains generated by magnetostrictive transducers 
in response to externally applied currents. The model provides a generalization of the classical 
linear relations (6.1) and (6.2) by extending the scope to the fully nonlinear regime. The model 
characterizes magnetic hysteresis via consideration of the physical mechanisms responsible 
for domain wall pinning and unpinning. Since the model does not include relevant dynamic 
magnetization effects such as eddy current losses, its use should be restricted to quasistatic 
frequencies of operation. 
The structural-magnetic model was constructed in three steps. In the first step, the mean 
field theory of Jiles and Atherton was used to quantify the magnetization of the magnetostric­
tive element, which is characterized by hysteresis, nonlinearities, and saturation effects. In the 
second step, a quartic law posed in terms of the magnetization calculated in the first step was 
used to characterize the magnetostriction associated with the alignment of magnetic moments 
with the external field. It was shown that while the magnetostriction provides <idequate fits to 
experimental data (Fig. 6.11(a)), the inclusion of elastic or passive effects enhances the capa-
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Figure 6.10 Comparison: model simulations ( ) and experimental data ( ) for M { t ,  L )  
vs. H { t , L )  and e { t , L )  vs. H [ t , L )  at 10.35 MPa (1.5 ksi). The constant set of 
model parameters used in all simulations is shown in Table 5.2. 
Table 6.2 Parameters used to obtain the model simulations shown in Fig­
ure 5.10. 
Magnetization Magnetostriction Structural Load Geometry 
a = 7000 A/m 
k = 7000 A/m 
c = 0.2 
a = 0.03 
M, = 0.765 X 10® A/m 
Mo = 2.28 X 10® A/m 
A, = 1000 X 10"® 
71 = 2.60 X 10"'® m^/A^ 
72 = -8.29 X 10-2» mVA'' 
E = 30x 10^ Pa 
p = 9250 kg / m^ 
C£) = 1 X 10® Ns/m 
kL = 2.5 X 10® N/m 
mi = 0.5 kg 
Ci = 1 X 10^ Ns/m 
L = 0.115 m 
D = 0.0127 m 
Operating Conditions: <to=10.35 MPa, Input Currents = 1.0, 4.0, 16.0 A (0-pk), Input Frequency = 1.0 Hz 
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Figure 6.11 Model simulations ( ) versus experimental data (- • -), 16.0 A 0-pk input, 
10.35 MPa (1.5 ksi). (a) Magnetostriction A(t, Z>) computed from quartic law 
using parameters shown in Table 6.2, (b) total strain £(t, L), (c) and (d) magne­
tostriction A(f,L) and corresponding magnetization M{t, L) computed using pa­
rameters in Table 5.2, except 7i = 1.9 x 10"'® m^/A^, 72 = —1.28 x 10"^^ m'^/A'*. 
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bility of the model to axldress the magnetic-structural interplay taking place in the transducer 
during operation (Fig 6.11(b)). To this end, force balancing was used to develop a PDE model 
which quantifies rod displacements in response to input magnetostrictions. The latter behave 
as an 'internal force' driving the vibrations of the system. The physical design of the trans­
ducer was modeled via appropriate boundary conditions, which may be modified on demand 
in order to represent different transducer configurations. 
The nature of this PDE system precludes analytical solution. Hence the solution was 
approximated through a finite element discretization of the spatial variable followed by a finite 
difference discretization in time. The resulting vector system was iterated in time using the 
magnetic field data as input to the system. 
The accuracy of the model was illustrated with an example showing the magnetization 
and strain performance. A single set of parameters was employed at three different operating 
regimes which spanned from low to high excitation field levels. We believe that this fact 
demonstrates the ability of the model to characterize the underlying physical mechanisms of 
magnetostriction. In addition, this feature of the model ought to ease the computational load 
not only during parameter identification but also in control execution as no lookup tables are 
required. Despite this, substantial effects associated with the interaction between the electric, 
magnetic, elastic, and thermal regimes are not accounted for directly in the present model 
theory. As a result, it is feasible to expect small variations in the parameters, which in some 
cases may behave as macroscopic averages accounting for exogenous factors not included in 
the model. The following chapters report on continued work which addresses the interaction 
between the magnetic and elastic regimes. 
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CHAPTER 7. A COUPLED STRUCTURAL-MAGNETIC STRAIN AND 
STRESS MODEL FOR MAGNETOSTRICTIVE TRANSDUCERS 
A paper to be submitted to IEEE Trans. Magn. 
Marcelo J. Dapino, Ralph C. Smith, LeAnn E. Faidiey and Alison B. Flatau 
7.1 Abstract 
This paper addresses the modeling of strains and forces generated by magnetostrictive 
transducers in response to applied magnetic fields. The magnetostrictive efi'ect is modeled by 
considering both the rotation of magnetic moments in response to the field and the elastic 
vibrations in the transducer. The former is modeled with the Jiles-Atherton model of ferro­
magnetic hysteresis in combination with a quartic magnetostriction law. The latter is modeled 
through force balancing which yields a PDE system with magnetostrictive inputs and bound­
ary conditions given by the specific transducer design. The solution to this system provides 
both rod displacements and forces. The calculated forces are used to quantify the magnetome-
chanical effect in the transducer core, i.e., the stress-induced magnetization changes. This 
is done by considering a 'law of approach' to the anhysteretic magnetization. The resulting 
model provides a representation of the bidirectional coupling between the magnetic and elastic 
states. It is demonstrated that the model accurately characterizes the magnetic hysteresis in 
the material, as well as the strains and forces output by the transducer under conditions typical 
of engineering applications. 
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7.2 Introduction 
We present a model for the magnetomechanical behavior of transducer systems which utilize 
magnetostrictive materials to drive structural loads. The growing interest in magnetostrictive 
transducers arises from the availability of highly capable magnetostrictive materials, such as 
the rare earth-iron alloys, which deliver strains in the 10"^ range and forces in the order of 
several kN. While magnetostrictive transducers provide adequate performance at the low signal 
levels where their behavior is quasilinear. the demand for high performance transducers often 
dictates that they be driven at the high operating regimes where hysteresis, nonlinearities. 
and coupling effects are intrinsic to magnetostrictive behavior. In addition, the advantages 
of magnetostrictive materials over alternative transducer technologies are typically realized at 
high operating regimes. This motivates the development of models that accurately characterize 
the hysteresis, nonlinearities, and coupling effects intrinsic to magnetostrictive transduction. 
By virtue of the reciprocal nature of magnetomechanical transduction, magnetostrictive 
transducers are capable of providing not only actuation but sensing capabilities as well. One 
crucial aspect of the bidirectional energy exchange between the magnetic and elastic regimes is 
that neither transduction mechanism occurs independently, but rather they both occur simul­
taneously during transducer operation. In the direct or magnetostrictive effect, the action of 
a magnetic field and ensuing magnetization generates strains in the magnetostrictive material. 
These strains are in turn associated with a stress field which affects the magnetic state; this 
phenomenon is known as the inverse or magnetomechanical effect. 
The close connection between magnetostriction and the magnetic behavior under stress 
has long been recognized, and extensive experimental evidence on the magnetomechanical 
effect has been documented [1-3]. In recent years there has been renewed interest on this 
phenomenon [4, 5] because of its relevance for applications such as non-destructive evaluation 
and sensing. In the specific case of the R-Fej alloys, of which Terfenol-D is at present the 
most widely known commercially available example, it has been demonstrated that desirable 
properties such as high magnetostriction and low hysteresis are strongly dependent upon the 
operating stress [6-8]. 
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This paper addresses the modeling of strains and forces generated by magnetostrictive 
transducers in response to applied magnetic fields. The formulation presented here extends 
prior modeling capabilities [9, 10], which include magnetic hysteresis and nonlinearities as well 
as structural vibrationb, by including the sensing or magnetomechanical effect in a magne­
tostrictive rod as it drives a transducer. This novel modeling approach provides an improved 
representation of the magnetomechanical behavior of magnetostrictive transducers as used in 
structural applications, and it provides the framework necessary for the modeling of magne­
tostrictive materials when utilized as sensors. The model is illustrated in the context of the 
prototypical Terfenol-D transducer depicted in Figure 7.1, but is not limited to this material or 
transducer design. This design provides a template for the key physical components required 
to fully utilize the magnetostrictive transducer capabilities, namely the magnetostrictive core. 
DC magnetic circuit, AC magnetic circuit, and mechanical prestress mechanism. 
The model is presented in three stages. In the first stage, discussed in Section 7.3. we 
consider the magnetization of the magnetostrictive core under an externally applied magnetic 
field ff and a stress field a. The field-induced component of magnetization is quantified with the 
mean field model of ferromagnetic hysteresis originally developed by Jiles and Atherton [11-
13]. The stress-induced component of magnetization is modeled with a law of approach to 
the anhysteretic magnetization as presented in [5]. The two components considered together 
provide a magnetization model based on the energy dissipated when domain walls attach to 
and unattach from inclusions in the material. Increasing magnetic fields augment the energy 
dissipation and hence the amount of energy lost to hysteresis. Conversely, increased stresses 
help to overcome domain wall pinning and hence to reduce hysteresis. 
The second stage, illustrated in Section 7.4, involves the characterization of the magne­
tostriction A produced when the magnetostrictive core is magnetized. This is done through a 
phenomenological model consisting of an even-terms series expansion. While A includes the 
active contribution to the strain arising from the rotation of magnetic moments, it does not 
eiccount for the passive or material response of the kind found in ordinary (i.e., nonmagne-
tostrictive) elastic materials. 
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The passive effects are provided in Section 7.5 through consideration of force balancing in 
the magnetostrictive rod, in the form of a PDE equation which includes the intrinsic mag­
netostriction, system compliance, internal damping, and boundary conditions associated with 
the mechanical transducer design. The solution to this PDE provides the rod displacements 
and corresponding total magnetoelastic strain £. 
The complete model is summarized in Section 7.6, while its performance is evaluated in 
Section 7.7 by means of a comparison of model simulations with experimental measurements. 
Two examples are provided. In the first, the accuracy of the magnetization and strain simula­
tions is demonstrated at two current levels and two prestress levels for a transducer designed 
following the guidelines of Figure 7.1. The second example demonstrates the ability of the 
model to accurately characterize the force output by a magnetostrictive rod operated under 
mechanically blocked conditions (s = 0). 
EXTERNAL LOAD (•) 
(10) BUSHING HEAD (11) 
DISPLACEMENT PLUNGER (9) (7) COMPRESSION SPRING 
(4) PERMANENT MAGNET 
TERFENOL ROD (S) 
(2) MAGNETIC COUPLER 
<() PRESTRESS BOLT BASE (12) 
Figure 7.1 Cross section of the prototypical Terfenol-D transducer employed 
for model development. 
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7.3 Magnetization of Magnetostrictive Element 
Highly magnetostrictive materials such as Terfenol-D exhibit substantial deformations when 
magnetized. Changes in magnetization are due to the application of magnetic fields, stresses, 
or thermal energy. At this stage, we focus on changes in magnetization and subsequent strains 
produced by the application of magnetic fields and stresses. While operating temperature has a 
strong influence on the performance of magnetostrictive materials [14], the model in its present 
formulation assumes isothermal behavior. In the presence of both an applied magnetic field H 
and a varying stress a, the rate of change of magnetization with time dM / dt is dictated by 
the expression 
which motivates treating each magnetization term independently. In the first term, the main 
magnetoelastic component is the differential susceptibility dM / dH, which needs to be iden­
tified from the ferromagnetic hysteresis model. The time rate of change of magnetic field 
dH / dt is readily determined since the magnetic field input to the transducer is. to a first 
approximation, known in advance. In the second term, it is necessary to quantify both the 
magnetomechanical effect dM / d<T and the time rate of change of stress da / dt, since the stress 
depends on the amount of strain generated by the transducer. 
7.3.1 Field-induced magnetization: differential susceptibility 
The magnetization of a ferromagnetic material in response to applied magnetic fields can 
be explained by considering two related mechanisms [15-18]. The first mechanism is that 
domain walls (the transition layers between highly aligned regions termed magnetic domains) 
move under the influence of the magnetic field in such a way that favorably oriented domains 
grow at the expense of unfavorably oriented domsdns. The wall thickness is determined by a 
balance between the anisotropy, which tends to make the walls thinner, and the Weiss-type 
interaction coupling between atomic magnetic moments, which tends to make the walls thicker. 
The second mechanism involves the rotation of magnetic moments within domains towards the 
dM 
dt 
f d M \  ^  ^ 
[ d H j  d t  d a  )  d t  (7.1) 
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field direction. 
In the theory originally proposed by Jiles and Atherton [11-13,19] and implemented here, 
the magnetization is quantified from the difference between the total magnetic energy available 
to magnetize the material and the energy lost to domain wall pinning. The former energy 
state is achieved in the anhysteretic condition, which has a magnetization value Man- The 
energy lost to pinning is modeled assuming a friction-type mechanism which opposes changes in 
magnetization. To quantify these energies, minimization of a suitable thermodynamic potential 
.4 is used to identify first the effective field He acting on the material, 
= H + + (7.2) 
where H is the applied field, a M is the Weiss interaction field responsible for the alignment 
of neighboring magnetic moments within domains, and Ha = 1/mo \d (f /dM^ is the field 
due to magnetoelastic interactions. 
The effective field calculated from expression (7.2) is then used to compute the anhysteretic 
magnetization, which is quantified using the Langevin function £{2) = coth(2) - l/z, with 
-1  < C{2) < 1,  
M a n  =  M, C { H e / a ) ,  (7.3) 
in which Mg is the saturation magnetization and the constant a, representing the effective 
domain density, is treated as a parameter to be estimated through a least squares fit to the 
data. It is emphasized that while the Langevin function provides satisfactory fits of the fer­
romagnetic anhysteretic magnetization, its applicability to ferromagnets should be considered 
as semi-phenomenological in nature. The Langevin function was originally developed for the 
paramagnetic state, where all possible orientations have the same probability, i.e., the material 
is isotropic. In addition to being intrinsically anisotropic, the motion of domain walls in fer­
romagnetic materials is impeded by imperfections or pinning sites. These pinning sites, which 
are attributable to crystallographic defects and to the presence of dendritic twin boundaries 
in the case of Terfenol-D, form energy wells that are energetically favorable for domain wall 
attachment. 
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The effect of pinning sites on domain wall motion under constant stress conditions has 
been assessed through consideration of reversible Mrev and irreversible M,>r components of 
the magnetization. For low magnetic field intensities about an equilibrium level, the domain 
walls bend reversibly while remaining attached to pinning sites. As the applied magnetir field 
is increased, the domain walls achieve sufficient energy to break free from pinning sites while 
moving up the energy well where they were originally located, and attach to remote sites where 
the energy configuration is favorable. The energy lost to domain wall pinning manifests itself 
as hysteresis in the magnetization. This means that under the assumption of no other loss 
mechanisms, the hysteresis loss per unit volume and per cycle can be quantified experimentally 
from the area enclosed by the M-H loop. 
Energy balancing is used to derive a differential equation for irreversible changes in mag­
netization, which can be shown to be [13] 
Mirr = Man-kS^^ (7.4) 
where the constant k quantifies the energy needed to break pinning sites, and 6 has the value 
-hi when dH / dt > 0 and -1 when dH / dt < 0 to ensure that the energy lost to pinning always 
opposes magnetization changes. Applying the chain rule, expression (7.4) can be modified to 
give the differential irreversible susceptibility, 
dMirr  ^  Man - Mr, dH,  
d H  6k d H '  ^  
Recognizing that in this case the effective field given by equation (7.2) should be defined 
in terms of the irreversible magnetization, 
rr tJ , Ayr . ^ d(as) He — H + a Mirr  +  ,  
2 f io  dMirr  
the partial derivative of the effective field with respect to field takes the form 
•jj^  = l  + a(Mirr ,<T)-^ ,  (7.6) 
where 5(M,>r,(r) is an unitless effective coupling term which is defined as 
. 3 d'^((T£) 
a(M,v„<T) = a + —(7.7) 
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It is noted that the final form of 5 depends upon the characterization of e and <t . 
Direct substitution of (7.6) into (7.5) yields the differential equation for the irreversible 
susceptibility, 
d^irr A/an ^irr f SI 
TW ~  S k -  5(Mi,r,<T)(M„„ - MirrY '  
It is noted that equation (7.8) can yield nonphysical solutions when dH is reversed near satu­
ration. Specifically, when the magnetization M,>r is below the anhysteretic Man for increasing 
field, or when the magnetization Mirr is above the anhysteretic Man for decreasing field, di­
rect solution of (7.5) leads to a negative, and hence nonphysical, differential susceptibility. A 
mathematical strategy has been devised in [20] that produces a more physically consistent 
expression 
^Mirr Man Mirr 
= <71—E7irr—IT777 T?—T ('-9) d H  ^  5 k -  5(M.>„ <T){Man -  Mirr)  
where 
^ J 1, { H  >  0 and M  >  M a n }  or { H  <  0 and M  <  M a n }  
0, otherwise. 
Numerical integration of differential equation (7.9) gives the irreversible magnetization Mirr-
It has been hypothesized in [13] that the reversible component of magnetization reduces 
the difference between the prevailing irreversible magnetization M.vr and the anhysteretic 
magnetization Man at the same field. This can be modeled mathematically with the expression 
Mrev — ^ {Man ~ Mirr)^ (7.10) 
where the coefficient of proportionality c quantifies the amount of reversible domain wall 
bulging. The value of c is determined experimentally from the ratio of the initial and an­
hysteretic susceptibilities [20] or through a fit to experimental data. Differentiation of equa­
tion (7.10) gives the reversible differential susceptibility 
dMrev _ fdMan dMir 
d H  d H  d H  -) • (7.11) 
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Finally, the irreversible and reversible terms given by expressions (7.9) and (7.11), are 
added to give the total susceptibility 
which after numerical integration gives the total magnetization arising from the application of 
a magnetic field. Alternatively, M can be computed by solving equation (7.9) and then adding 
Mrev from equation (7.10). 
7.3.2 Stress-induced magnetization changes: magnetomechanical effect 
We now consider the contribution of stress to the total magnetization, or magnetomechan­
ical effect dM / da. A unifying description of the changes in magnetization due to the action 
of stress has been recently developed [4, 5, 11]. In the theory presented by Jiles [5, 12] and im­
plemented here, the main mechanism governing the magnetomechanical effect is the unpinning 
of domain walls produced when a stress is applied. On the basis of the key model assumption 
that hysteresis is originated mainly from domain wall pinning, the freeing of domain walls from 
their pinning sites must cause the magnetization to change in such a way as to approach the 
anhysteretic. 
Experimental measurements reported in [3, 4, 12, 21] clearly indicate that both the mag­
nitude and direction of stress-induced magnetization changes are profoundly influenced by the 
magnetic history of the specimen. To illustrate. Figure 7.2 shows a schematic representation 
of the approach to the anhysteretic. The sample was first magnetized to saturation, and the 
field was-then removed so that the magnetization lies close to positive or negative remanence, 
as respectively denoted by points A and B in Figure 7.2(a). The magnetization changes AM 
were then computed for varying compressive stresses while the field was held constant. The 
magnetization changes are illustrated in Figure 7.2(b). It is noted that the magnitude and 
direction of AM depend on whether the initial magnetization lies above or below the an­
hysteretic. Furthermore, the magnetization at point X changes slightly upon removal of the 
stress. 
S k  ( T )  ^ i r r ]  
Man ~ ^irr (7.12) 
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The change in magnetization exhibited by point X upon removal of the stress is explained 
by a second, related effect, that is the anhysteretic curve itself varies under the action of 
stress. Application of tensile stress to a material with positive magnetostriction coefficient 
(such as Terfenol-D) produces an increase in both the slope of the M-H loop and the remanent 
magnetization value, while compressive stress produces a shearing of the M-H loop. This effect 
is illustrated in Figure 7.3, where the influence of stress on both the anhysteretic and total 
magnetization is shown for the stress levels -10, 0. +10, and +20 MPa. 
The net result of both effects considered in combination is that a monotonically increas­
ing stress causes the magnetization value of X to be approached in the fashion depicted in 
Figure 7.2, while the magnetization value of X itself varies as shown in Figure 7.3. The mag-
netomechanical effect model utilized here is then formulated in the context of: (i) the effect 
of stress on the anhysteretic magnetization and (ii) a law of approach to the anhysteretic 
magnetization upon application of stress. 
7.3.2.1 Anhysteretic Magnetization 
The anhysteretic magnetization Man given by expression (7.3) should be interpreted as a 
local function of both H and the particular value of the prevailing magnetization M, with 
both operating through the effective field given by (7.2). For instance, at point A in 
Figure 7.4, the material is in a state of equilibrium in the presence of zero applied field, due to 
the coupling between magnetic moments a M and the magnetoelcistic interactions in the 
material. Application of a small magnetic field perturbs this equilibrium slightly, giving a new 
value of Man- Applying small field increments successively, the two-valued local anhysteretic 
curve shown in Figure 7.4 is obtained. Note, however, that global equilibrium is never achieved 
in this case. 
A closer look at the Langevin function (7.3) reveals that it is possible to find a solution 
Man which, for a given value of H and <r, satisfies the equation identically, 
Man =  Ms C[ H e (Man) / a ] .  (7.13) 
The solution Man to the Langevin function is unique, and may be interpreted as a state of 
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Figure 7.2 Representation of the approach to the anhysteretic under stress, after [4]: total 
magnetization, - • - anhysteretic magnetization, (a) Arrows indicate approach 
in the M-H plane from positions A and B above and below the anhysteretic, for 
fixed H. In either case. M moves towards point X on the anhysteretic curve, (b) 
Trajectory of magnetization change AM/M3 upon application and further removal 
of a compressive stress, starting at point A (A —^ X), and at point B (B ^ X). 
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Figure 7.3 Model simulations representing the effect of stress on the total magnetization ( ), 
and on the global anhysteretic magnetization ( ), for +10, 0, -10, and -20 MPa. 
A positive magnetostriction coefficient is assumed [12]. 
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equilibrium associated with the minimization of the total energy. In consequence, the locus 
of points obtained by mapping all possible values of H for a given stress state is a single-
valued function, as illustrated in Figure 7.4. We term this function the "globar anhysteretic 
magnetization. The global anhysteretic Man is the anhysteretic used to describe the law of 
approach, on the basis of the observation [4] that the application of stress causes the prevailing 
magnetization to approach the single-valued anhysteretic state obtained in experiments by 
superimposing a decaying AC field on top of a fixed DC field. It is noted that in the absence 
of magnetic coupling (a = 0) and constant magnetoelastic interactions {Hg / the 
local and globcil anhysteretic curves coincide. 
The global anhysteretic depends significantly on the stress state in the material. It has been 
even suggested [22] that the global anhysteretic defines not a curve, but a surface dependent on 
H and c. This dual dependency is described in terms of the effective field He, by recognizing [5] 
that the global anhysteretic magnetization under a field H and stress a is equivalent to the 
global anhysteretic magnetization under field He and zero stress, = Man(He-O)-
In order to compute the global anhysteretic. the effective field given in equation (7.2) is 
written in the form 
He =  H +  a(M,  a)  M,  
where the effective coupling parameter a(M, a) is 
, 3 d { ( T £ )  
The global anhysteretic is then given by the following expression, 
M n j x  coth (" + _ / _a \ 
which may be solved numerically using an iterative technique such as the Newton-Raphson 
method. 
7.3.2.2 Law of approach 
It has been observed experimentally that the direction in which the magnetization changes 
with applied stress is independent of the sign of the stress, for small stresses and when the 
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M / M a ,  r e l a t i v e  l o c a l  a n h y s t e r e t i c  M , a ) / M ,  =  
coth[(//' + a { M , ( T ) M ) / a ]  -  [ a . / { H  + 5(A/, 
and relative global anhysteretic Man[H,<j)/M, — 
COth[(if + a ( M a n , o ) M a n ) l o \  -  [ a j (ff -t-Q(Ma„, CT)Man)]. 
as a function of H. 
magnetization is sufficiently distant from the anhysteretic. It is then inferred that the direction 
of change is dependent not on the stress itself, but on a quantity which is independent of the sign 
of the stress. In this context. Jiles hypothesized [5] that this quantity is the elastic energy per 
unit volume, W = ct^/(2£'), which is clearly independent of the sign of tr. The 'law of approach' 
to the anhysteretic condition is then formulated as follows: the rate of change of magnetization 
with elastic energy is proportional to the displacement of the prevailing magnetization from 
the global anhysteretic magnetization. The concept of the law of approach is now applied to 
the stress-induced magnetization of a magnetostrictive material. 
As before, this may be posed via irreversible and reversible components of the magnetiza­
tion. It is noted that to a first approximation, the application of stress produces irreversible 
magnetization changes since AM arising from stress unloading is negligible. Thus, it is rea­
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sonable to formulate the law of approach in terms of the irreversible magnetization M,rr, 
^ = {-14) 
where ^ is a coefficient with dimensions of energy per unit volume that needs to be identified 
for magnetostrictive materials. Making the substitution dW / da = af Em (7.14), along with 
application of the chain rule, permits writing the irreversible component of the magnetome-
chanical effect as follows, 
^A^jrr ^  i  % t  ij-\ (Man -M.Vr). ('-lo) 
A similar argument to that used in the field-induced case yields an expression for the 
reversible component, 
( d M a n  d M i r r \  
with c the coefficient defined in equation (7.10). 
Summing the irreversible and reversible contributions leads to 
^M ^ ^ (T7 \ ^  ^Man 
^ ^ an ^irr) + C i 
which after numerical integration gives the magnetization arising from the application of stress. 
As before. M may be alternatively computed by solving iV/,rr from equation (7.15) and then 
adding Mrev from equation (7.16). 
7.4 Active Component of Strain 
It is ultimately necessary to quantify the strains generated by the magnetostrictive ma­
terial when a magnetic field is applied. For this purpose, we consider first the deformations 
occurring in the crystal lattice when the domain configuration changes. Several models ex­
ist for quantifying these deformations, including the quadratic law for domain magnetization 
rotation discussed in [17, 18], energy or thermodynamic formulations [23-25], elastomagnetic 
models [26-30], micromagnetic theories [31], magnetization rotation analysis [7], and empiri­
cal models [5]. At low to moderate operating levels, or when material stresses are invariant, 
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these deformations dominate over other material elastic dynamics. Under such circumstances, 
it is theoretically possible to quantify the bulk magnetostriction upon knowledge of the do­
main configuration and the magnetostriction along easy crystaliographic axes. In the case of 
Terfenol-D. nominal values for the latter are Am = 1600 x 10~® and Aioo = 90 x 10"*'. In 
practical terms, however, the domain configuration cannot be known apriori. 
To motivate the approach followed in this work, we consider the particular case when the 
magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the axis in which the magnetic moments have been 
aligned by application of sufficiently large compression in the case of a polycrystalline material 
such as Terfenol-D, or perpendicular to the easy crystaliographic axis in a single crystal with 
uniaxial anisotropy. In either case domain rotation is the prevailing magnetization mechanism, 
and the magnetostriction along the field direction is given by [17] 
which predicts a quadratic relation between A and M .  Expression (7.18) is a single-valued 
functional, while extensive experimental evidence demonstrates that the A-M relationship ex­
hibits some degree of hysteresis. For transducer modeling purposes, it is feasible to utilize a 
single valued X-M functional to model the overall shape, and to let M provide the hysteresis 
through the hysteretic mechanisms in M-H. This approach has proven effective in previous 
investigations [32]. 
Even though (7.18) is consistent with the physical phenomena occurring in the above 
mentioned cases, it is not sufficiently general in cases when domain wall motion is significant 
such as when the operating stress acting on the Terfenol-D material is not extreme. In order 
to provide a more general magnetostriction model, we consider a series expansion symmetric 
about M = 0, 
A(M) = f;7.M2', 
«=o 
in which the coefficients 7, need to be identified from experimental data. It is noted that the 
case i = 0 leads to the physical relation (7.18). For implementation purposes, we consider in 
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this study a quartic law in which the series is truncated after i = 2, 
A(M) = 7i M2 + 72 Af^ (7.19) 
Note: 
A convenient nnethod for identifying 71 and 72 is by solving simultaneously the constraints 
at magnetic saturation M3 and at the inflection point Mq, 
A(M,) = 7iM2 + 72M4 = 
P2 \ 
^(Mo) = 2 71+ 12 72 = 0, 
in which (3/2) A, is the value of the magnetostriction at saturation magnetization. 
7.5 Passive Component and Total Strain 
The magnetostriction A given by (7.19) quantifies the reorientation of magnetic moments 
towards the direction of applied field. It was shown in [10] that this magnetostriction is anal­
ogous to the term d^sH in linear models, but is inherently nonlinear and hysteretic through 
both the magnetization M and the quartic relation between M and A. It ignores, however, the 
elastic properties of the magnetostrictive material as it vibrates, as represented in the linear 
models by s^a. In this section, a PDE system is formulated which models the elastic response 
of the magnetostrictive material and relevant transducer components located in the load path. 
The input to this PDE is formulated through the magnetostriction A, which constitutes an 
'internal force' driving the vibrations of the transducer. The solution to the PDE is the longi­
tudinal displacements u{t,x) relative to the prestressed position. Additional details regarding 
this PDE formulation are provided in [10]. 
The structural dynamics are modeled through consideration of the magnetostrictive rod 
(5), prestress bolt (6), spring (7), and mass load (8) for the transducer in Figure 7.1. The 
prestress bolt provides a stress <To < 0 by compressing the magnetostrictive element against 
the spring, modeled by a linear spring ki and dashpot cl. The rod is assumed to have length 
L, cross sectional area A, and longitudinal coordinate x. The material density is p, the elastic 
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modulus is E, the internal damping is C£), and the external load is modeled by a point mass 
m i .  I t  s h o u l d  b e  n o t e d  t h a t  p a r a m e t e r  E  l i e s  b e t w e e n  t h e  e l a s t i c  m o d u l u s  a t  c o n s t a n t  H ,  E ^ .  
a n d  a t  c o n s t a n t  B ,  E ^ .  S i n c e  E ^  a n d  E ^  d e p e n d  u p o n  t h e  f i e l d  i n t e n s i t y  [ 3 3 ] ,  s o  d o e s  E .  
However, for simplicity E is treated as a nominal or operational material stiffness. 
As detailed in [9, 10], the total stress at cross sections x in the rod is given by 
dv. d'^ti 
< T { t ,  x )  =  E  — ( t ,  x )  +  C D  x ) - E  X { t ,  x )  +  a o ,  (7.20) 
where the terms on the right hand side represent respectively the linear elasticity at small 
displacements. Kelvin-Voigt damping, magnetostriction-derived stress, and prestress. Force 
balancing then yields the dynamic model for the longitudinal displacements and strains. 
For implementation purposes, the model is formulated in weak or variational form by multi­
plying the strong form by test functions <t> followed by integration throughout the length of the 
rod. This reduces the smoothness requirements on the finite element basis since displacements 
and test functions need be differentiated only once compared to the second derivatives present 
in the strong form. The space of test functions is V = /^^(O. L) = {<j € L) \ 0(0) = 0}. 
so that for all <^(i) € V, 
d ^ u  [ ' •  
Jo ')</>(')''' = -/„ d u  d ^ u  d(t> 
diL d^u 
k i  u ( « ,  L )  +  C L  — ( t ,  L )  +  m i  L )  <P{L). (7.21) 
The solution u ( t , x )  to expression (7.21) defines the longitudinal displacements about the 
prestressed position. Once the displacements are computed, the strains are evaluated by taking 
derivatives with respect to position, e{t, x) = du f dx{t^ x), and the material stresses cr(t, i) are 
calculated directly from (7.20). Note that the stress at the rod end a(t, L) may be equivalently 
calculated from the boundary condition a{t, L) — j[-kL u(t, L) - ci L) - mc ^ (^ L-)]-
7.6 Transducer Model Summary 
In the presence of both an applied magnetic field H and stress c, the total magnetization 
is dictated by the superposition of the field- and stress-dependent components given by equa­
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tions (7.12) and (7.17). For implementation purposes, however, we consider the alternative 
approach in which the irreversible magnetization Mirr{t,x) is computed first and added to the 
reversible component Mrev{t, x) to give the total magnetization M{t, x). The superposition of 
expressions (7.8) and (7.15) leads to the differential equation for the time rate of change of 
irreversible magnetization: 
To characterize d H  /  d t ,  it is necessary to model the quasistatic field H ( t , x )  generated 
by the solenoid when a current I{t) is applied. We note that it is often assumed that 
H{t) = (No. turns/length)/(t). However, this model is only valid in the idealized situa­
tion of a lossless, infinitely long solenoid in a lossless magnetic circuit. Experimental evidence 
on research transducers indicates that H = nl \s highly inaccurate because it neglects solenoid 
end effects, demagnetizing factors, ohmic losses, and flux leakage. One possible approach con­
sists of identifying H-I by solving numerically the Ampere's law or the Biot Savart law. using 
for Instance finite element methods. For purposes of implementing the coupled elastomagnetic 
model, an experimental approach was followed which consisted of experimentally determining 
the magnetic circuit behavior via a position-dependent filter 4'(x). Thus, the time and spatial 
dependencies of the field are formulated with the expression 
Upon substitution of equation (7.23) into (7.22), the final form for the rate of change of 
irreversible magnetization is obtained. 
(7.22) 
H ( t , x )  =  I { t ) 9 { x ) .  (7.23) 
(7.24) 
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which relates the irreversible magnetization with the current applied to the transducer and the 
varying stress arising during operation. 
The reversible magnetization is calculated directly upon integration and subsequent super­
position of (7.10) and (7.16), 
M r e v i t , x )  =  C  M a n { t , x ) + ' M a n i t , x ) ^ - c M i r r( t , x ) .  (7.25) 
The total magnetization under the application of both a field and a stress is then 
M { t , x )  = (1 - C) M i r r{ t , x )  +  C  [Ma„(i, x) + Ma„(f, x)]  .  
which includes the irreversible component, given by equation (7.24), with the reversible com­
ponent, given by equation (7.25). It should be noted that in the case of constant stress 
[da I dt = 0) or constant field {dl / dt = 0), the expression reduces to the individual compo­
nents characterized in (7.12) and (7.17). 
.A.fter the magnetization M { t ,  x )  arising from the application of H { t ,  x )  and e T ( t .  x) has been 
identified, the active component of strain is computed from (7.19), 
A[M(i, x)] = 71 M ^ ( t ,  x )  +  72 W i t ,  x), 
where it is noted that since A depends on the applied magnetic field, it is not homogeneous 
throughout the rod. Hence, the magnetostriction varies along x. 
The longitudinal rod displacements u ( t , x )  are computed by solving equation (7.21) 
d ^ u  
J o  =  ~  
d u  
E A — { t , x )  +  C D A - ^ ^ { t , x ) - E A \ { t , x )  
d ( p  
d x  
( x )  d x  
dti d^v, 
k i  u ( f ,  L )  C L  L )  +  T T i L  L )  4 > { L ) .  
To approximate the solution to this equation, a Galerkin discretization in x is used to reduce the 
system to a temporal system which is then solved with finite difference approximations. Details 
regarding the solution method used had been provided in [9, 10]. Once the displacements have 
been characterized, the strain is computed directly using the equality 
-  ^i t , x ) ,  
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and the corresponding stresses acting on the rod are computed directly from the strain using 
equation (7.20). 
The complete elastic-magnetic coupled model is summarized in Table 7.1. It should be 
noted that for implementation purposes it is convenient to assume 5 a A for computing o 
and a. since the magnetostriction A and its derivatives with respect to M can be formulated 
explicitly. This assumption highly enhances the computational robustness while introducing 
only a small accuracy loss. 
7.7 Model Validation 
In this section, the model summarized in Table 7.1 is applied to two distinct example cases: 
(i) characterization of rod magnetization and strain output by a magnetostrictive transducer, 
and (ii) characterization of force generated by a magnetostrictive rod under mechanically 
blocked (or, equivalently, electrically short circuited) conditions. 
The first example demonstrates the model accuracy for quantifying the quasistatic mag­
netization and strain generated by a magnetostrictive material when used in a prototypical 
transducer. The performance of the model is evaluated for four combinations consisting of 
two prestress levels and two drive current levels. It is shown that while minor changes in the 
coupling coefficient a and magnetostriction parameters 7, are necessary to fine tune fits across 
prestress levels, a given set of parameters provides accurate fits across drive levels. The vari­
ation in a across prestress levels is explained by the fact that the anhysteretic magnetization 
is stress dependent, and that the shape of the anhysteretic has a strong effect on the shape of 
the prevailing magnetization. Regarding the magnetostriction parameters 7,, it is noted that 
the domain configuration does vary when the rod is unloaded and preloaded again for opera­
tion at a new prestress value. It is then expected that these domain configuration changes be 
accounted for by variations of parameters 7,. 
A variety of transducer applications require high forces of the kind typically associated 
with mechanically blocked or near-blocked conditions. Examples of such applications include 
shaft clamping in inchworm-type linear motors [34], mitigation of seismic vibrations in build-
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Table 7.1 Coupled structural-magnetic model quantifying the magnetization, strain, and stress. 
Magnetic Model: 
H { t , x )  = .  I [ t )  4 ' ( i )  
-l\A \ ^ ^ o(M, (t) = a-I--— 
Man{t , x )  = A/j 
'Man{t , x )  =  Ms 
2 HQ dM 
f  H { t , x } +  a { M , ( T )  (  
coth 
coth 
a / \ H { t , x )  +  a ( M . ( T )  M ( t . x )  J .  
f  H { t , x )  + q { M a n ,  < ^ )  M a n { t s X ) \  /  O  
I 
Lil j _  ^
H ( t ,  x )  +  a {Man' < r )  Man{i-  x )  
a{Mirr,<T) = Q-t- 3 d^{(re) 
2 Ho dM}.. 
dMir 
dt  
' • ( t , x )  =  | c  M a n { ^ , x )  M i r r { t ^ x )  
5 AT — Q;(A/|rr) l) M i r j - { t  
1 ^ 
,x)] J d t  { t ) ^ { x )  
Manit , x )  -  Mirri t . x )  
mrcv{t,x) = c -h ma„(t,x)] - cmirr{t,x) 
M ( t , x )  =  (1 -  C) M,>r(t,x) -l-C [Ma„(«,l) + Ma„(i,l)j 
Structural Model: 
X [ M { t ,  x ) ]  =  7 i  M ^ { t ,  x )  - h  7 2  M * { t ,  x )  
d ^ u  d u  d ^ u  
E A — i t , x )  +  C D A - ^ ^ { t , x )  -  E A X ( t , x )  
-  I  A l  u ( t ,  L )  - I -  C L  L )  +  m i  ^  <i>{L) 
du £•(«,«) = 
0ii d^u 
<T{t, x) = E —(f, x) -I- CD x) - E\{t, x) + (To 
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ings, and deep-submersion underwater communications. This motivates the evaluation of the 
stress calculations provided by the model. Hence, in the second example, model simulations 
of transducer force output are compared with experimental measurements performed under 
mechanically blocked conditions (eit^L) = 0). Experimental tests were performed for four 
different drive current levels, at a constant prestress. It is shown that a fixed set of parameters 
provides accurate characterization of the force produced by a magnetostrictive rod. 
7.7.1 Example 1 
The model is applied to a Terfenol-D transducer with the configuration illustrated in Fig­
ure 7.1 and used to characterize the quasistatic magnetization and displacement produced by 
the transducer in response to an applied current I{t). The measured output from the trans­
ducer during operation included driving voltage and current, voltage induced in the pickup 
coil, and rod displacements. The prestress levels were 6.9 and 10.35 MPa (1.0 and 1.5 ksi). 
and the drive current levels were 4.0 and 16.0 A zero-pk. The operating temperature was 
monitored with a thermocouple and was confined to the range 21-28°C. 
The driver was a 115 mm (4.53 in) long, 12.7 mm (0.5 in) diameter, monolithic Tbo.sDyo-Fei.g 
r o d  m a n u f a c t u r e d  u s i n g  t h e  m o d i f i e d  B r i d g m a n  p r o c e s s .  T h e  m a g n e t i c  f i e l d  e x c i t a t i o n  H ( t )  
was provided by a surrounding solenoid, while an innermost one-layer pickup coil was used 
to collect magnetic induction measurements. The 1 Hz excitation frequency was provided 
by a Tektronix 2642A Personal Fourier Analyzer connected to a Techron 7780 amplifier op­
erating in current control mode. The magnetic induction B{t) was calculated by integra­
tion of the pickup coil signal Vpu, following the Faraday-Lenz law of magnetic induction, 
B{t) = ~l/{NpuApu) /o VJ,u(r) dr. The parameter Apu is the mean cross sectional area of 
the pickup coil, and Npu is the number of turns. The magnetization used for comparison with 
model  s imulat ions was computed from the magnet ic  const i tut ive equat ion M = (B/f io)  — H.  
Flux closure was provided by 1018 steel end caps and a cylindrical Alnico V permanent 
magnet, which was demagnetized to obtain unbiased operation. A slider and a Belleville 
compression washer completed the magnetic circuit. 
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The compressive preloading necessary to avoid tensile stresses on the moderately brittle 
Terfenol-D rod was provided by a steel bolt located within the transducer base. The bolt 
pushed the rod against the compression washer, whose stiffness kmpa was calculated from the 
linear region of its force-displacement characteristic curve. A force transducer located between 
the prestress bolt and the Terfenol-D rod was used to preload the rod to the desired value. 
The external load was a mass threaded onto the displcicement plunger which weighed 
m£,=0.5 kg. The load displacement (i.e., the transducer output) was measured with a linear 
variable differential transducer. The corresponding bulk strain, used for comparison with model 
s i m u l a t i o n s ,  w a s  c o m p u t e d  b y  d i v i d i n g  t h i s  d i s p l a c e m e n t  b y  L .  
For identification of the ^ filter, a series of flux measurements was conducted with a Hall 
effect probe, located within the transducer to allow characterization of end effects, demagnetiz­
ing factors, and magnetic circuit nonlinearities. A DC current was used to excite the solenoid, 
and the flux density Bsur(x) was measured adjacent to the surface of the rod at locations 
5 mm apart over a longitudinal line. Since in air B = H in the CGS units system, the flux 
density is equal to the magnetic field, Bgurix) = Hjur(^ i)- The correction functional was then 
computed from 4'(i) = Haurix) / I- Additional details regarding the experimental analysis are 
provided in [9. 10]. 
The magnetization and strain calculations measured from the experimental transducer are 
shown in Figure 7.5. It should be noted that the reversal of strain magnitude observed across 
drive levels when the prestress is changed from 6.9 MPa to 10.35 MPa is consistent with the 
data reported in [35]. 
The performance of the model is illustrated in Figures 7.6 and 7.7. The model provides 
in all cases very accurate fits of both the measured rod magnetization and transducer strain 
output. It should be noted that the model does not provide a mechanism to account for 
the contraction observed in the magnetization data at low field levels, which explains the 
discrepancy observed in the 4.0 A cases. It is expected that a higher order truncation of the 
magnetostriction expansion should translate into improved strain fits. 
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Figure 7.5 Experimental data collected from a Terfenol-D transducer, at 
the prestress values -6.9/-10.35 MPa and the drive current levels 
4.0/16.0 A zero-pk. (a) Magnetization and (b) output strain. 
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Figure 7.6 Magnetization results: comparison of model simulations ( ) with experimen­
tal data (— • —). Constant values of the model parameters were a = 7000 A/m, 
k = 7000 A/m, c = 0.2, a = 0.045, E = 30 GPa, p = 9250 kg/m^, 
71 = 2.95 X 10-1® mVA^, 72 = -6 x lO'^® m^/A", ^ = 2.45 x lO'' Pa, 
C£) = 1 X 10® Ns/m, C£, = 1 X 10^ Ns/m, ki = 2.5 x 10® N/m, mi = 0.5 kg, 
L = 0.115 m, D = 0.0127 m. 
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Figure 7.7 Strain results: comparison of model simulations ( ) with experimental data 
(— • —). Constant values of the model parameters were same as in Figure 6.6, 
except Q = 0.065, 71 = 3.12 x 10"^® m^/A^. 
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7.7.2 Example 2 
The model is now used to characterize the force output by a 19.05 mm (0.75 in) long. 
8.89 mm (0.35 in) diameter, monolithic Tbo.3Dyo,7Fei.9 FSZM rod. A testing clamp was 
devised to maintain mechanically blocked conditions during operation, which consisted of a 
stainless steel base where the rod and magnetic circuit assembly were located and a stainless 
steel cap which housed a PCB A13 force transducer. The cap was attached to the base via 
stainless steel bolts, which were tightened until the desired prestress value was read from the 
force transducer. 
The magnetic field H ( t )  was supplied by a 400-turn solenoid, which was calibrated using a 
Hall effect probe in the fashion described in Example 1. The magnetic circuit was completed 
by two magnetic steel end pieces and a surrounding magnetic steel cylinder. 
The tests were performed at a prestress value of 6.9 MPa for four drive current levels: 
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 A zero-pk. The excitation signal was 1 Hz in all cases. The operating 
temperature remained in all cases between 21-30''C. The force-magnetic field measurements 
are shown in Figure 7.8. 
Although in theory the clamp's stiffness should be infinity, the manufacturer's specifi­
cations for the force transducer were commensurate with that of the Terfenol-D rod itself. 
To model this condition, the specified stiffness value was assigned to the boundary spring, 
kmps = 1-75 X 10® N/m. In a similar fashion, the dynamic mass was weighed and assigned to 
the corresponding model mass load, mi = 5 kg. 
It should be noted that the elastic modulus under blocked conditions (or equivaiently, 
under constant magnetic induction conditions) represents the intrinsic material stiffness and 
is the largest value that the material can achieve for a given operating condition. The value 
of the elastic modulus used in these simulations was £' = 60 GPa, in accordance with the 
experimental measurements reported in [33]. 
Model simulations and experimental measurements are compared in Figure 7.9. The model 
performance is extremely satisfactory at all drive levels, both in quantifying the amplitude of 
the force and the hysteresis present in the data. It is emphasized that the same set of values 
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Figure 7.8 Force versus magnetic field generated by the Terfenol-D rod un­
der blocked conditions, for the drive levels 0.5, 1.0, 1.5. and 2.0 A 
zero-pk. The prestress was <tq = —6.9 MPa. 
for model parameters was used in all cases. 
7.8 Concluding Remarks 
A coupled magnetomechanical model for the magnetization and strain behavior of magne-
tostrictive transducers in response to applied currents has been presented. The model includes 
the nonlinearities and hysteresis present in the magnetic response of magnetostrictive ma­
terials, and the linear elastic effects which are characteristic of high-signal magnetostrictive 
transduction. The magnetic and structural regimes are coupled through the magnetization, 
which varies in response to both the externally applied magnetic field and the stress field which 
arises as the transducer actuates upon an external load. 
The model was constructed in three steps. In the first, the mean field theory of Jiles and 
Atherton was used to quantify the relation between the current input to the transducer and 
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Figure 7.9 Comparison of model simulations ( ) with experimental data (— • -) at four 
drive levels and prestress of (Tq = —6.9 MPa. The constant values of the model 
parameters were a = 4000 A/m, k = 5000 A/m, c = 0.4, a = 0.001, £• = 60 GPa, 
p = 9250 kg/m^, 7i = 7 x 10"^® m^/A^, 72 = —1 x 10"^® m'*/A'*, ^ = 2.45 x 10"* Pa, 
CD = 1 X 10® Ns/m, C£, = 1 X 10^ Ns/m, ki = 1.75 x 10® N/m, m^, = 5 kg, 
L = 0.019 m, Z) = 0.009 m. 
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the magnetization. The magnetization arising from variations in stress was also considered, by 
considering a 'lav.' of approach' to the anhysteretic magnetization. The resulting magnetization 
model provides a representation of the hysteresis and saturation effects arising from domain 
wall pinning and the domain wall unpinning produced by varying stresses. In the second step, 
the magnetostriction due to the rotation of magnetic moments was quantified by means of a 
quartic model formulated in terms of the magnetization. Finally, force balancing provided a 
PDE model which quantified material displacements and forces due to the magnetostriction. 
The examples demonstrated the accuracy of the model in cases typical of magnetostrictive 
transducer applications. In the first, the magnetization and strain output by a typical actuator 
were characterized at two drive levels and two prestress levels. A near-constant set of param­
eters was used across drive levels and prestresses. In the second example, the force output by 
a magnetostrictive rod operated under mechanically blocked conditions was characterized for 
four drive levels and fixed prestress. 
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CHAPTER 8. DISSERTATION CONCLUSIONS 
This dissertation was written to advance the understanding of the complex relationship 
between operating conditions and performance in magnetostrictive transducers. To attain this 
objective, two well differentiated aspects of magnetostriction were addressed. 
The first aspect, discussed in Part I, involved the identification of trends in the variation 
of material properties with varied operating conditions. The approach followed involved a 
linear magnetostriction model, electroacoustics theory, and a mechanical model of a typical 
Terfenol-D transducer, which were combined to yield a unified transducer model. Experimental 
data consisting of complex electrical impedance and admittance, and displacement from current 
Frequency Response Functions (FRF) were collected, and material properties were computed 
(Chapter 3). In order to draw meaningful conclusions from the results, statistical principles 
were applied to the design of the experiments and the computation of mean values and confident 
intervals from the material property trends (Chapter 4). The implementation of a classical 
linear model in combination with an experimental approach provides significant insight into 
the behavior of Terfenol-D as used in a transducer environment. 
The second aspect of the dissertation was presented in Part II. It consisted of developing a 
magnetomechanical model for the elastic response of magnetostrictive transducers when driven 
by applied fields and attached to structural loads. First, relevant modeling issues were first 
identified and analyzed (Chapter 5). The model was then developed in a modular fashion, 
starting with a formulation in which the magnetic and elastic regimes are weakly coupled 
(Chapter 6). In order to achieve an enhanced model of the bidirectional energy transduc­
tion occurring in magnetostrictive materials as they vibrate in a transducer, a fully coupled 
structural-magnetic approach was considered (Chapter 6). This component of the dissertation. 
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in combination with Part I, provides a comprehensive and novel approach to the understanding 
of magnetostriction as applied to transducer devices. 
8.1 Discussion 
8.1.1 Summary review of transducer models 
A novel modeling approach was developed and used to characterize the magnetomechanical 
performance of a magnetostrictive material as used in a transducer system consisting of the 
magnetostrictive material itself, a magnetic circuit, a prestress mechanism, and a structural 
load. The ability of the model to accurately quantify the magnetization of the magnetostrictive 
material as well as the displacement and force generated by the transducer in response to 
applied currents has been experimentally verified. 
The model was constructed in three steps. In the first, the mean field model for ferro­
magnetic hysteresis originally developed by Jiles and Atherton was utilized to quantify the 
magnetization changes arising from the application of magnetic fields {dM / dH). This com­
p o n e n t  o f  t h e  m o d e l  i n v o l v e s  t h e  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  o f  f i v e  p h y s i c a l l y  v e r i f i a b l e  p a r a m e t e r s  ( q ,  a ,  k ,  
c and A/a, equations (6.3)-(6.6). The operational stresses acting upon the rod are assumed con­
stant and equal to the mechanical bias. (T[t) = (Tq. While this approximation helps to reduce 
the complexity of the model and eases the computational load, it is inaccurate in cases where 
the operating stresses deviate significantly from the initial or nominal value ffot namely when 
the prestress stiffness in combination with large displacements yields large stress changes. In 
order to provide a more realistic representation of this case, a fully-coupled formulation was 
considered in Chapter 7 by quantifying the effect of changing stress on the magnetization 
or magnetomechanical effect dM / da. While increasing magnetic fields augment the energy 
dissipation and concomitant hysteresis loss, increased stresses produce a 'wiping out' of hys­
teresis, thus causing the magnetization to approach the anhysteretic. This effect was modeled 
via a 'law of approach' to the anhysteretic magnetization proposed by Jiles, which involves 
one additional model parameter (^, equation (7.17)). The combined effect of the field- and 
stress-induced magnetization changes was modeled with expressions (7.24) and (7.25) which 
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quantify the irreversible and reversible components of the total magnetization. 
It is noted that although there exist several differences regarding the implementation of 
the weakly-coupled and fully-coupled formulations, both methods involve the same overall 
approach for the second and third steps. 
The approach followed in the second step consisted of quantifying the magnetostriction A 
associated with the alignment of magnetic moments with the applied fields and corresponding 
magnetization changes. This was done through an even-term series expansion posed in terms of 
the magnetization, which reduces to the well-known quadratic magnetostriction law in the case 
when the series is truncated at i = 1. For implementation purposes, the model was truncated 
at i = 2, which yielded two additional parameters to be identified (71 and 72, equation (6.11)). 
Once A has been computed, the material response of the kind associated with linear elas­
ticity was quantified in the third and final step. To this end. force balancing in the form of 
a wave equation was used in combination with a zero displacement condition at 7 = 0 and a 
force matching condition at i = L. The resulting system, given by equations (6.13)-(6.15). 
was formulated in variational form by multiplying the strong form by test functions (linear 
splines or 'hat' functions) followed by integration along the length of the rod (equation (6.16)). 
The solution u{t,x) to equation (6.16) defined the longitudinal rod displacements about the 
prestressed position, from where e{tyx) = du / dx{t,x) defined the strain. The correspond­
ing material stresses were computed from expression (6.12). The model parameters involved 
in this step were the material properties of the magnetostrictive rod (E, p and C£j) and the 
prestress-plus-load characteristics [ki, cl and m^,). 
To approximate the solution u { t , x )  to equation (6.16), a Galerkin discretization was con­
sidered; the resulting temporal system was solved with a finite difference discretization (Sec­
tion 6.4). At present, the model formulation is one-dimensional, with the longitudinal de­
pendency dictated by the shape of the applied magnetic field along the length of the rod 
(Figure 6.8). This implicitly assumes axisymmetry and homogeneous magnetic field penetra­
tion in the rod. The latter model assumption limits the range of applicability of the model 
to frequencies of operation well below the critical frequency fc discussed in Chapter 0. In 
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practical terms, the models described in Chapters 6 and 7 should be restricted to near-DC 
frequencies of operation. 
The model parameters were estimated by using a constrained least squares optimization 
of measured data. The optimization was performed in two iterative steps as described in 
Section 6.5.3. Two observations are pertinent at this point: (i) the goodness of the optimized 
solutions highly depends on the accuracy of the initial guess due to the flatness of the penalty 
function, and (ii) the penalty function exhibits numerous local minima which easily 'trick' the 
optimization routine. Point (ii) reinforces the importance of point (i) and highlights the fact 
that a given model simulation may be obtained with several different combinations of model 
parameters. However, due to the physical nature of the overall approach the 'true' optimal 
model solution should closely correlate with the physical system's solution. The model results 
presented in Chapters 6 and 7 indicate that this is the case since a single set of model parameters 
provided very accurate fits across drive levels. Across prestress levels, it was necessary to 
slightly adjust the parameters a and 71 in order to obtain high quality simulations. This is 
hypothesized to be due to the pseudo-phenomenological basis of the anhysteretic magnetization 
and magnetostriction models. 
Model development, parameter identification, and corresponding experimental analysis 
were optimized to the transducers under study, which used Terfenol-D (Tbo.3Dyo.7Fei,92) as 
the transducer driver and had a prestress mechanism to allow operating the Terfenol-D in com­
pression and under favorable magnetomechanical conditions (see discussion in Chapter 5). The 
scope of the work, however, is not limited to Terfenol-D, but can be generalized for use with 
other magnetostrictive materials of relevance in transducer applications such as nickel, metglas, 
cobalt, and the alloys aluminum-iron, samarium-iron, terbium-zinc and terbium-dysprosium-
holmium-iron. In addition, the model should be applicable to magnetostrictive particulates 
suspended in a non-magnetic binder, i.e., a magnetostrictive composite. 
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8.1.2 Model critique 
While models based on fundamental principles are ultimately desired, the work presented 
here combines physical principles with pseudo-phenomenological principles, which are neces­
sary in places where physical models are currently unavailable or simply impractical to imple­
ment. It is hoped that this dissertation will narrow the gap between the scientific and practical 
aspects of magnetostriction. In this sense, this modeling approach should appeal to both the 
material scientist or physicist interested in the development of better characterization models 
of physical mechanisms, and the transducer engineer who wishes to utilize working models of 
the performance of magnetostrictive devices. 
Several areas of the model will benefit from future improvements brought about by both 
physicists and engineers. For instance, the Langevin model for the anhysteretic magnetization 
(equation (6.4)) strictly applies to the paramagnetic regime only. While the Langevin model 
provides very accurate results, its relation to the magnetization physics of ferromagnetic ma­
terials is debatable. The author is unaware of a better anhysteretic magnetization model, and 
believes that once such model is developed it will be worth combining it with the hysteresis 
model of Jiles and Atherton. 
Even assuming the existence of a physically-based anhysteretic magnetization model, it is 
still debatable whether the global (i.e., single-valued) anhysteretic is appropriate in the law of 
approach (equation (7.14)). The global anhysteretic was used there because it was thought to 
be consistent with the approach to the single-valued curve observed experimentally by several 
researchers. On the other hand, it may be argued that what magnetic moments 'see' is the 
local (i.e., two-sided) anhysteretic magnetization, motivating the use of the local anhysteretic 
magnetization instead. This issue is, at present, still open to interpretation. 
One other aspect which will benefit from future improvements is the magnetostriction 
model. The even-terms series expansion utilized here, while ultimately motivated by physical 
insight, is phenomenological in nature. Models do exist which consider contributions from 
90 degrees (maximum magnetostriction) and 180 degrees (zero magnetostriction) rotations to 
characterize the total magnetostriction. The problem is how to identify, in the context of 
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a transducer model, the specific domain configuration under given operating conditions and 
a given magnetic history of the specimen. This problem is further complicated by several 
additional issues, such as crystailographic and stress anisotropies, operating temperature and 
purity of the magnetostrictive material. 
8.1.3 Future work 
The following list describes model assumptions which motivate future work that needs to 
be addressed in order to improve the flexibility and capability of the model. 
1. Temperature dependency 
2. Crystailographic anisotropy 
3. Minor loop closure 
4. 1-D field dependency 
5. Experimental identification of parameter ^ 
6. Elastic modulus and internal damping coefficient. 
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APPENDIX A. VECTOR NOTATION 
The convention for the indices of planes and directions used in the dissertation is described 
in this appendix. The indices of particular directions are enclosed in square brackets, such as 
the edges of a cube: [100], [010], [001], [TOO], [OTO] and [OOl], in which T denotes -1. These are 
directions of a form, and the entire set is designated by any one direction in angular brackets, 
for instance <100>. Planes of a form are designated by rounded brackets, such as the six faces 
of a cube: (100), (010), (001), (TOO), (OTO) and (OOT). The indices of any one form enclosed in 
braces, such as {100}, represents the entire set. 
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APPENDIX B. MAGNETOSTRICTION OF ANISOTROPIC 
MATERIALS 
Magnetostriction of single crystals 
The general expression for the saturation magnetostriction of a single domain, single crystal 
cubic material is given by the expression [1] 
As = - Aioo + oi\p\ + 03/33 — -) 
+3 Am (QIQ2/3I/32 + 0i20'3l^2l^3 + 0130c11^3(B-1) 
where Ajoo and Am are the saturation magnetostrictions along the <100> and <111> axes of 
the crystal. The cosines q, (i = 1,2,3) define the direction along which the magnetic moments 
are saturated, while the cosines /3, define the direction on which the saturation magnetization 
is measured. 
Equation (B.l) is called the two-constant equation for magnetostriction. This equation 
combines theoretical and empirical considerations. The reader is directed to [2], for instance, 
for additional details regarding the derivation of this formula. 
It is noted that equation (B.l) only applies to the magnetostriction within a domain. The 
magnetostriction A, is the field-induced strain in the crystal as brought from the demagnetized 
state to the fully saturated state. In the saturated state, the whole specimen consists of a 
single domain with its magnetization aligned parallel to the applied magnetic field. The 
demagnetized state, however, is not perfectly defined since the number of domain configurations 
and relative volume fractions that lead to zero net magnetization is infinite. It is important to 
note that the demagnetized state in equation (B.l) is arbitrarily defined such that all possible 
domain configurations have equal volume. For instance, in a material with cubic crystals with 
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<100> easy directions (such as iron), the demagnetized state is one in which the total volume 
of the crystal is divided equally among the six directions that define the set, namely [100], 
[010], [001], [Too], [OTO] and [001] [1] (p. 253). 
The saturation magnetostriction along the field direction is obtained by using a, = 3i in 
equation (B.l), which leads to 
Aj = Aioo + 3 (Am — Aioo) (oilal + ot\oi\ + a^aj). (B.2) 
The special case of the magnetostriction being isotropic can be addressed by assuming 
Aioo = Am = A, in equation (B.l), which becomes 
A,(e) = ^A,(cos2 0-i). 
In this equation X3{9) is the saturation magnetostriction along an angle d to the field direction, 
while Aj is the saturation value in the ideal demagnetized state, i.e., if all possible domains are 
present in equal volumes. 
A common technique in magnetostriction measurements consists of measuring the mag­
netostriction Aax along a given direction with the applied field perpendicular to the given 
direction, and the magnetostriction A,|| with the applied field parallel to the given direction, 
after which the difference is taken. Thus [3] (p. 125), 
. . . 1 . 3 
AjIi - Ajx — Aj + - AJ — - A,. 
Magnetostriction of polycrystals 
The constituent crystals (grains) of a polycrystalline material may be oriented randomly in 
space, in which case the magnetostriction of the material can be calculated by averaging the 
effects of all orientations. Such material will exhibit no crystalline anisotropy, a situation which 
is rather uncommon in engineering materials. A more common case in engineering materials 
is that of crystals oriented along preferred orientations, also known as texture. Sometimes 
materials are manufactured so that a texture is induced by aligning the easy directions of 
magnetization of all grains in the material, thus giving an easy direction of magnetization for 
the whole body. 
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The simple case of a randomly oriented polycrystalline cubic material is considered. As­
suming that the number of domains is large and thus that the strain is uniform in all directions, 
equation (B.2) can be averaged over all orientations of M, as shown in Figure B.l. The direc­
tion cosines a, are related to 0 and 4> by the relations 
ai = sin <pcos0, a2 = sin <3i>sin 6, ai = cos<p. 
Integration of equation (B.2) over a sphere of unit radius centered at the origin yields [1] (p. 263) 
Aa = - Aioo + - Am. 
Z 
X 
Figure B.l Angular position of M, with respect to a set of fixed crystal axes. 
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